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May 18, 2021 

Dear Chairperson and members of the Scotia Community Services District Board 

of Directors: 

Introduction 

I write on behalf of the Town of Scotia Company, LLC which I serve as President 

and Director of Legal Affairs.  I respectfully request that an item on your agenda 

(New Business item 1.d.) be pulled from consideration so that we may have 

sufficient notice and be given a fair opportunity to be heard and present a 

fulsome discussion in opposition to what amounts to a major new Board policy.    

The notice in the agenda is inadequate. 

The agenda in no way alerts Town of Scotia or members of the public to what we 

have just learned is in fact a very draconian, prejudicial and punitive policy 

determination unfairly affecting TOS’ prospective economic advantage and 

procedural and substantive Due Process Rights.   

For all the injustice posed, the action item itself is disguised as a simple “Board 

Signed Letter.”  The exact description of the agenda item is: 

• “H. BUSINESS 1. New Business – 
***  

• d. “Discuss Scotia Subdivision & River Pumps and Approve Sending Board Signed 

Letter.” 

No proposed letter is attached to the agenda for the Board’s or the Public’s 

review, nor is there any relevant information or posted on the internet, and as of 

this writing, no Board packet has been made available to the public or TOS.   

Until today, we had no way of knowing what the letter would say or even to 

whom it would be sent. And TOS has received no request, demand or assertion 

that it has done anything wrong, or in any other way should be aware of a Board 

determination to prejudice TOS’s substantive rights. 
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May 19, 2021 

Dear chairperson and members of the SCSD Board of Directors. 

I write again in opposition to the proposal in this Board’s agenda, New business Item 1.d of 

which we just learned yesterday from your staff.   The agenda item vaguely seeks Board 

authorization to send a letter, though the agenda item did not say to whom that letter should 

be sent or what it should say.  Last night, after midnight, we finally received the staff report and 

draft letter described in yesterday’s Board agenda.  

The gist of the proposed Board letter is to announce a significant new policy by which the CSD 

will arbitrarily withhold approvals and sign-off on any of the major infrastructure project 

underway by the Town of Scotia, including the Scotia Subdivision Phase 3 Final Map, Phase 4 

upgrade design and Mill A infrastructure plans and specifications.   

The effect of the new policy, and letter announcing it, would be impose an inappropriate 

moratorium or ‘freeze’ on unrelated CSD approvals, based NOT on the merits of the particular 

“frozen” project, but rather as extortion, to hold the completed and progressing project 

hostage until the entirely unrelated Eel River Intake Pump Replacement project is completed.   

This extraordinary step is briefly ‘justified’ on the basis that the pump replacement project is 

urgent (which no one contests), and that the Team of civil and electrical engineers, computer 

program designers and pump function experts and other specialists on the project team have 

not worked diligently to get the project done. 

In addition to the objection made in our urgent letter of yesterday, raising substantive and 

procedural error and denial of Due Process, this letter makes three additional simple points and 

provides evidence which should be given full opportunity for discussion before the Board: 

1. The staff’s basis and justification (dilatory progress or neglect) is false and misleading 

(see the supporting information and materials filed in opposition to the Staff’s 

proposed agenda item, including a timeline of progress and planning, by Mr. Mike 

Forget Civil Engineer, CEO of SHN Engineers and Geologists); 

2. The withholding of approval of an unrelated project (like the Phase 3 infrastructure 

project), notwithstanding its acknowledged merits and compliance with appropriate 

standards, lacks any supporting substantial evidence in the record, and is a textbook 

example of illegal abuse of discretion by an administrative agency; and 

3. The CSD is contractually bound by its express agreement to give approval to subdivision 

phase projects upon completion in accord with the standards in the Conditions of 
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Today we were verbally informed we would be receiving a Board letter 

announcing that the SCSD will withhold any substantive approval of plans for 

several significant improvement projects in Scotia (Subdivision Phase 3, Phase 4 

and the Mill A utility improvements) until the Eel River Intake pumps replacement 

project is completed to its satisfaction.   

For several technically complex and important reasons, this dictate regarding the 

order and approval of several TOS projects is impracticable and unnecessary.   

Moreover, it could needlessly cost TOS millions of dollars in lost opportunity.   

TOS has procedural and substantive Due Process rights that will be adversely 

affected by this major policy, and it should not be undertaken without a full 

notice to the affected party and opportunity for detailed presentations and 

discussion before this board.   

The determination so simply stated as “approve sending Board Signed letter” 

incorporates a host of legal, technical and practical issues which have not been 

aired, explained or understood.  The undisclosed policy determination to withhold 

unrelated approvals could affect everyone residing in Scotia, and the impacts to 

both TOS and the Community have never been discussed.  

For all these reasons, and as may be more particularly explained at your Board 

meeting, the agenda matter H.1.d. “New Business. “Discuss Scotia Subdivision & 

River Pumps and Approve Sending Board Signed Letter.”  Should be pulled from 

the agenda for this month’s Board meeting, and the matter should be 

meaningfully described, and appropriate notice given, to TOS. 

The matter should be rescheduled for a special meeting when the important 

considerations and rights surrounding these policy matters can be introduced and 

explained to the Board, and appropriate and fair, formal and lawful action 

commensurate with these important decisions can be devised in a measured 

manner and timeframe.   

 

Frank Shaw Bacik 

Respectfully submitted 

Frank Shaw Bacik, President and Director of Legal Affairs 
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Approval of the subdivision. (see attached the highlighted relevant excerpts of the 

‘April, 2017 “Town of Scotia Community Services District Asset Transfer Agreement,” 

Section 4, p.4; Section 4.1, pp.4-5; Section 5.2, p.9).   

Given the Board’s staff report and proposed draft letter was only disclosed last night after close 

of business, the Town of Scotia clearly deserves more than three minutes to make its case 

against this inappropriate, illegal and unnecessary and abusive proposal. Ideally, in light of 

these arguments and evidence, the matter should be dropped now, but in any event, if the 

matter is to be given any consideration, TOS must be given a reasonable opportunity to discuss 

and present further information and evidence.    

We ask that the Board consider the points above, reflected in the substantial evidence 

submitted with these arguments in opposition to the proposal, and as expressed in our Due 

Process denial claim notice-letter of yesterday, direct that the matter be dropped as ill-advised, 

unnecessary and unsupported.  

 

Respectfully submitted 

Frank Shaw Bacik 

Frank Shaw Bacik, President and Director of Legal Affairs  

 

 



TOWN OF SCOTIA AND SCOTIA COMMUNITY SERVICES 
DISTRICT ASSET TRANSFER AGREEMENT 

This TOWN OF SCOTIA AND SCOTIA COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT 
ASSET TRANSFER AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is entered into as of April 27, 
2017 (the "Effective Date"), by and between the Town of Scotia Company, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, ("TOS") and the Scotia Community Services 
District, a California Community Services District ("SCSD" or "District") formed 
pursuant to California Government Code §§ 61000, et seq. Where collective reference is 
intended, TOS and the District are hereinafter referred to as the "Parties" in this 
Agreement. 

Recitals 

A. WHEREAS, TOS is the owner of that certain real property, appurtenant 
easements and personal property located in Scotia, County of Humboldt, State of 
California, and more particularly described in that certain Tentative Subdivision Map 
("Subdivision Map") prepared in accord with the California Subdivision Map Act 
(California Government Code §§ 66410 et seq. (the "Map Act")) and approved by the 
Humboldt County Planning Commission on November 10,2009; 

B. WHEREAS, on or about October 13,2010, the Humboldt County Local 
Agency Formation Commission ("LAFCo") entered Resolution No.1 0-09, making 
determinations and approving formation of the Scotia Community Services District; 

C. WHEREAS, as a condition to the approval recited in LAFCo Resolution 
10-09, TOS agreed that in connection with the formation ofthe Scotia Community 
Services District, TOS would transfer (at no cost to the District) certain property to the 
District consisting of: (1) that certain real property (and appurtenant easements and 
improvements thereto) as more particularly described in Exhibit A (the "Real Property"), 
attached hereto; (2) that celtain personal property, vehicles, tools, equipment, funds and 
infrastructure described in the Personal Property Schedule attached hereto as Exhibit B 
("Personal Property"); and (3) that certain infrastructure for water and wastewater lines, 
pipes, distribution, and collection systems (storm drainage infrastructure), streets and 
street lighting (the "Linear Infrastructure") described in the listing of engineering designs, 
plans, maps and diagrams comprising Scotia Linear Infrastructure information sources 
attached hereto as Exhibit C.l (the "Linear Infrastructure Information Sources"). The 
Real Property, Personal Property and Linear Infrastructure shall be collectively referred 
to herein as the "Dedicated Property". All real and personal property not expressly 
recited herein as "Dedicated Property" shall remain the sole and exclusive property of 
TOS; 

D. WHEREAS, on or about March 17,2014, TOS pledged that certain 
Covenant and Agreement to Dedicate Property and Convey Other Assets to the Scotia 
Community Services District ("Covenant and Agreement") attached hereto as Exhibit D; 
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( E. WHEREAS, the District was formed pursuant to a Certificate of 
Completion recorded by LAFCo on March 17,2014, for the purpose of providing water, 
wastewater service, storm drainage, fire protection, parks and recreation, streets and 
street lighting services to Scotia and its residents; 

F. WHEREAS, on or about January 21,2016, the District adopted Resolution 
No. 2016-3, resolving to accept the Dedicated Property, without cost, pursuant to the 
terms and conditions of a transition agreement to be negotiated with TOS; 

G. WHEREAS, on or about May 5, 2016, the County of Humboldt issued a 
Certificate of Compliance, recognizing the legal descriptions of the Real Property to be 
transferred to the District; 

H. WHEREAS, Phase 1 of the TOS Subdivision Map has now been approved 
and recorded, and rates have been established for water and sewer service fees as well as 
storm water drainage benefit assessments; 

I. WHEREAS, fire protection services are currently being provided by a 
Volunteer Fire Department. Consequently, any and all property and equipment owned by 
TOS associated with fire protection services is not being dedicated to the District and is 
expressly excluded from this Agreement; and 

J. WHEREAS, TOS and the District desire to set forth mutual agreements to 
effect the conveyance of the Dedicated Property as contemplated by this Agreement and 
the Agreement to Dedicate and Resolution No. 2016-3. 

Agreement 

NOW THEREFORE, the above recitals are incorporated herein and for good and 
valuable consideration the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby aclmowledged, the 
Parties agree as follows: 

1. Conveyance of Dedicated Property. Pursuant to the terms and conditions 
of this Agreement, TOS shall irrevocably convey title to the Dedicated Property to the 
District free and clear of all liens and encumbrances at no cost to the District. TOS agrees 
to execute any and all deeds, bills of sale or other documents necessary to convey the 
Dedicated Property to the District. 

2. Real Property. The County of Humboldt has approved a multi-phase 
subdivision of the real property owned by TOS (the "Subdivision"). TOS intends to 
complete the Subdivision in five (5) phases with five (5) Final Maps to be recorded 
following completion of the Conditions of Approval for each phase of the Subdivision. 
As a result of the issuance of the Certificate(s) of Compliance referenced in Recital G, 
above, TOS may now transfer title to the Real Property to the District, under an 
exemption from the Subdivision Map Act for conveyances to public entities pursuant to 
California Government Code § 66428(a)(2) and by virtue of the duly issued Certificate(s) 
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contains tools, equipment, materials and shop space which the TOS uses for 
maintenance and repair of the residences and commercial facilities owned and 
operated by TOS which are located on the Real Property. The parties acknowledge 
and agree that it is necessary for TOS to continue to occupy the Carpenter Shop 
until the final phase of the subdivision has been recorded and all of the residences 
and facilities are marketed and sold to independent parties or conveyed to the 
District. TOS shall be entitled to occupy and use the Carpenter Shop at no cost 
during the time that the District is occupying the interim office located at 120 and 
122 Main Street, Scotia, pursuant to Section 2.2 of this Agreement, above. Upon 
conveyance of the real property upon which the Carpenter Shop is located to the 
District, TOS and the District shall execute a short form offsetting lease agreement 
in the form appended hereto as Exhibit E ("Offsetting Lease Agreement"). 
Following the termination of the Offsetting Lease Agreement, the District will 
allow TOS to occupy and lease the Carpenter Shop from the District for a sum to 
be negotiated between the parties in good faith, for a term which shall terminate 
no later than five (5) years following the effective date of the Offsetting Lease 
Agreement. At the end of the term of the Offsetting Lease Agreement, TOS shall 
surrender and release the premises, and shall relinquish in their present condition 
all materials, tools and equipment within the Carpenter shop to the District for the 
District's exclusive use and control. 

2.4 Taxes. TOS shall pay for all taxes due for the 2016-2017 tax year 
prior to the Phase 1 Close of Escrow. Any amount overpaid shall be returned/paid 
to TOS. 

3. Personal Property. Subject to and conditioned upon satisfaction of the 
contingencies recited in Section 5 of this Agreement, TOS shall irrevocably convey to the 
District the personal property, vehicles, tools, equipment, funds and infrastructure 
described in the Personal Property Schedule attached hereto as Exhibit B ("Personal 
Property"). All such conveyances shall occur in the sequence set forth in Exhibit B. 

4. Linear Infrastructure. Subject to and conditioned upon satisfaction of the 
contingencies recited in Section 5 of this Agreement, TOS shall irrevocably transfer to 
the District the Linear Infrastructure set forth in the Linear Infrastructure Information 
Sources attached hereto as Exhibit C.I to the District. All such conveyances shall occur 
in the sequence set forth in Exhibit C.2 and as recited in Section 4.1, below. The parties 
acknowledge that LAFCo and Humboldt County have required extensive upgrade, 
replacement, repair, improvement or realignment to certain items of the Linear 
Infrastructure by TOS prior to conveyance to the District, and that the proj ected phase 
area and infrastructure completion map and schedule (Exhibit C.2) may from time to 
time be revised by the County of Humboldt due to inclement weather, practical 
engineering andlor economical construction modifications and other or reasons. 

4.1. Phases of Conveyance of Linear Infrastructure. The 
improvements will be undertaken by TOS in phases over several years and 
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conveyed to the District in accord with the projected Linear Infrastructure area and 
completion map stated in Exhibit C.2, as the same may be revised from time to 
time. The parties acknowledge and agree that Phase 1 of the Linear Infrastructure 
has been improved by TOS and has been approved by the District. Title to Phase 1 
of the improved Linear Infrastructure (and each subsequently transferred Phase of 
the improved Linear Infrastructure) shall be conveyed to the District by way of the 
Irrevocable Offer of Dedication and Grant of Easement Deed utilizing the fonn of 
instrument attached hereto as Exhibit G. Thereafter, the District shall accept 
ownership and responsibility for new, improved or relocated infrastructure in each 
phase of the Subdivision as approved by the District Engineer. Once TOS has 
completed all required Linear Infrastructure in any particular phase or integral or 
coherent area and the improvements have been inspected and accepted in· 
compliance with LAFCo Conditions of Approval and any applicable Humboldt 
County requirements by the District Engineer, the District Board shall accept the 
dedication and conveyance and receipt of all right, title and interest in all Linear 
Infrastructure in the phase or coherent area utilizing the form ofIrrevocable Offer 
of Dedication and Grant of Easement Deed attached hereto as Exhibit G, with the 
exception ofthe Grant of Easement Deed for the Linear Infrastructure in Phase 5, 
which shall use the same form except that it shall not include a reserve easement 
and/or license for TOS as all interests in Linear Infrastructure will have transferred 
to the District. For purposes of example, once the Linear Infrastructure has been 
completed in Phase 2 and the improvements have been inspected and accepted in 
compliance with LAFCo Conditions of Approval and any applicable Humboldt 
County requirements by the District Engineer, the District Board shall accept the 
dedication or conveyance and receipt of all right, title and interest in all Linear 
Infrastructure in Phase 2. The District shall be responsible for all maintenance, 
operation and repair of the improved Linear Infrastructure from and after the date 
each component of the Linear Infrastructure has been dedicated, conveyed and 
accepted by the District. TOS shall retain a reserve license and/or easement 
appurtenant to all TOS property in Phases 1,2,3,4 and 5 of the Subdivision Map 
to discharge wastewater and stonn drainage into the Linear Infrastructure actually 
conveyed to the District until such time that all Linear Infrastructure in Phases 1 
through 5 of the Subdivision Map are conveyed to the District. 

4.2. District Interim Rights. Prior to completion of Linear Infrastructure 
improvements, TOS will grant interim rights ("Interim Rights") for the District to 
access, utilize and operate existing (not-yet-improved) infrastructure by way of 
license pending completion of the Linear Infrastructure Improvements and 
conveyance to the District in accord with Section 4.1. These Interim Rights will 
authorize the District to use and employ TOS' existing, not-yet-improved 
infrastructure to deliver services and to charge service fees to the residents and 
businesses served and will be created by utilization of the form "Linear 
Infrastructure License to Operate" appended hereto as Exhibit H. TOS shall be 
responsible for all routine maintenance and repair of the not-yet-improved 
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Covenant and Agreement shall be satisfied prior to conveyance of any of the 
Linear Infrastructure. 

5.2. Phases 2 through 5 Linear Infrastructure Completion. The 
District Engineer or an independent professional licensed engineer shall be 
engaged by or on behalf of the District to conduct an independent review of the 
infrastructure improvement plans and completed improvements and the engineer 
shall accept the improvements, if adequate and in compliance with the conditions 
ofLAFCo, the County of Humboldt and this Agreement prior to conveyance of 
Phases 2 through 5, respectively, of the Linear Infrastructure. 

5.3. Transition Services Agreement. As a contingency to the Phase I 
Closing Date, TOS shall agree to provide contract transition services and support 
for essential (treated water and wastewater) District operations for an initial six (6) 
month period from and after the Phase I Closing Date with consideration for an 
additional six (6) month extension subj ect to the terms and conditions stated in 
that certain written "Transition Services Agreement" attached hereto as Exhibit I 
and TOS and the District shall respectively deliver to the other an executed copy 
of said instrument. TOS shall be reimbursed for all reasonable contract transition 
services and support costs and administration of the transition services which shall 
be paid by the District through either: (i) credits to the TOS utility bills, if legally 
permissible, or (ii) if credits are impermissible or insufficient, through regular 
payments at monthly intervals. 

5.4 Provision of Letter to California Board of Real Estate. As a 
contingency and deliverable required at the Phase 1 Close of Escrow, SCSD shall 
execute a letter to the California Board of Real Estate reciting that conditions 
required for TOS to obtain a Final Public Report for Phase 1 of the Subdivision 
have been satisfied. Thereafter, prior to transfer of the Linear Infrastructure in 
Phases 2 through 5 of the Subdivision, the District shall deliver to TOS a letter to 
the California Board of Real Estate reciting that conditions required for TOS to 
obtain a Final Public Report for Phase 2 through 5 of the Subdivision have been 
satisfied respectively upon completion. 

5.5 Insurance Contingency. Prior to Close of Escrow and prior to the 
conveyance of Phases 2-5, the District shall acquire insurance. TOS shall name 
the District as an additional insured on all TOS policies relating to Real Property. 

6. Contingency Funds. The following contingency funds shall be established 
and funded at the time intervals stated below to effectuate the transfer of the components 
of the Dedicated Property to the District as noted below: 

6.1. Office Equipment Fund. At the Phase 1 Close of Escrow, TOS 
shall transfer to the District $20,000 for the purchase of office equipment. 
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6.2. Contingency Fund. At the Phase 1 Close of Escrow, TOS shall 
transfer to the District $135,000.00 as contingency funds. 

6.3. Transition Services. TOS wi1lleaseback those portions of the Real 
Property (i.e., the Theater and Parks) and provide transition services in accord 
with the terms and conditions of the Transition Services Agreement appended 
hereto as Exhibit I. 

6.4. Benefit Assessment Fees. TOS shall pay at the Phase 1 Close of 
Escrow an amount equal to twelve (12) months of the estimated TOS share of 
adopted District Parks and Recreation, Streets and Street Lighting fees and 
assessments and four (4) months of Storm Drainage benefit assessments for fiscal 
year 2016-2017. 

6.5. Water and Wastewater Fees. TOS shall pay at the Phase 1 Close of 
Escrow an amount equal to three (3) months of the estimated TOS share of 
adopted District water and wastewater fees. Any overcharges shall be credited to 
the TOS account and utilized in the following payment period. 

6.6. Good Faith Funding of Emergency Failures of WTP and WWTP 
Equipment. TOS shall provide to the District immediate good faith funding of 
emergency failures of the WTP and WWTP for major equipment, above or below 
ground systems and dam impoundment for costs which exceed $35,000 per 
occurrence, with a maximum cost outlay by TOS to the District not to exceed 
$250,000 in any fiscal year, until recordation of the Subdivision Map for Phase 4 
(the "Emergency Repair Funding Assistance"). This obligation shall exist until 
Final Map recordation for Phase 4 of the Subdivision or June 30,2021, whichever 
date shall first occur. For purposes of this Agreement and this Section 6.6, an 
"emergency failure" qualifying for assistance from the TOS is defined as an 
unexpected, material equipment failure or breakdown not caused by, in whole or 
in part, District error or negligence. In no event shall TOS' Emergency Repair 
Funding Assistance exceed a total of $250,000.00 for any fiscal year or 
$750,000.00 for the entire term of this Agreement, and any liabilities incurred 
by the District in any given fiscal year shall not carryover to the next fiscal 
year for purposes of applying the Emergency Repair Funding Assistance 
cap/limitation. For purposes of example only, if the District incurs a $300,000.00 
liability in one fiscal year that qualifies for Emergency Repair Funding Assistance 
from TOS, only $250,000 shall be paid by TOS and the remaining $50,000 shall 
be the responsibility of the District and not carried forward to another fiscal year. 

The Parties acknowledge and agree that the Emergency Repair Funding 
Assistance is intended to be a special, limited exception to the District's obligation 
to take ownership and assume financial responsibility for all operations and 
expenses of the WTP and WWTP immediately upon conveyance of the Treatment 
Plants to the District by Grant Deed. 
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The Emergency Repair Funding Assistance shall be supplemental to any 
emergency loans or other assistance that might be available to the District for 
emergency repairs, maintenance or other operational funding. The District shall 
timely make all reasonable efforts to obtain alternative emergency funding for 
such repairs, or, if practicable, in order to reimburse TOS for Emergency Repair 
Funding Assistance, under the District's authority and responsibility as the 
operating and utility entity. To the extent any such alternative emergency funding 
may be available, any payment by TOS to the District under the Emergency 
Repair Funding Assistance protocol stated in this Section 6.6 shall be deemed a 
loan to the District, due and payable immediately at the time the District receives 
any alternative emergency funding. To the extent allowed by law, any funding 
subsequently received by the District which is earmarked especially for a 
particular emergency repair for which the District has sought and received 
Emergency Repair Funding Assistance from TOS shall be used by the District to 
reimburse TOS for said Emergency Repair Funding Assistance and for no other 
purpose. 

6.7. Limited Representations and Warranties Pledged by TOS. TOS 
pledges the following representations and warranties to the District, and no other: 

(a) TOS is a limited liability company formed in the State of California, 
and is in good standing under the laws thereof. 

(b) To the actual knowledge of Town of Scotia, identified as the actual 
knowledge of Frank S. Bacik, TOS holds fee title to the Dedicated Property free 
and clear of all liens and encumbrances except those disclosed pursuant to that 
certain written Title Reports issued by Fidelity National Title Company listed in 
Exhibit J, attached. 

( c) At the Close of Escrow there shall be no amounts outstanding under 
contracts made by TOS for any improvements to the Dedicated Property that have 
not been fully paid for and no mechanics' or materialmens' liens arising out of 
labor or materials furnished prior to the Phase 1 Close of Escrow which apply to 
the Dedicated Property. TOS shall separately issue an identical warranty prior to 
conveying title to the Linear Infrastructure in Phases 2 through 4 of the 
Subdivision to the District. 

(d) To the actual knowledge of Town of Scotia, identified as the actual 
knowledge of Frank S. Bacik, documents delivered to the District pursuant to 
Section 27 of this Agreement, below, constitute all of the pertinent documents in 
the actual possession ofTOS peliaining to the condition and operation of the 
Dedicated Property during the term of ownership by TOS. 
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Phone: (707) 441-8855   Email: info@shn-engr.com   Web: shn-engr.com 
812 W. Wabash Avenue, Eureka, CA  95501-2138 

 

CIVIL ENGINEERING • ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES • GEOSCIENCES • PLANNING • SURVEYING   

Reference: 005161.514 
 
May 19, 2021 
 
Julie Hawkins, Board Clerk 
Scotia Community Services District 
P.O. Box 104 
400 Church Street 
Eureka, CA  95502   
 
 
Subject:  Response to SCSD Staff Report on Scotia River Pumps 
 
Julie Hawkins: 
 
I am responding to your agenda item regarding the Scotia River pumps and the perception that this 
project has fallen by the wayside since Phase 2 completion and Phase 3 of the Scotia subdivision began. 
 
Attached is a timeline documenting the events to replace the original failed water supply pump which 
we embarked on in July 2018 (3 years ago). As part of the improvements to Scotia, SHN envisioned the 
overall goal of the water supply system improvements was to replace the existing water supply system 
that included high voltage pumps (which are not common), booster pumps, and an aged raw water line 
that was in disrepair. Another goal was to install energy efficient pumps to reduce operational costs.  
This was to be achieved with new efficient supply pumps capable of pumping into the raw water tank. 
 
When one of the high voltage pumps failed, the intent was to fast track a pump replacement. At the 
time, while well intentioned, the purchase and the installation of equipment was broken up. Instead of 
preparing plans and specifications and have a general contractor take on the responsibility for 
completion of the entire project with bidding on the purchase, installation, startup and commissioning 
of equipment (as what is traditionally done), equipment was purchased directly, and different 
contractors were hired directly for different parts of the project.   
 
As the attached narrative describes, several attempts to start the new low voltage pump were 
attempted. In June 2020, the last attempt to start the new river pump proved unsuccessful. The Scotia 
team regrouped (TOS, SHN, and Wahlund) and it was determined that we needed to go back to a 
traditional design bid build model with clear project milestones. While the district may have been under 
the impression not much has occurred over the past year, to the contrary, a lot has happened as 
supported by the timeline and some of the documentation produced over the past year (Attachments 1-
3). 
 
Our team has undergone extensive research both internal and with external component manufacturers 
including pump, motor and motor control vendors, and documentation to eliminate potential causes of 
failure. This was spelled out in the plans and specifications (Attachment 1) and refined and clarified 
through the request for information process with the contractor (Attachments 2 and 3). 
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Hopefully, your review of these documents will help you understand it is not as simple as wiring a pump 
and pressing start. This is a different complex system, and we want to make sure we are installing a 
water supply system the district has confidence in. 

If you have questions about this letter, please feel free to call me at (707) 441-8855. 

Sincerely, 

SHN 

Mike Foget, PE 
Senior Engineer 

MKF:ame 

Copies to: Frank Bacik—TOS, LLC  

Enclosure: Scotia Eel River Intake Pumps Replacement Timeline 
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Scotia Eel River Intake Pumps Replacement Timeline  
May 19, 2021 

July 30, 2018.  Frank Bacik email to SHN and Wahlund Construction requesting to initiate the pump 
replacement. 

August 28, 2018. Kickoff meeting w SHN, Wahlund, Town of Scotia (TOS), Scotia Community Services 
District (SCSD) 

August 31, 2018. SHN sent corridor plans (draft stage 1) to Wahlund. 

September 14, 2018. Wahlund submitted draft bid for stage 1 (Pump replacement) to SHN. 

September 24, 2018. Wahlund sent revised bid (Stage 1) to SHN. 

September 26, 2018. Wahlund TOS executed contract stage 1. 

November 12, 2018. SHN sent revised stage 2 plans (replace piping in corridor to main street, add 
metering station) electrical drawings, and electrical specifications. 

November 12, 2018. SHN sent Wahlund revised measurement and payment and bid form stage 2. 

November 27, 2018. SHN sent Owsley and Wahlund the preliminary river pump control logic. 

December 12, 2018. Owsley connected original low voltage pump, and started; pump ran but 
mechanical problems with check valve observed so shut down. 

March 21, 2019. TOS announces to SHN and Wahlund stage 2 ready to proceed. 

April 10, 2019.  Original low voltage pump tripped out and would not start. (Motor burned up and sent 
for rebuild, pump deemed ok).  

April 24, 2019.  TOS and Wahlund execute contract for stage 2. 

August 2019.   Wahlund & Fisch Drilling cleaned out intake wet well. 

August/September 2019. Wahlund installed new raw water line from pump intake to Main Street. 

September 5, 2019. SHN developed and sent DRAFT commissioning documents for next pump start to 
the project team for review and comment including Wahlund, Owsley, Eaton (Softstart 
controller), Rodgers Machinery, VonHoogenstein (PLC programmer).   

January/February 2020. Wahlund installs flow metering station in corridor. 

January 9, 2020.  SHN develops and distributes a summary of the pump and motor manual 
recommendations taken directly from the manuals “Motor Protection Scheme.” 

January 21, 2020. Motor representative concurs with the “Motor Protection Scheme.” 

February 7, 2020. SHN developed and sent final commissioning documents, including motor protection 
scheme for next pump start to the project team. 

February 21, 2020. Started low voltage pump (original) with rebuilt motor, only ½ of anticipated flow 
observed, pump not operating on hydraulic pump curve indicating pump damage, 
suction issues, or upstream hydraulic issues, motor operation showed low current in 
keeping with low flow.  System shut off manually promptly due to low cooling water flow 
concerns in keeping with motor protection scheme. 

February 21, 2020.  Wahlund sends email seeking direction forward from TOS/SHN. 
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February 27-28, 2020. CCTV of well indicated suction end of pump at flow inducer appeared to be in 
muck at bottom of well, pump pulled and pump screen at pump inlet was mangled due 
to debris being sucked in. Well was jetted from above, temporary screen was placed at 
bottom of flow inducer tube.  Pump was restarted, motor and pump appeared to be 
working well, flow a bit low, current reflected this. Wahlund/SCSD attempted to run 
pump, CSD operator at some point did observe high currents on MCC and shut system 
down.  

March 18, 2020. Wahlund submitted draft O&M manual for PLC and HMI automated controls system. 

April 1-6, 2020.  Pump/motor removed, rebuilt motor spins freely and is deemed ok, no electrical testing 
performed, however.  Pump sent out for inspection and found to be damaged.   

April 2020 Wahlund and M&M divers conduct additional cleaning of intake wet well. 

June 2, 2020.  Startup of new low voltage pump (Flowise from Fisch) and rebuilt motor. Pump flow and 
pressure on pump curve, reported high motor, system shut down after 5 min. 
Pump/motor pulled, pump seized up, motor spins free.  Pump forensics show pump 
damaged. 

June 8, 2011.   SHN sent Wahlund a request for information on the motor and electrical system.  

June 22, 2020.  Received verbal confirmation from Wahlund that motor testing indicated motor has a 
short.   

June 29, 2020. SHN, TOS, & Wahlund met to discuss a contracting path forward.  It was determined to 
“reset the” the project with SHN to develop a complete set of plans and specifications for 
Wahlund to provide a bid and to take ownership of pump installation and startup.  
Originally during emergency pump replacement, TOS ordered pump and motor, 
contracted directly with electrician and with Wahlund separately.  With revised path 
forward Wahlund will take ownership of the startup (commissioning). 

July-September 2021. SHN developed plans and specifications for raw water pumps and controls  

July 2020. Stage 3 -Wahlund installs raw water line east of Highway 101 up to water treatment 
building. 

August 2020. Wahlund completes raw water line installation (final section from B street ally to main 
street) 

August 18, 2020. HRC contacted Wahlund regarding water pressure issues.  Wahlund cleaned the screen 
on the pressure reducing valve at the new metering station.  SHN began looking into 
modifications to improve performance of the metering station and reduce frequency of 
line breaks. 

October 6, 2020.  SHN submits plans and specifications for pump start up. (see attachment 1) 

October 13, 2020. SHN submits to TOS, Wahlund and SCSD required steps to start pump. 

October 27, 2020. Wahlund reaches out to electrical subcontractor Owsley to coordinate a site visit from 
soft start vendor Eaton (motor controller).  Dialogue regarding a site visit or response 
from Eaton continues through March 5, 2021. 

November 24, 2020.  Wahlund submits a request for clarification on the October 6 Plans and 
Specifications. 

December 3, 2020.  SHN submits a response to Wahlund comments. (See attachment 2) 
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March 5, 2021. Wahlund, unable to get Eaton to visit the site, Wahlund/Owsley/SHN determine best path 
forward is to confirm soft start settings are correct per the motor manual. 

March 5, 2021. SHN submits revised bid sheet and plans for upgrades to the metering station to reduce 
frequency of line breaks. 

March 11, 2021.  Meeting with SCSD, SHN, TOS, Wahlund, VonHoogenstein, and Owsley to review 
integration of pumps.  Outcome of meeting is SHN is to take control of the systems 
control documents, and revise per comments from Wahlund’s subcontractors and the 
SCSD. 

March-May 2021.  SHN works on water systems controls documentation. 

April 16, 2021.  SHN submits draft of the water systems controls documentation. 

April 28, 2021. Meeting with SCSD, TOS, Wahlund, SHN, VonHoogenstein, and Owsley to review 
comments on draft documents. 

April 28, 2021. Wahlund submitted a pre-bid inquiry for the intake pumps and metering station. 

May 6, 2021. SHN submits a response to Wahlund’s pre-bid inquiry for the intake pumps and 
metering station. 

May 14, 2021. SHN submits to SCSD, Wahlund and TOS the revised water systems controls 
documentation. (see Attachment 3). 

May 18, 2021. SCSD verbally communicates to TOS that they will not support any further work in Scotia 
until the intake pump system is fully operational. 

Proposed Schedule 
May 20, 2021. Wahlund submits bid for installation, start up and commissioning of one intake pump. 

Week 1 

Week 2-4 

Week 4 

Week 4-10 

Wahlund and TOS sign contract for stage 1 of startup and commissioning of intake 
pumps (getting first pump online). 

Wahlund to prepare submittals (required in bid documents), SHN to review and approve 
submittals prior to pump start up.  90 calendar days from notice to proceed. 

Wahlund to start pump 1. 

Wahlund/SHN collect additional operational data, refine settings for pump controller. 

Week 10-12 Wahlund install and start pump 2 (pending lead time of second motor). 

Attachments: 1. Plans and Specifications (October 2020)
2. Response to Wahlund Questions (December 2020)
3. Revised Motor Control Documentation (May 2021)
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Phone: (707) 441-8855   Email: info@shn-engr.com   Web: shn-engr.com 

812 W. Wabash Avenue, Eureka, CA  95501-2138 

 

 

CIVIL ENGINEERING • ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES • GEOSCIENCES • PLANNING • SURVEYING   

 

Transmittal 
 

To:  Ryan Wahlund Reference No:  005161.414 

Company: Wahlund Construction    

  Date: 10/6/20 

Address: 830 Hilma Drive   

 Eureka, CA  95503 From: Mike Foget 

Subject: Scotia Contract Docs/specs: Part V–Contract Specific Plans and Attachments 

  

We are sending you: 
 

     Change Order    Correspondence    Report/Specifications    Samples 
 

     Computer File    Plans    Reproducibles    Shop Drawings 
 

     Contract    Prints X   Other:    
 

Copies Date Description 

1 

  

10/6/2020 

  

Intake wet well modification drawings C–15 and C–15.1.  These provide the 

necessary modification to pump placement 

The Performance Test Procedure.  Current version from Sample Engineering 

P&ID.  Edited version of the Drawing 1; Raw Water Piping and Instrument Schematic 

“As Finished Configuration” functioning as de-facto P&ID 

Sample Engineering Drawings E–1 through E–11 

Pump Commissioning Checklist 

    
  

   

These are transmitted as checked below: 
 

    Approved as Noted    For Review and Comment    Resubmittal Not Required 
 

 X   As Requested    For Your Approval    Returned for Corrections 
 

Comments:    

Copy To:   Frank Bacik, TOS Signed: Mike Foget 

\\eureka\Projects\2005\005161-ScotiaMasterPlan\414-Inds-Fire-sys\PUBS\rpts\Specs\20201002-100Percent-IntakePumpReplacement\20201005-PartV-Transmittal.docx 
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Town of Scotia 1-1 September 7, 2020 
River Pump Improvements Performance Test Procedure 

PERFORMANCE TEST PROCEDURE 

1.01 PURPOSE & SCOPE 

A. To establish a procedure for conducting performance testing of 480V Raw Water Intake
Pumps P101A and P101B.

B. Testing will be performed by representatives of Wahlund Construction.

C. Testing shall be performed in the presence of representatives from SHN Engineers and
Geologists and Richard Sample Engineering.

D. Wahlund Construction Company shall be responsible for coordinating the date of startup
testing with representatives required to be onsite.

E. All representatives shall be notified of the test date at least 14 days before the test.

1.02 RESPONSIBILITIES

A. The Contractor is responsible for complete startup and testing in accordance with
Specification Section 26 24 19 Motor Control Equipment, Article 3.04 Start-up.

B. The Contractor is responsible for owner training in accordance with Specification Section
26 24 19 Motor Control Equipment, Article 3.05 Operations and Maintenance Training.

C. The Contractor shall be responsible for startup, testing and troubleshooting associated
with the pump as described in the pump O&M manual received from the pump
manufacturer and supplier.  (Refer to specification 26 01 00 Attachment B)

1.03 SUBMITTALS / DELIVERABLES – PRIOR TO DAY OF COMMISSION TESTING

A. Wahlund Construction shall be responsible for the provision of documents for review 
by the Engineers as follows:

1. Pump 101A motor re-build test report and warranty received from Sun-Star 
Electric Company.

2. Resistance measurements using ohm meter at motor leads, before connection, from 
L1-L2, L2-L3, L3-L1.

3. Megaohm measurements using megger at motor leads, before connection, from L1-
Gnd, L2-Gnd, L3-Gnd.

4. Resistance measurements before pump submergence using ohm meter at MCC, with 
motor leads and underground feeder connected, from L1-L2, L2-L3, L3-L1.

5. Megaohm measurements before pump submergence using ohm meter at MCC, with 
motor leads and underground feeder connected, from L1-Gnd, L2-Gnd, L3-Gnd. 

6. After submergence of the pump, motor assy and associated electrical wiring, wait one 
hour and record the measurements of 4,5 again, compare the readings and confirm 
they are still within limits."

Richard Sample
Text Box
ATTACHMENT A

Richard Sample
Rectangle



Town of Scotia 1-2 September 7, 2020 
River Pump Improvements Performance Test Procedure 

7. Documentation of ALL current soft start controller parameter settings and                                
values including unmodifiable defaults)

8. Informational submittal of all soft start controller settable parameters and what the 
proposed settings are.

9. Written acknowledgement and approval of proposed soft start controller settings by 
representative of motor manufacturer.  Contractor shall record.  Engineers will 
observe.

10. Written description of responsible representative for recording electrical, soft start 
controller and hydraulic values during testing.

11. Written description of hydraulic parameters in accordance with manufacturers 
published directions that are to be in place on the day of testing and methods to be 
used for monitoring during the test period.

12. Written verification that PCP100 and PCP200 interface by radio communication has 
been successfully tested to demonstrate the system ability to safeguard the pump by 
shutdown on a low flow condition.

13. Written acknowledgement that the Contractor shall be monitoring phase imbalance, 
current, pressure and flow throughout the commissioning of the pump.

B. Submittals of items listed above shall be provided 3 weeks prior to test date.

C. Pump startup testing shall not proceed ahead of submittal or having received approval
following review by the Engineers and manufacturers.

1.04 SUBMITTALS / DELIVERABLES – FOLLOWING DAY OF COMMISSION TESTING

A. Wahlund Construction shall be responsible for the provision of documents for review by
the Engineers as follows:

1. Motor data test reports (See above).

2. Final soft start controller settings as set by Eaton during startup (See above).

3. O&M Manual for water intake pumps including:

a. Eaton soft start controllers

b. Intake pumps

c. Intake motors

d. PLC programming and interface diagrams

1.05 PUMP COMMISSIONING – DAY OF TESTING.  

A. Pump testing shall be performed using the attached pump manufacturer’s O&M manual
(Attachment B) and (3) Pump Commissioning Checklists (Attachment C) as a guide lines.



   

   
Town of Scotia 1-3 September 7, 2020 
River Pump Improvements  Performance Test Procedure 
 

1.06 TEST & OPERATION OF PROPER OPERATION SAFEGUARDS  

A. All testing shall be in accordance with manufacturers published startup manuals and under 
the supervision of the manufacturer’s representatives. 

B. PLC flow safeguards shall be active and in effect. Soft start controller safety shutoffs shall 
be active and properly set in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations 
including voltage, amperage, and phase imbalance. 

C. Manufacturer’s recommended cooldown times between cycling shall be strictly followed. 

D. Flow, pressure, and electrical parameters shall be continually monitored and any variation 
from the manufacturer’s recommendations shall immediately cease startup. 

E. If testing results indicate corrective measures are required, the Contractor shall undertake 
all such corrective measures until the electrical system is accepted by the Engineer.   

1.07 PCP100 CONTROL INTERFACE 

A. Input from flowmeter FIT101 with automatic shutdown upon lack of adequate flow. 

1.08 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS 

A. The Contractor shall provide O&M data associated with the motor control center and soft 
start controller accordance with Specification Section 26 24 19 Motor Control Center 
Equipment, Article 1.06. 

B. O&M manual data shall include programming setup parameters in the soft start controller. 

C. The Contractor shall provide O&M data associated with the actual pump and motor 
equipment installed.  

D. The Contractor shall provide a complete final draft of automated system PLC and HMI 
O&M data.  

* * * END OF SECTION * * * 
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Scotia River PS Commission Sched 1 9-7-20 

Pump Commisioning Checklist: 
Town of Scotia Infrastructure Improvements – River Pump Station 

 
PRIOR TO DAY OF PUMP COMMISSIONING 

 
# Task Description Lead Assist Note Chk 

1 Circuitry from (2) level floats fully tested to PCP100 OE    

2 Field instruments fully tested to PCP100 OE    

3 Pump controller status signal fully tested to PCP100 OE    

4 Field instruments fully tested to PCP200 OE    

5 Radio communication fully tested between PCP100 and PCP200 OE    

6 Perform pump feeder Megger testing OE WC 1  

7 Set up recording Multimeter No. 1 at line side of soft starter OE    

8 Set up recording Multimeter No. 2 at load side of soft starter OE    

9 Measure & record utility power source voltage on all three phases OE  3  

10 Verify pump installed with lower splice below water line OE WC 2  

11 Cell phone communication tested between WTP, pump station & 
pumps OE WC 3  

12 Check hydraulic flow path to ensure suitable for pump operation WC  4,5,6  

13 “Bump start” pump motor to ensure correct motor direction rotation WC OE 7  

14 Pump performance record sheet prepared WC OE 8  

      

 
Legend of Individuals: 
WC – Wahlund Construction, General Contractor, Greg Hufford 
OE – Owsley Electric, Electrical Contractor, Quentin Owsley 
FD – Fisch Drilling, Pump Installation Advisor, ______________ 
RM – Rogers Machinery Company, Pump Supplier, Tony Giraud 
EC – Eaton Company, Electronic Soft-Starter Manufacturer, Josh Armenta 
SHN – SHN Engineers, Prime Consulting Engineer, Mike Foget, Rick Mayberry, Pieter Gustavson 
RSE – Richard Sample Engineering, Electrical Consulting Engineer, Rich Sample 

 
Prior to Day of Pump Commissioning Schedule Notes: 
1. Perform electrical measurements outlined in Pump Installation Manual including Appendix B 

confirm values are within limits, and record values where directed so in manuals. 
2. 2/0 power cable furnished with pump must be submerged for cooling purposes 
3. Primary method to be used to communicate timing of various steps and receive feedback. 
4. Open flow path available for pumped liquid once check valve is opened? 
5. System static head conditions suitable for pump operation? 
6. Static head recorded prior to pump start-up? 
7. Correct rotation based on manual pressure gage installed as close to pump as possible 
8. Recommend using document furnished by FloWise Company  
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Town of Scotia Infrastructure Improvements – River Pump Station 

 
DAY OF PUMP COMMISSIONING 

 
# Task Description Lead Assist Note 

1 Document attendees, Review procedural steps, Take notes  SHN RSE 1 

2 Set up recording Multimeter No. 1 at line side of soft starter OE  2 

3 Set up recording Multimeter No. 2 at load side of soft starter OE  2 

4 Verify cell phone communication between (3) sites WC OE 3 

5 Verify radio signal operational between PCP100 and PCP200 OE WC 4 

6 Measure and record utility power source voltage on all three phases OE  5 

7 Set and check soft starter ramp settings EC WC, OE 6 

8 Initiate pump startup (see notes first) EC WC, OE, FD 7,8,9 

9 Verify that check valve is operating properly WC   

10 Check & record voltage / ampere readings at Multimeter Nos. 1 & 2 OE EC 10,11 

11 Verify & record water pressure with pump at full speed  SHN WC  

12 Verify & record Mainline flowmeter readings when pump is at full speed SHN WC  

13 Check pump well for improper silting or noise from vibration WC OE  

14 Monitor and record tank level readings at WTP from tank LT WC OE  

15 Stop pump (with auto-stop ramp) EC   

16 Check backflow seal.  All bolted connections watertight? WC   

17 Review recorded Volt / Amp readings from Multimeter Nos. 1 & 2 OE EC, RSE 12 

18 Pump performance record sheet filled in RM OE, EC 12 

19 Confirm implementation of pump motor protection scheme EC OE, WC 13 

20 Restart pump and repeat Item Nos. 8 thru 18 EC OE, WC 14 

21 Onsite Startup Testing sign-off by Soft Starter Manufacturer EC   
 
Legend of Individuals: 
WC – Wahlund Construction, General Contractor, Greg Hufford 
OE – Owsley Electric, Electrical Contractor, Quentin Owsley 
FD – Fisch Drilling, Pump Installation Advisor, ______________ 
RM – Rogers Machinery Company, Pump Supplier, Tony Giraud 
EC – Eaton Company, Electronic Soft-Starter Manufacturer, ___________ 
SHN – SHN Engineers, Prime Consulting Engineer, Mike Foget, Rick Mayberry, Pieter Gustavson 
RSE – Richard Sample Engineering, Electrical Consulting Engineer, Rich Sample 
 
 

 



Scotia River PS Commission Sched 3 9-7-20 

Day of Pump Second Commissioning Schedule Notes: 
 
1. Review of Commissioning lists (“Prior” and “Day of” lists) and Startup Checklist  
2. Reinstall if not already configured from Prior Day checklist 
3. Primary method to be used to communicate timing of various steps and receive feedback. 
4. HMI screens of PCP100 and PCP200 to display status data 
5. To be performed prior to pump operation 
6. Based on decisions agreed to by participants prior to day of testing 
7. Perform electrical measurements outlined in Pump Installation Manual including Appendix B 

confirm values are within limits, and record values where directed so in manuals. 
8. Avoid frequent start / stops (potential to cause winding damage) 
9. Pump and feeder cable to lower cable splice must remain submerged at all times to avoid 

loss of cooling. 
10. Pump No. 2 (Medium voltage pump) is to remain off throughout test (due to concerns of 

potential electrical interference due to voltage step-up transformer located outside building). 
11. Sustained voltage drop during pump startup must be monitored to avoid motor damage. 
12. Perform with each pump operation shutdown cycle 
13. Compare readings from both multimeters to verify proper voltage conditions during startup 
14. Repeat only following verification that first attempt was successful. 
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Town of Scotia Infrastructure Improvements – River Pump Station 

 
FOLLOWING DAY OF PUMP SECOND COMMISSIONING 

 
# Task Description Lead Assist Note 

1 Training of system operators by soft starter Manufacturer EC WC 1 

2 Continued recording of pump feeder voltage and ampere readings OE  2 

3 Functional testing of pump based on flow / pressure instrument signals  SHN WC, OE  

4 Functional testing of pump based on level signals from LT at WTP  SHN WC, OE  

5 Check backflow seal WC   

6 Check pump well for improper silting or noise from vibration WC RM  

7 Signoff by Electrical Inspector ? OE   

8 Prepare for removal of original medium voltage pump WC OE, SHN  

9 Install second 480V pump and fully test. WC OE, SHN  

10 Onsite Startup Testing sign-off by Soft Starter Manufacturer EC   

     

     

     

     

 
Legend of Individuals: 
WC – Wahlund Construction, General Contractor, Greg Hufford 
OE – Owsley Electric, Electrical Contractor, Quentin Owsley 
FD – Fisch Drilling, Pump Installation Advisor, ______________ 
RM – Rogers Machinery Company, Pump Supplier, Tony Giraud 
EC – Eaton Company, Electronic Soft-Starter Manufacturer, _____________ 
SHN – SHN Engineers, Prime Consulting Engineer, Mike Foget, Rick Mayberry, Pieter Gustavson 
RSE – Richard Sample Engineering, Electrical Consulting Engineer, Rich Sample 
 

 
Following Day of Pump Commissioning Schedule Notes: 
 

1. Though presently not contracted for this service, the Owner could consider having the Eaton 
representative perform this task, under contract, while on-site (if operational staff are available) 

2. One Fluke Multimeter 1732 could be left connected at the pump soft starter to measure voltage 
and current at the feeder connection to the soft starter load terminals. 
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NOTICE TO CONTRACTOR 
SCOTIA INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS, RIVER INTAKE PUMPS REPLACEMENT 
 
The Contractor will provide all materials, supervision, labor, equipment, supplies and materials for 
construction of project as depicted and described within the Contract Documents. 
 
The project scope of work will generally require the Contractor to remove and/or replace the Town of 
Scotia Company, LLC raw water intake pumps, motors, piping and appurtenances including: demolishing 
existing water piping, valving, and appurtenances, by removal; keep existing operational raw water 
pumping infrastructure in service while constructing new pumping infrastructure; coordinate 
construction work operations in an Owner-approved planned manner; and work in potential concurrent 
construction areas with other contractors, Town of Scotia personnel, and Scotia Community Services 
District personnel. Contractor will be required to attend and participate in weekly scheduling and 
coordination meetings, and to provide weekly construction scheduling updates and potential changes to 
short and long-term construction scheduling to meet critical path method scheduling. Contractor will 
also be required to comply with a project stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP–by SHN), 
including regulatory oversight coordination and implementation of the SWPPP. 
 
Minimum license required:    
 
The Contractor’s license needed for this project is A, General Engineering. Documentation of proof of 
license is required. 
 
Work is to commence within 10 calendar days from date on Notice to Proceed and work shall be 
completed within the following time from the Date on the Notice to Proceed: 90 calendar days 

 
The quantities provided in the fee schedule are approximate only, being given as a basis for the fee 
schedule development, and the Town of Scotia Company, LLC does not, expressly or by implication 
agree that the actual amount of work will correspond therewith, but reserves the right to increase or 
decrease the amount of any class or portion of the work, or to omit portions of the work, as may be 
deemed necessary or advisable by the Owner. 
 
Liquidated damages in the amount of $600 per calendar day shall be assessed to Contractor for delay of 
Project completion as defined in the Contract Documents. 
 
No soils/geotechnical investigation has been performed for the Project. The Contractor may perform 
their own soil/groundwater investigation at the Contractor‘s expense. The Contractor shall accept the 
site conditions as they exist and determine fees accordingly. 
 
Proposed Fee Schedule must be made on the blank form incorporated in the Contract Documents. 
Contractor must be licensed as required by law.  
 
Fee Schedule shall be submitted for review and discussion with the Town of Scotia, LLC. The Town of 
Scotia Company, LLC reserves the right to reject any or all proposals. 
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This is not a state prevailing wage project.  
 
Dated:   October 02, 2020 
 
      _____________________________ 
 Frank Bacik, President 
 Town of Scotia Company, LLC. 
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 
 
 
1.0 GENERAL INFORMATION 

 
1.1 MINIMUM CONTRACTOR QUALIFICATIONS 

 
A. Contractor must be duly licensed in accordance with the California Business & 

Professions Code and have a history of work performance sufficient to meet the 
requirements of a responsible Contractor in the California Public Contract Code Section 
1104. 

 
B. Contractor must have three (3) years’ experience as a continuously operating entity 

engaged in the performance of similar work. 
 
C. Contractor must demonstrate successful experience with type of work of this Project to 

include, within the past five (5) years, two (2) projects of a similar nature and complexity. 
 
2.0 REQUIRED CONTENTS OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS 
 
2.1 SUBMITTALS 

 
A. Surety Letter Regarding Capability to Provide Required Performance and Payment 

Bonds: Contractor shall include a letter from a Surety duly licensed to do business in the 
State of California, having a financial rating from A.M. Best Company of A-, VII or better, 
that the Surety has agreed to provide Contractor with the required performance and 
payment bonds (in accordance with the requirements set forth in the construction 
performance bond), the warranty bond, and the bid bond, each in the penal sum of the 
Contractor’s bid when submitted. Owner shall have the right to verify with the Surety 
that the Surety, based upon the Bid prices, will issue the required bonds under the 
conditions stated.  

 
B. Insurer Letter Regarding Capability to Provide the Required Insurance:  Contractor shall 

provide a letter from an insurance underwriter, having a financial rating reasonably 
acceptable to Owner, confirming that the insurer will provide Contractor the required 
coverages and amounts specified in the Contract Documents.  

 
C. License: Evidence of a valid contractor’s license and required licenses of all persons who 

are key personnel necessary to perform the Work.  
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FEE SCHEDULE 
 
TO: Town of Scotia Company, LLC 

Frank Bacik, President 
P.O. Box 245   
Scotia, CA  95565-0245 

 
The undersigned, having become completely familiar with all the conditions affecting the cost of the 
Work at the place where the Work is to be done, and with the Plans, Specifications, Contract Documents, 
and Addenda thereto, prepared and issued therefore, hereby proposes and agrees to perform 
everything required to be performed and to provide and furnish any and all required labor, materials, 
tools, equipment, supervision, and all utility and transportation services necessary to complete in a 
workmanlike manner the: SCOTIA INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS RIVER INTAKE PUMPS 
REPLACEMENT for the following unit prices and or lump sums with the price for the Total Project Bid 
written in both words and figures: 
 

Item No 
Item Description 

Measurement and Payment Items 
Unit Quantity 

Unit 
Cost 

Total 
Cost 

1 
 

Mobilization/Demobilization       
  1.1 Mobilize Equipment LS 1   
  1.2 Sanitation LS 1   
  1.3 Bond LS 1   
  1.4 Contract Management, Weekly Meetings EA 2   
  1.5 Contract Management, Monthly Billing EA 2   
  1.6 Contract Management, Submittals LS 1   
  1.7 Foreman/Supervisor DAY 15   
  1.8 Small Tools LS 1   
2  Phase 1 Installation and Commissioning of 

Low Voltage Pump, Motor, Piping and 
Appurtenances at the (E) River Intake 
Structure 

LS 1 

  

3  Pumping and Storage of Pump Startup Water 20,000 
gallons 

2 
  

4  Disposal of Pump Startup Water 20,000 
gallons 

2 
  

5  Phase 2 Removal of (E) High Voltage Pump, 
Provision, Installation and Commissioning of 
Second Low Voltage Pump, Motor, Piping and 
Appurtenances at the (E) River Intake 
Structure 

LS 1 

  

 
 

 
 

Net Total ---  

 
TOTAL BID:   $   
 (in words)  (in figures) 
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Where the "Figures" shown under "Total Bid" disagree with the summation of the "Total Item Prices,” the 
"Total Item Prices" shall govern. 
 
Where the "Figures" shown under "Total Item Prices" disagree with the extension of the "Unit Prices,” 
the "Unit Prices" shall govern. 
 
In case of discrepancy between words and figures, the words shall prevail. 
 
The above lump sum and unit prices shall include all labor, materials, equipment, mobilization, shoring, 
clean-up, supervision, overhead, profit, insurance, etc., to cover the finished work of the several kinds 
called for. 
 
Contractor acknowledges receipt of the following Addenda: 
 
 ADDENDUM NUMBER  DATE 
   
   
   
   
                         
The Contractor agrees that this bid is good and may not be withdrawn for a period of sixty (60) calendar 
days after the scheduled closing time for receiving bids. 
 
The undersigned is aware of California Business and Professions Code 7028.15(e) and hereby states that 
all representations made herein are made under penalty of perjury. 
 
Respectfully submitted: 
                                                                                                                                   
Date __________________________ Contractor's Name _______________________________ 
                                                                                                                                    
Address _______________________ Authorized Signature _____________________________ 
                                                                                                                                     
______________________________ Title ___________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                     
Telephone Number _____________ Type of Organization ______________________________ 
 (Individual, Partnership, or Corporation) 
 
Contractor’s License # __________ Date of License Expiration _________________________ 
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PROPOSAL TO THE TOWN OF SCOTIA COMPANY, LLC 
 

SCOTIA INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS, RIVER INTAKE PUMPS REPLACEMENT 
 

Name of Contractor:  ______________________________ 
 

 
To the Town of Scotia Company, LLC: 
 
The undersigned, as Contractor, declares that the only persons or parties interested in this proposal as 
principals are those named herein; that this proposal is made without collusion with any other person, 
firm, or corporation; that they has carefully examined the location of the proposed work and the 
proposed form of Agreement, and the Plans and Specifications; and they proposes and agrees if this 
proposal is accepted, that they will contract with the Town of Scotia Company, LLC (Owner), in the form 
of the Agreement annexed hereto, to provide all necessary machinery, tools, apparatus, and other 
means of construction, and to do all the Work and furnish all the materials specified in the Agreement in 
the manner and time prescribed and according to the requirements of the Engineer; that they will 
provide proof of insurance as provided herein; and that they will begin the Work within TEN (10) 
CALENDAR DAYS after receiving the Notice To Proceed from Owner, and diligently prosecute the same 
to completion within the time proscribed in the Contract Documents, and that they will take in full 
payment therefor the amount(s) as shown in the Fee Schedule: 
 
The Work is to be completed by one prime contractor.   
 
NOTE:  Proposal costs shall include sales tax and all other applicable taxes and fees. 
 
Proposal costs will be evaluated, in part, on the basis of the total base bid, compiled from lump sum and 
unit price bid items. 
 
THE PLANS GOVERN.  When an itemized Fee Schedule is included with a proposal being evaluated on 
the basis of lump sum, it is only for Owner’s use in comparing the proposal and making progress 
payments.  The items and quantities provided are estimates only.  The Contractor is responsible for 
completing all work as shown on the Plans, in accordance with all Contract Documents, for the lump 
sum amount that is proposed. 

         
It is further understood and agreed that: 

a.   Owner reserves the right to eliminate any section of this proposal from the Contract without 
claim of the Contractor for profits lost. 

b.   No verbal Agreement or conversation with any officer, agent, or employee of Owner, either 
before or after the execution of the Agreement, shall affect or modify any of the terms or 
obligations of this proposal. 

c.   Owner will not be responsible for any error or omission on the part of the undersigned in 
making up their bid, and the Contractor will not be released on account of errors. 
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d. The undersigned Contractor is properly licensed in accordance with the State of California Act 
providing for the registration of contractors.   

e. The undersigned Contractor has completed and attached Exhibit A:  Proposed Subcontractors. 

f.   If the proposal shall be accepted and the undersigned shall fail to contract as aforesaid and to 
give satisfactory evidence of insurance to Owner, within EIGHT (8) CALENDAR DAYS (not 
including Sundays) after the Contractor has received notice from Owner that the Contract is 
ready for signature, Owner may, at its option, determine that the Contractor has abandoned the 
Contract, and thereafter this proposal and the acceptance thereof shall be null and void. 

g.   The undersigned Contractor certifies that they have confirmed that the proposed form of 
Contract and the Plans and Specifications are complete.  The undersigned Contractor further 
certifies that they have made the representations herein under penalty of perjury. 

 
 
_______________________________ ____________________________________                                       
Date Name of Contractor 
 
_______________________________ _____________________________________                          
Address Authorized Signature 
 
________________________________ _____________________________________ 
 Printed Name and Title of Signer  
      
________________________________ _____________________________________ 
 Type of Organization 
 (Individual, Partnership, or Corporation) 
 
________________________________ _____________________________________  
Telephone Number Contractor’s License Number 
  and Expiration Date 
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EXHIBIT A TO PROPOSAL TO THE TOWN OF SCOTIA COMPANY, LLC: 
PROPOSED SUBCONTRACTORS 
 
 
FOR:  SCOTIA INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS, RIVER INTAKE PUMPS REPLACEMENT 
 
 
Name of Contractor: _________________________________________ 
 
The following information gives the name, business address, and portion of work (description of work to 
be done) for each subcontractor that will be used in the Work if the Contractor is awarded the Contract.  
No subcontractor doing work in excess of 0.5 percent of the total amount of the bid, and who is not 
listed, shall be used. 
 

Name of Subcontractor Business Address Description of Work 
   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 
 
 
Signature of Contractor:  _______________________________________ 
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AWARD AND EXECUTION OF CONTRACT 
 

Award of Contract 
The award of the contract, if it is awarded, will be to the Contractor whose proposal the Owner, at its 
sole discretion, determines complies with all the requirements prescribed, and provides the greatest 
advantage to Owner. 
 
The Town of Scotia Company, LLC, however, reserves the right to reject any or all proposals, and to 
waive any informality or irregularity in bids received. The Town of Scotia Company, LLC also reserves the 
right to reject the proposal of any Contractor who has previously failed to perform properly, or did not 
complete on time, contracts with the Town of Scotia Company, LLC of a nature similar to this project. 
          
Such award, if made, will be made within sixty (60) days after the receipt of the proposals. The proposal 
will be evaluated on the basis of the Engineer's Estimate of the quantities of work to be done. 
 

Bonds 
Performance Bond:  Contractor shall furnish Town of Scotia Company, LLC good and sufficient security in the 
form of a Performance Bond for the faithful performance of the provisions of this Agreement in an amount 
equal to 100% of the value of the contract amount. 
 
Said security shall be maintained in full force and effect until the conditions thereof shall have been 
completely performed. The Engineer may solely at their own discretion and by official action lower the 
amount of said security for faithful performance from time to time as portions of the improvements required 
by this Agreement have been made. 
 
Payment Bond: Contractor shall furnish Town of Scotia Company, LLC good and sufficient security in the form 
of a Payment Bond for the payment of material and labor liens in an amount equal to 50% of the contract 
amount. 
 
Said security shall be maintained in full force and effect until all statutory timelines for the filing of mechanics 
liens or other claims have expired.  
 
Warranty Bond: Contractor shall furnish good and sufficient security in the form of a Warranty Bond, securing 
Contractor's one year guarantee and warranty of the work upon acceptable completion of improvements in 
an amount equal to 50% of the value of the improvements, as determined by an engineer’s estimate 
submitted by the Contractor and approved by the Town of Scotia Company, LLC, or the Town of Scotia 
Company, LLC s designee. 
 

Failure to Execute Contract 
Failure to execute a contract and file evidence of insurance as provided herein within eight (8) days, not 
including Sundays, after the Contractor has received notice that the contract has been awarded, shall be 
just cause for the annulment of the award. 
 
If the Contractor refuses or fails to execute the contract, the Town of Scotia Company, LLC may award 
the contract to any other responsible Contractor selected by the Owner. 
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Execution of Contract 
The contract shall be signed by the selected successful Contractor and returned, together with the 
satisfactory evidence of insurance and non-collusion affidavit as provided in this section, within eight (8) 
days, not including Sundays, after the Contractor has received notice that the Contract has been 
awarded. No proposal shall be considered binding upon the Town of Scotia Company, LLC until the 
execution of the contract. 
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INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 
Prior to the issuance of the Notice to Proceed, and throughout the duration of the Contract, Contractor 
will maintain insurance in conformance with the requirements set forth below. Contractor will use 
existing coverage to comply with these requirements. If that existing coverage does not meet the 
requirements set forth here, it will be amended to do so. Contractor acknowledges that the insurance 
coverage and policy limits set forth in this section constitute the minimum amount of coverage required. 
Any insurance proceeds available to Owner in excess of the limits and coverage required in this Contract 
and which is applicable to a given loss, will be available to Owner.  
 
Contractor shall provide the following types and amounts of insurance:  

 
1. Commercial General Liability Insurance. Defense costs must be paid in addition to limits. 
There shall be no cross-liability exclusion for claims or suits by one insured against another. 
Limits shall be no less than $2,000,000 per occurrence for all covered losses and no less than 
$2,000,000 general aggregate.  
 
Contractor’s policy shall contain no endorsements limiting coverage beyond the basic policy 
coverage grant for any of the following: 

• Explosion, collapse, or underground hazard (XCU)  
• Products and completed operations   
• Pollution liability 
• Contractual liability  

 
Coverage shall be applicable to Owner for injury to employees of contractors, subcontractors or 
others involved in the Project. Policy shall be endorsed to provide a separate limit applicable to 
this project  
 
2. Workers Compensation Insurance. Workers compensation insurance shall be on a state-
approved policy form providing statutory benefits as required by law.  
 
3. Business Auto Coverage. Limits shall be no less than $2,000,000 per accident, combined single 
limit. If Contractor owns no vehicles, this requirement may be satisfied by a non-owned auto 
endorsement to the general liability policy described above. If Contractor or Contractor’s 
employees will use personal autos in any way on this project, Contractor shall provide evidence 
of personal auto liability coverage for each such person.  
 
4. Excess or Umbrella Liability Insurance. Excess (Over Primary) liability insurance, if used to 
meet limit requirements, shall provide coverage at least as broad as specified for the underlying 
coverages. Any such coverage provided under an umbrella liability policy shall include a drop-
down provision providing primary coverage above a maximum $25,000 self-insured retention 
for liability not covered by primary but covered by the umbrella. Coverage shall be provided on a 
“pay on behalf” basis, with defense costs payable in addition to policy limits. There shall be no 
cross-liability exclusion precluding coverage for claims or suits by one insured against another. 
Coverage shall be applicable to Owner for injury to employees of Contractor, subcontractors, or  
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others involved in the Work. The scope of coverage provided is subject to approval of Owner 
following receipt of proof of insurance as required herein. Limits are subject to review, but in no 
event less than $2,000,000 per occurrence and aggregate.  
 

Insurance procured pursuant to these requirements shall be written by insurers that are admitted 
carriers in the State of California and with an A.M. Best rating of A- or better and a minimum financial 
size VII.  
 
Contractor and Owner agree as follows:  

1.  Contractor agrees to endorse the third-party general liability coverage required herein to include as 
additional insureds Town of Scotia Company, LLC, its officials, employees, and agents, using 
standard ISO endorsement No. CG 2010 with an edition date of 1985. Contractor also agrees to 
require all contractors, subcontractors, and anyone else involved in any way with the Project 
contemplated by this Contract to do likewise.  

2.  Any waiver of subrogation express or implied on the part of Owner to any party involved in this 
Contract or related documents applies only to the extent of insurance proceeds actually paid. 
Owner, having required that it be named as an additional insured to all insurance coverage required 
herein, expressly retains the right to subrogate against any party for sums not paid by insurance. 
For its part, Contractor agrees to waive subrogation rights against Owner regardless of the 
applicability of any insurance proceeds, and to require all contractors, subcontractors or others 
involved in any way with the Project(s) contemplated by this Contract, to do likewise.  

3.  All insurance coverage maintained or procured by Contractor or required of others by Contractor 
pursuant to this Contract shall be endorsed to delete the subrogation condition as to Owner, or 
specifically to allow Contractor or others providing insurance herein to waive subrogation prior to a 
loss. This endorsement shall be obtained regardless of existing policy wording that may appear to 
allow such waivers.  

4.  It is agreed by Contractor and Owner that insurance provided pursuant to these requirements is not 
intended by any party to be limited to providing coverage for the vicarious liability of Owner, or to 
the supervisory role, if any, of Owner. All insurance coverage provided pursuant to this or any other 
Contract or any other agreement (express or implied) in any way relating to Owner is intended to 
apply to the full extent of the policies involved. Nothing referred to here or contained in any 
agreement involving Owner in relation to the Project(s) contemplated by this Contract is intended to 
be construed to limit the application of insurance coverage in any way.  

5.  None of the coverages required herein will be in compliance with these requirements if they include 
any limiting endorsement of any kind that has not been first submitted to Owner and approved of in 
writing.  

6.  All coverage types and limits required are subject to approval, modification, and additional 
requirements by Owner, as the need arises. Contractor shall not make any reductions in scope of 
coverage (e.g., elimination of contractual liability or reduction of discovery period) that may affect 
Owner’s protection without Owner’s prior written consent. 
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7. Proof of compliance with these insurance requirements, consisting of binders of coverage, or 
endorsements, or certificates of insurance, at the option of Owner, shall be delivered to Owner at or 
prior to the execution of a Notice to Proceed. In the event such proof of any insurance is not 
delivered as required, or in the event such insurance is canceled at any time and no replacement 
coverage is provided, Owner has the right, but not the duty, to obtain any insurance it deems 
necessary to protect its interests under this Contract, or any other agreement and to pay the 
premium. Any premium so paid by Owner shall be charged to and promptly paid by Contractor or 
deducted from sums due Contractor, at Owner option. 

8.  Contractor agrees to endorse, and to require others to endorse, the insurance provided pursuant to 
these requirements, to require 30 days’ notice to Owner and the appropriate tender prior to 
cancellation of such liability coverage and notice of any material alteration or non-renewal of any 
such coverage, and to require contractors, subcontractors, and any other party in any way involved 
with the Project contemplated by this Contract to do likewise.  

9.  It is acknowledged by the parties of this Contract that all insurance coverage required to be provided 
by Contractor or any subcontractor, is intended to apply first and on a primary non-contributing 
basis in relation to any other insurance or self-insurance available to Owner.  

10.  Contractor agrees to ensure that subcontractors and any other party involved with the Project who 
is brought onto or involved in the Project by Contractor, provide the same minimum insurance 
coverage required of Contractor. Contractor agrees to monitor and review all such coverage and 
assumes all responsibility for ensuring that such coverage is provided in conformity with the 
requirements of this section. Contractor agrees that upon request, all agreements with 
subcontractors and others engaged in the Project will be submitted to Owner for review.  

11. Contractor agrees that all layers of third-party liability coverage required herein, primary, umbrella, 
and excess, will have the same starting and expiration date. Contractor agrees further that all other 
third-party coverages required herein will likewise have concurrent starting and ending dates.  

12.  Contractor agrees not to self-insure or to use any self-insured retentions or deductibles on any 
portion of the insurance required herein and further agrees that it will not allow any contractor, 
subcontractor, Architect, Engineer, or other entity or person in any way involved in the performance 
of work on the Project contemplated by this Contract to self-insure its obligations to Owner. If 
Contractor’s existing coverage includes a deductible or self-insured retention, the deductible or self-
insured retention must be declared to Owner. At that time Owner shall review options with the 
Contractor, which may include reduction or elimination of the deductible or self-insured retention, 
substitution of other coverage, or other solutions.  

13.  Owner reserves the right at any time during the term of the Contract to change the amounts and 
types of insurance required by giving the Contractor ninety (90) days advance written notice of such 
change. If such change results in substantial additional cost to the Contractor, Owner will negotiate 
additional compensation proportional to the increased benefit to Owner.  

14.  For purposes of applying insurance coverage only, all contracts pertaining to the Project will be 
deemed to be executed when finalized and any activity commences in furtherance of performance 
under this Contract.  
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15.  Contractor acknowledges and agrees that any actual or alleged failure on the part of Owner to 
inform Contractor of non-compliance with any insurance requirement in no way imposes any 
additional obligations on Owner and does not waive any rights hereunder in this or any other 
regard.  

16.  Contractor will renew the required coverage annually as long as Owner, or its employees or agents 
face an exposure from operations of any type pursuant to this Contract. This obligation applies 
whether or not the Contract is canceled or terminated for any reason. The insurance shall include, 
but not be limited to products and completed operations, and discontinued operations, where 
applicable. Termination of this obligation is not effective until Owner executes a written statement 
to that effect. 

17.  Contractor agrees to waive its statutory immunity under any workers’ compensation statute or 
similar statute, in relation to Owner, and to require all subcontractors and any other person or entity 
involved in the Project contemplated by this Contract to do likewise.  

18.  Requirements of specific coverage features are not intended as limitations on other requirements or 
as a waiver of any coverage normally provided by any given policy. Specific reference to a given 
coverage feature is for purposes of clarification only as it pertains to a given issue and is not 
intended by any party or insured to be all-inclusive.  

19.  Any provision in any of the construction documents dealing with the insurance coverage provided 
pursuant to these requirements is subordinate to and superseded by the requirements contained 
herein. These insurance requirements are intended to be separate and distinct from any other 
provision in this Contract and are intended by the parties here to be interpreted as such.  

20.  All liability coverage provided according to these requirements must be endorsed to provide a 
separate aggregate limit for the Project that is the subject of this Contract and evidencing products 
and completed operations coverage for not less than two years after issuance of a final certificate of 
occupancy by all appropriate government agencies or acceptance of the completed work by Owner.  

21.  Contractor agrees to be responsible for ensuring that no contract used by any party involved in any 
way with the Project reserves the right to charge Owner or Contractor for the cost of additional 
insurance coverage required by this Contract. Any such provisions are to be deleted with reference 
to Owner. It is not the intent of Owner to reimburse any third party for the cost of complying with 
these requirements. There shall be no recourse against Owner for payment of premiums or other 
amounts with respect thereto.  
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SECURITY AND BONDING REQUIREMENTS FOR CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS 
Contractor shall have ten (10) calendar days from the date on the Notice of Award to provide the 
required bonds or security in lieu of bonds. Bonds are to be provided by sureties licensed to conduct 
business in the State of California.  
 
Performance Bond:  Contractor shall furnish Owner good and sufficient security in the form of a 
Performance Bond for the faithful performance of the provisions of this Agreement in an amount equal 
to 100% of the value of the Contract amount. 
 
Said security shall be maintained in full force and effect until the conditions thereof shall have been 
completely performed. The Engineer may solely at their own discretion and by official action lower the 
amount of said security for faithful performance from time to time as portions of the improvements 
required by this Agreement have been made. 
 
Payment Bond: Contractor shall furnish Owner good and sufficient security in the form of a Payment 
Bond for the payment of material and labor liens in an amount equal to 50% of the Contract amount. 
 
Said security shall be maintained in full force and effect until all statutory timelines for the filing of 
mechanics liens or other claims have expired.  
 
Warranty Bond: Contractor shall furnish good and sufficient security in the form of a Warranty Bond, 
securing Contractor's one-year guarantee and warranty of the Work upon acceptable completion of 
improvements in an amount equal to 50% of the value of the improvements, as determined by an 
estimate submitted by the Contractor and approved by Owner, or Owner’s designee. 
 
Said security shall be in effect for one year following acceptance of the improvements by Owner as 
evidenced by the recording of a Notice of Completion on the Project.  
 

Security in Lieu of Bonds 
In lieu of the bonds required by this Agreement, Contractor may furnish Owner with any of the kinds of 
security described below. Such security is subject to review and approval by Owner Manager and Owner 
Attorney prior to execution of the Agreement. 

A. A deposit with Owner of money in an amount equal to 200% of the total contract amount of the 
Project to be constructed by Contractor pursuant to this Agreement, which deposit shall be 
accompanied by an agreement pledging such deposit to guarantee the construction of the Project 
and performance of any other act to be performed by Contractor pursuant to this Agreement. (For 
example, an account opened by Contractor for the benefit of [FBO] Owner, in which only Owner can 
access, make withdrawals, or close the account.) 

B. An instrument of credit from one or more financial institutions subject to regulation by the state or 
federal government in an amount equal to 200% of the total cost of the Project to be constructed by 
Contractor pursuant to this Agreement, which instrument of credit shall provide that funds have 
been credited to Owner to guarantee the construction of the Project and the performance of any 
other act to be performed by Contractor pursuant to this Agreement. (For example, an irrevocable 
letter of credit.) 
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Release of Security   
The Performance Bond will be released by Owner when the following conditions have been met: 

A. a final inspection and approval of the improvements has been conducted by the Engineer or the 
Engineer’s designee;  

B. a complete set of “red-line” drawings reflecting modifications to the Plans and Specifications, 
prepared by the Contractor, has been filed by the Contractor and approved by the Engineer;  

C. a Certificate of Acceptance has been issued and recorded by Owner; and 

D. a Warranty Bond as required by this Agreement has been submitted and approved. 
 

The Payment Bond will be released by Owner following the expiration of statutory timelines established 
to ensure payment to all subcontractors, suppliers, and materials providers.  
 
The Warranty Bond will be released by Owner when the Engineer has made a final inspection and 
approval of the improvements one year following Owner's acceptance of the improvements, as 
evidenced by the date of the Notice of Completion. 
 

Forms 
Samples of an acceptable Performance Bond, Payment Bond, and Warranty/Maintenance Bond are on 
the following pages. 
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PERFORMANCE BOND 
 
BOND NUMBER:  ___________________ 
 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT: 
 
WHEREAS, THE Town of Scotia Company, LLC, by action taken on _______________, 20__ (date), has 
awarded to ______________________ (Contractor), a ________________________ (type of business entity), 
hereinafter designated as the “Principal,” a contract for ___________________________ _________________ 
(name and description of project); and 
 
WHEREAS, said Principal is required under the terms of said Contract to furnish a bond for the faithful 
performance of the provisions of this Agreement in an amount equal to 100% of the value of the 
Contract amount. 
 
NOW THEREFORE, we, ________________________________, as Principal and _________________ ___________, as 
Surety, are held and firmly bound unto the Town of Scotia Company, LLC, hereinafter called “Owner,” in 
the penal sum of  _________________________________ dollars ($____________) lawful money of the United 
States of America, for which sum well and duly to be made, we bind ourselves, our heirs, our executors, 
administrators, and successors, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents. 
 
THE CONDITION OF THIS OBLIGATION IS SUCH that, if the hereby bounden Principal, its heirs, executors, 
administrators, successors, or assigns shall in all things stand to and abide by and well and truly keep 
and perform all the undertakings, terms, covenants, conditions, and agreements in the said Contract 
and any alteration thereof, made as therein provided, all within the time and in the manner therein 
designated and in all respects according to their true intent and meaning, then this obligation shall 
become null and void; otherwise it shall be and remain in full force and virtue. Said security shall be 
maintained in full force and effect until the conditions thereof shall have been completely performed.  
 
FURTHER, THE SAID SURETY, FOR VALUE RECEIVED, HEREBY STIPULATES AND AGREES that no change, 
extension of time, alteration or modification of the Contract Documents or of the Work to be performed 
thereunder, shall in any way affect it obligations on this bond, and it does hereby waive notice of any 
such change, extension of time, alteration or modification of the Contract Documents or of work to be 
performed thereunder. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this instrument has been duly executed by Principal and Surety herein named, 
on the ____________ day of ________________, 20___, the name and corporate seal of each corporate party 
affixed, and these presents duly signed by its undersigned representative pursuant to authority of its 
governing body. 
 
ATTEST: 
 
__________________________________ ______________________________________ 
Witness to Principal    Name of Principal 
 
(SEAL)      By:  __________________________________ 
 
      Title:  _________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ATTEST: 
 
__________________________________ _______________________________________ 
Witness to Surety    Name of Surety 
 
      _______________________________________ 
Date of bond must not be   By Attorney-in-Fact 
prior to date of contract. 
      _______________________________________ 
      Address of Surety 
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PAYMENT BOND  
 
BOND NUMBER:  ___________________ 
 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT: 
 
WHEREAS, THE Town of Scotia Company, LLC, by action taken on _______________, 20__ (date), has 
awarded to ______________________ (Contractor), a ________________________ (type of business entity), 
hereinafter designated as the “Principal,” a contract for ___________________________ _________________ 
(name and description of project); and 
 
WHEREAS, said Principal is required under the terms of said Contract to furnish a bond for the payment 
of material and labor liens in an amount equal to 100% of the Contract amount.     
 
NOW THEREFORE, we, ________________________________, as Principal and ________________ ____________, as 
Surety, are held and firmly bound unto the Town of Scotia Company, LLC, hereinafter called “Owner,” in 
the penal sum of  _________________________________ dollars ($____________) lawful money of the United 
States of America, for which sum well and duly to be made, we bind ourselves, our heirs, our executors, 
administrators, and successors, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents. 
 
THE CONDITION OF THIS OBLIGATION IS SUCH that, if the Principal shall promptly make payment to all 
persons, firms, subcontractors, and corporations furnishing materials for or performing labor in the 
prosecution of the Work provided for in such contract, and any authorized extension or modification 
thereof, including all amounts due for materials, lubricants, oil, gasoline, coal and coke, repairs on 
machinery, equipment and tools, consumed or used in connection with the construction of such work, 
and all insurance premiums of said work, and for all wages and fringe benefits of labor performed in 
such work, whether by subcontractor or otherwise, then this obligation shall be void, otherwise to 
remain in full force and effect. Said security shall be maintained in full force and effect until all statutory 
timelines for the filing of mechanics liens or other claims have expired.  
 
PROVIDED FURTHER, that the said Surety for value received hereby stipulated and agrees that no 
change, extension of time, alteration, or addition to the terms of the Contract or to the Work to be 
performed thereunder or the Specifications accompanying the same shall in any way affect its obligation 
on this bond, and does hereby waive notice of any such change, extension of time, alteration, or 
addition to the terms of the Contract, the Work, or the Specifications. 
 
PROVIDED FURTHER, that no final settlement between the Town of Scotia Company, LLC and the 
Contractor shall abridge the right to any beneficiary hereunder, whose claim may be unsatisfied. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this instrument has been duly executed by Principal and Surety herein named, 
on the ____________ day of ________________, 20__, the name and corporate seal of each corporate party 
affixed, and these presents duly signed by its undersigned representative pursuant to authority of its 
governing body. 
 
ATTEST: 
__________________________________ ______________________________________ 
Witness to Principal    Name of Principal 
 
(SEAL)      By:  __________________________________ 
 
      Title:  _________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ATTEST: 
 
__________________________________ _______________________________________ 
Witness to Surety Name of Surety 
 
      _______________________________________ 
Date of bond must not be   By Attorney-in-Fact 
prior to date of contract. 
      _______________________________________ 
      Address of Surety 
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WARRANTY BOND 
 

BOND NUMBER:  ___________________ 
 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT: 
 
WHEREAS, THE Town of Scotia Company, LLC, by action taken on _______________, 20__ (date), has 
awarded to ______________________ (Contractor), a ________________________ (type of business entity), 
hereinafter designated as the “Principal,” a contract for ___________________________ _________________ 
(name and description of project); and 
 
WHEREAS, said Principal is required under the terms of said Contract to furnish a bond securing 
Contractor’s one-year guarantee and warranty of the Work upon acceptable completion of 
improvements in an amount equal to 50% of the value of the improvements, as determined by an 
estimate submitted by the Contractor and approved by the Owner, or the Owner’s designee. 
 
NOW THEREFORE, we, ________________________________, as Principal and _________________ ___________, as 
Surety, are held and firmly bound unto the Town of Scotia Company, LLC, hereinafter called “Owner,” in 
the penal sum of  _________________________________ dollars ($____________) lawful money of the United 
States of America, for which sum well and duly to be made, we bind ourselves, our heirs, our executors, 
administrators, and successors, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents. 
 
THE CONDITION OF THIS OBLIGATION IS SUCH that if within one year from the date of acceptance of the 
improvements by the Town of Scotia Company, LLC, as evidenced by the recording of a Notice of 
Completion on the Project; if the Engineer determines the Work done under the terms of said Contract 
discloses poor workmanship in the execution of said work, and the carrying out of the terms of said 
Contract, or it shall appear that defective materials were furnished thereunder, then this obligation shall 
remain in full force and effect, otherwise this instrument shall be void.    
 
PROVIDED FURTHER, that the said Surety for value received hereby stipulated and agrees that no 
change, extension of time, alteration, or addition to the terms of the Contract or to the Work to be 
performed thereunder or the Specifications accompanying the same shall in any way affect its obligation 
on this bond, and does hereby waive notice of any such change, extension of time, alteration, or 
addition to the terms of the Contract, the Work, or the Specifications. 
 
PROVIDED FURTHER, that no final settlement between the Owner and the Contractor shall abridge the 
right to any beneficiary hereunder, whose claim may be unsatisfied. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this instrument has been duly executed by Principal and Surety herein named, 
on the ____________ day of ________________, 20__, the name and corporate seal of each corporate party 
affixed, and these presents duly signed by its undersigned representative pursuant to authority of its 
governing body. 
 
ATTEST: 
 
__________________________________ ______________________________________ 
Witness to Principal    Name of Principal 
 
(SEAL)      By:  __________________________________ 
 
      Title:  _________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
ATTEST: 
 
__________________________________ _______________________________________ 
Witness to Surety    Name of Surety 
 
      _______________________________________ 
Date of bond must not be   By Attorney-in-Fact 
prior to date of contract. 
      _______________________________________ 
      Address of Surety 
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AGREEMENT 
SCOTIA INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS, RIVER INTAKE PUMPS REPLACEMENT 
THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this ____ day of_________, in the year 2020, by and between the 
Town of Scotia Company, LLC, a limited liability company organized under the law of the State of 
Delaware and existing in the County of Humboldt under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
California, hereinafter designated as the Town of Scotia Company, LLC, and sometimes hereafter as 
“Owner” and Wahlund Construction, Inc.,  hereinafter designated as the Contractor. WITNESS:  That the 
parties hereto have mutually covenanted and agreed, and by these presents do covenant and agree 
with each other as follows: 
 

Article I. 
 
The Contract Documents consist of all the documents contained in the bid package, including Contract 
Documents, General Provisions, Special Provisions, Technical Specifications and Plans, and all addenda 
as prepared prior to date of fee schedule agreement opening, setting forth any modifications or 
interpretations of any of said documents. All of the provisions of said Contract Documents are hereby 
incorporated in and made a part of this Agreement as truly as if fully set forth herein. 
 

Article II. 
 
For and in consideration of the payments and agreements to be made and performed by the Town of 
Scotia Company, LLC as set forth in said Contract Documents, the Contractor agrees with the Town of 
Scotia Company, LLC to construct the project for which award of contract was made to furnish at its own 
proper cost and expense all tools, equipment, services, labor and materials necessary therefor, and to 
do everything required by said Contract Documents. 
 

Article III. 
 
For furnishing all said services and materials, obtaining all permits and licenses of a temporary nature; 
furnishing and removing all plant, temporary work or structures, tools and equipment, and doing all the 
work contemplated and embraced in this Agreement; also for all loss and damage arising out of the 
nature of the aforesaid work during its progress or prior to acceptance, from the action of the elements, 
from any unforeseen difficulties which may arise to be encountered in the prosecution of the work, and 
for all other risks of any description connected with the work; also for all expense incurred by or in 
consequence of the suspension or discontinuance of work, except such as in the said Contract 
Documents are expressly stipulated to be borne by the Town of Scotia Company, LLC; and for well and 
faithfully completing the work and the whole thereof within the stipulated time and in the manner 
shown and described in said Documents and in accordance with the requirements of the Engineer 
under them; the Town of Scotia Company, LLC will pay, and the Contractor shall receive in full 
compensation therefor, the price set forth by him in the accepted Fee Schedule, $__________. The total 
compensation to be paid will be computed on the basis of the quantity of work actually performed in 
accordance with the Contract Documents, and paid for at the stipulated contract unit or lump sum 
prices, as the case may be. 
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Article IV. 
 
The Town of Scotia Company, LLC hereby promises and agrees with the said Contractor to employ and 
does hereby employ the said Contractor to provide the material and to do the work according to the 
terms and conditions herein contained and referred to, for the prices aforesaid, and hereby contracts to 
pay the same at the time, in the manner, and upon the conditions set forth in the Contract Documents; 
and the said Parties for themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns, do 
hereby agree to the full performance of the covenants herein contained. 

 
Article V. 

 
No work, services material or equipment shall be performed or furnished under this Agreement unless 
and until a notice to proceed has been given to the Contractor by the Town of Scotia Company, LLC, 
which notice shall be given within TEN (10) CALENDAR DAYS from the date of signing the contract, and 
the Contractor shall commence work within TEN (10) CALENDAR DAYS after said notice is given. 
Contractor shall diligently prosecute work to completion before the completion of 90 calendar days 
(excluding approved weather delays) from receipt of said notice. 

 
Article VI. 

 
This is not a state prevailing wage project.  
 

Article VII. 
 
The Contractor shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless Town of Scotia Company, LLC and its officers, 
officials, and employees from and against any and all liability, loss, damage, expense, costs (including 
without limitation costs and fees of litigation) of every nature arising out of or in connection with 
contractor’s performance of work hereunder or its failure to comply with any of its obligations contained 
in the agreement, except such loss or damage which was caused by the negligence or willful misconduct 
of the Town of Scotia Company, LLC. 
 

Article VIII. 
 
Standard Contract Provisions. 
A. RECORDING OF AGREEMENT. The parties hereto shall not record this Agreement on the Public 

Records of any public office.  
 
B. GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement shall be governed, construed, and interpreted by, through, and 

under the Laws of the State of California. 
 
C. SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this Agreement or the application thereof shall, for any reason and 

to any extent, be invalid or unenforceable, neither the remainder of this Agreement nor the 
application of the provision to other persons, entities or circumstances shall be affected thereby, but 
instead shall be enforced to the maximum extent permitted by law.  
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D. BINDING EFFECT. The covenants, obligations and conditions herein contained shall be binding on 
and inure to the benefit of the heirs, legal representatives, and assigns of the parties hereto. 

 
E. DESCRIPTIVE HEADINGS. The descriptive headings used herein are for convenience of reference only 

and they are not intended to have any significance in determining the rights or obligations of the 
Parties. 

 
F. CONSTRUCTION. The pronouns used herein shall include, where appropriate, either gender or both, 

singular and plural. 
 
G. NON-WAIVER. No indulgence, waiver, election, or non-election by owner under this Agreement shall 

affect contractor’s duties and liabilities hereunder. 
 
H. INTEGRATION and MODIFICATION. The parties hereby agree that this document contains the entire 

agreement between the parties and this Agreement shall not be modified, changed, altered or 
amended in any way except through a written amendment, extra work order or change order 
approved and executed on behalf of Owner by Owner’s designated agents for the project, including 
only SHN and/or Owner’s senior management (Vice President or President). 

 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF:  The parties hereto have caused this contract to be executed the day and year 
first above written. 
 
Town of Scotia Company, LLC, Contractor 
 
  
______________________________   By ____________________________ 
             
       Title___________________________ 
        

License No. ____________________ 
ATTEST:       

Federal ID/ Social Security No._________________  
 
Phone Number: _____________________________ 

     
       Attest: 
_______________________________    
 _______________________________ 
 
       _______________________________ 

Title 
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NOTICE OF AWARD 
 
TO:   Ryan Wahlund 

Wahlund Construction, Inc. 
PO Box 6486 
Eureka, CA 95502 

               
SCOTIA INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS, RIVER INTAKE PUMPS REPLACEMENT 
The Town of Scotia Company, LLC, (Owner) has considered the proposal submitted by you for the above 
described work in response to its Notice to Contractors dated ______________, and Contract Documents. 
 
You are hereby notified that your bid has been accepted for items in the amount of: 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________($____________).  
You are required to execute the Agreement and furnish the required certificates of insurance within 
eight (8) calendar days (not including Sundays) from the date of receipt of this Notice. 
 
There are allowances for predicted work inside the total contract value of $___________, and there are 
predicted values for potential changes of scope and "add-on" work outside the total contract value 
based on unknown circumstances.  As with all possible add-on or Extra Work values due to “unknown 
conditions,” add-on amounts cannot be firmly quantified until those conditions can be better defined 
and the Extra Work process is implemented. The Project Budget has funding for this scope. 
 
If you fail to execute said Agreement and to furnish said insurance certificates within eight (8) calendar 
days (not including Sundays) from the date of receipt of this Notice, said Owner will be entitled to 
consider all your rights arising out of the Owner's acceptance of your bid as abandoned. The Owner will 
be entitled to such other rights as may be granted by law. 
 
You are required to return an acknowledged copy of this Notice of Award to the Owner. 
 
Dated this ______ day of _________________. 
 
      Town of Scotia Company, LLC 
 
 
      _____________________________________ 
      Frank Bacik, President 
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ACCEPTANCE OF NOTICE 
 
Receipt of the above Notice of Award is hereby acknowledged by     
 
___________________________________________________________________________ (company name) 
 
this the __________ day of                        , 20_____. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                            
             
      Signed:  _____________________________________   
 
      Printed Name:  ________________________________                     
   
                                                                                    Title:  _________________ _____________________               
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NOTICE TO PROCEED   
 
 
TO:     Ryan Wahlund DATE:   ____________________ 
          Wahlund Construction, Inc. 

P.O. Box 6486 
Eureka, CA  95502 
 

 
SCOTIA INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS, RIVER INTAKE PUMPS REPLACEMENT 
You are hereby notified to commence work in accordance with the Agreement dated _______________, on 
or before _______________, and you are to complete the Work within 90 days consecutive calendar days 
thereafter. The date of completion of all work, therefore, is ___________________________, 20__. 
 
 
      Town of Scotia Company, LLC 
 
 
      _____________________________________ 
      Frank Bacik, President 
 
 

ACCEPTANCE OF NOTICE 
 

Receipt of the above Notice to Proceed is hereby acknowledged by 
 
__________________________________________________________________________(company name) 
 
this the __________ day of                        , 20_____. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                            
             
      Signed:  _____________________________________   
 
      Printed Name:  ________________________________                     
   
                                                                               Title:  ________________________________________ 
 

Telephone Number: ____________________________ 
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SECTION I–GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF WORK 
Definitions 

The following definitions apply to all of the Contract Documents unless otherwise indicated.  

1. Acts of God–as defined by California Government Code, Section 4151. 

2. Addendum means a supplement to the Contract Documents, Specifications, and Plans issued in 
writing after advertisement of, but before opening of Proposals for the Project. 

3. Advertisement means the announcement inviting Proposals for Work to be performed or 
materials to be furnished. 

4. Allowance means an amount included in the Bid Proposal for Work that may or may not be 
included in the Project, depending on conditions that will not become known until after Work on 
the Project is underway. If the Contract Price includes an Allowance and the cost of performing 
the Work covered by that allowance is greater or less than the Allowance, the Contract Price 
shall be increased or decreased accordingly. 

5. Contractor (Proposer)  means any individual, firm, partnership, corporation, or combination 
thereof, submitting a Proposal for Work contemplated, and acting directly or through a duly 
authorized representative. 

6. By Others means the person or persons, firm, partnership, corporation, or combination thereof, 
private or municipal, who acts under the direction of Owner or has entered into a separate and 
independent Contract with Owner to perform Work or provide services outside of that described 
in the Contract Documents.  

7. Change Order or Contract Change Order means a written document signed by Owner and 
Contractor after execution of the Contract, which changes the scope of Work, the Contract Price, 
and/or the Contract Time. 

8. Claim means a separate demand by Contractor for change in the Contract Time or Contract 
Price, that has previously been submitted to Owner in accordance with the requirements of the 
Contract Documents, and which has been rejected by Owner, in whole or in part. 

9. Construction Manager means the individual(s) or firm retained by Owner to provide 
construction management services for the Project. If no Construction Manager has been 
retained for this Project, any reference to Construction Manager shall be deemed to refer to 
Owner or if Owner designates, the Engineer. 

10. Contract Documents means, collectively, the Notice Inviting Bids; the Instructions to Contractors; 
addenda, if any; the Bid Proposal, and attachments thereto; the Contract; the notice of award 
and notice to proceed; the payment, performance, and warranty bonds; the General Provisions; 
the Special Provisions; the Project Plans, Technical Specifications, referenced documents, and 
Addenda (if any); and any Change Orders.  

11. Contract means the signed agreement between Owner and Contractor. 

12. Contract Price means the total compensation to be paid to the Contractor for performance of 
the Work, as set forth in the Contract and as may be amended by Change Order and/or adjusted 
pursuant to an Allowance. The Contract Price is not subject to adjustment due to inflation or due 
to the increased cost of labor, material, or equipment following submission of the Bid Proposal. 
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13. Contract Time means the number of consecutive calendar days for performance of the Work, as 
set forth in the Contract and as may be amended by Change Order and/or extensions of time. 

14. Contractor means the individual, partnership, corporation, or joint venture who has signed the 
Contract with Owner to perform the Work. 

15. Day means a calendar day unless otherwise specified. 

16. Engineer shall mean the Engineer retained by Owner, acting either directly or through properly 
authorized agents, such agents acting within the scope of the particular duties delegated to 
them. 

17. Final Completion means the Contractor has fully completed all of the Work required by the 
Contract Documents, including all punch list items and all required submittals, to the Owner’s 
satisfaction.  

18. Final Payment means payment of the unpaid Contract Price, less amounts withheld pursuant to 
the Contract Documents, including, but not limited to, liquidated damages, unreleased stop 
notices, and amounts subject to set-off. 

19. Fixed Costs means any necessary labor, material, and equipment costs directly expended on the 
item or items under consideration which remain constant regardless of the quantity of the Work 
done. 

20. Furnish means to purchase and deliver to the site designated for installation.  

21. Hazardous Materials means any substance or material identified now or in the future as 
hazardous under any federal, state, or local law or regulation, or any other substance or material 
that may be considered hazardous or otherwise subject to statutory or regulatory requirements 
governing handling, disposal, or cleanup.  

22. Inspector means the individual(s) or firm(s) retained by Owner to inspect the workmanship, 
materials, and manner of construction of the Project and its components to ensure compliance 
with the Contract Documents and all applicable codes, regulations, and permits. 

23. Install means to fix in place for materials, and to fix in place and connect for equipment. 

24. Liquidated Damages means the amount prescribed in the Contract Documents to be paid to 
Owner or to be deducted from any payment due or to become due to Contractor for each day’s 
delay in completing the whole or any specified portion of the Work beyond the time allowed in 
the Contract Documents. 

25. Notice to Proceed is a directive issued by Owner authorizing Contractor to start the work or 
improvements required in the contract. 

26. Owner means the entity or agency that has signed the Contract with Contractor for performance 
of the Work, and includes its governing body, officers, employees, and authorized 
representatives. 

27. Plans means those certain plans and drawings approved by Owner that show the location, 
character, dimensions, and details of the Work to be performed for this Project. 

28. Project means the infrastructure works project referenced in the Contract. 

29. Proposal Form means the approved form upon which Owner requires formal Proposals to be 
prepared and submitted for the Work. 
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30. Proposal means the offer of Contractor for the Work when made out and submitted on the 
prescribed Proposal Form, properly signed, and guaranteed. 

Proposal does not mean the lowest responsible proposal cost. The proposal offered the Owner 
will be reviewed by Owner. Owner, at its sole discretion, will determine proposal compliance 
with all the requirements prescribed and determine  which proposal (if any) provides the 
greatest advantage to the Owner.  

31. Specifications include the General Provisions, Special Provisions, Technical Specifications, and 
associated referenced documents. 

32. State Standard Plans means the edition of the State of California Department of Transportation 
Standard Plans that is currently in accepted use.  

33. State Standard Specifications means the edition of the State of California Department of 
Transportation Standard Specifications that is currently in accepted use.  

34. Subcontractor means an individual, partnership, corporation, or joint venture retained by 
Contractor to perform a specific portion of the Work. 

35. Submittals means those certain shop drawings, catalog data, design calculations, mill tests, O&M 
manuals, samples, and certificates that supplement the Plans and are supplied by Contractor 
and are reviewed by Owner.  

36. Substantial Completion means the Work is sufficiently complete, in accordance with the Contract 
Documents, so that the Owner may use or occupy the Project or designated portion thereof for 
the intended use for which it is originally designed and intended. 

37. Warranty means the period following formal acceptance of the Work in which the Contractor is 
required to repair or replace parts of the Work due to faulty construction. The maintenance 
warranty starts on the date of Substantial Completion, except where partial acceptance of a 
specified area of the Project is made, in which case, the warranty period begins on the date of 
partial acceptance. 

38. Work means all the work described in the Specifications indicated or shown on the Plans, or 
contemplated in the Contract Documents to construct the improvements, including all 
alterations, amendments, or extensions thereto made by Contact Change Order or other written 
orders of the Engineer.  

39. Working Days means any day, except as follows: 

a. Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays observed by Owner 

b. Days on which Contractor is prevented from working by inclement weather or conditions 
resulting immediately therefrom, as defined in Section II.F. 

c.  Days on which Contractor is prevented by reason of requirements in the Special Provisions 
from working on the controlling operation or operations for at least 60 percent of the total 
daily time being currently spent on such controlling operation or operations.  

40. Worksite means the place or places where the Work is performed. 
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Intent of Plans and Specifications 
The intent of these plans and specifications is to prescribe the details for the construction and 
completion of the work which the Contractor undertakes to perform in accordance with the terms of the 
contract. Where these plans or specifications describe portions of the work in general terms, but not in 
complete detail, it is understood that only the best general practice is to prevail and that only materials 
and workmanship of the first quality are to be used. Unless otherwise specified, the Contractor shall 
furnish all labor, materials, tools, equipment, and incidentals, and do all the work involved in completing 
the contract in a satisfactory and workmanlike manner. 
 

Final Cleaning Up 
Before final inspection of the work, the Contractor shall clean the street, above and below grade valve 
vaults, intake wet well if disturbed, material sites and all ground occupied by him in connection  with the 
work, of all rubbish, excess materials, false work, temporary structures, and equipment. All parts of the 
work shall be left in a neat and presentable condition. Full compensation for final cleaning up will be 
considered as included in the prices paid for the various contract items of work, and no separate 
payment will be made therefor. Nothing herein, however, shall require the Contractor to remove 
warning and directional signs prior to final acceptance by the Town of Scotia Company, LLC. 
 

Changes 
The Town of Scotia Company, LLC reserves the right to make such alterations, deviations, additions to or 
omissions from the plans and specifications, including the right to increase or decrease the quantity of 
any item or portion of the work or to omit any item or portion of the work, as may be deemed by the 
Engineer to be necessary or advisable and to require such extra work as may be determined by the 
Engineer to be required for the proper completion or construction of the whole work contemplated. 
 
Any such changes will be set forth in a contract change order which will specify, in addition to the work 
to be done in connection with the change made, adjustment of contract time, if any, and the basis of 
compensation for such work. A contract change order will not become effective until approved by the 
Engineer. Upon receipt of an approved contract change order, the Contractor shall proceed with the 
ordered work. If ordered in writing by the Engineer, the Contractor shall proceed with the work so 
ordered prior to actual receipt of an approved contract change order therefor. In such cases, the 
Engineer will, as soon as practicable, issue an approved contract change order for such work. 
 

Extra Work 
Extra work, beyond the limits specified by the Engineer when ordered by the Engineer will be paid for at 
a negotiated lump sum price.  
 
The Contractor shall do such extra work and furnish material and equipment therefor upon receipt of 
an approved contract change order or other written order of the Engineer, and in the absence of such 
approved contract change order or other written order of the Engineer, he shall not be entitled to 
payment for such extra work. Where such extra work is ordered by a verbal order, the Engineer will, as 
soon as practicable, issue an approved contract change order therefor.   
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SECTION II–CONTROL OF WORK 
Authority of Engineer 
The Engineer shall decide all questions which may arise as to the total quantity, quality, or acceptability 
of materials furnished and work performed and as to the manner of performance and rate of progress 
of work; all questions which arise as to the interpretation of these plans and specifications, all questions 
as to the acceptable fulfillment of the contract on the part of the Contractor, and all questions as to 
compensation. Their decision shall be final, and he shall have authority to enforce and make effective 
such decisions and orders which the Contractor fails to carry out promptly. 
 

Authorized Representative 
The Contractor shall designate, before starting work, an authorized representative who shall have 
complete authority to represent and to act for the Contractor. Said authorized representative shall be 
present at the site of the work at all times while work is actually in progress on the contract; and during 
periods when work is suspended, arrangements acceptable to the Engineer shall be made for any 
emergency work which may be required. 
 

Contract Documents 
1. Interpretation of Contract Documents. 

1.1 The Drawings and Design Specifications are complementary. If Work is shown on one 
but not on the other, Contractor shall perform the Work as though fully described on 
both, consistent with the Contract Documents and reasonably inferable from them as 
being necessary to produce the indicated results. The drawings and specifications are 
deemed to include and require everything necessary and reasonably incidental to 
completion of the Work, whether or not particularly mentioned or shown therein. 
Contractor shall perform all work and services, and supply all materials required, for a 
complete and functional, in-place system, reasonably related to and inferable from the 
Contract Documents. 

1.2 If Contractor becomes aware of any ambiguity, discrepancy, omission, or error in the 
drawings or specifications, Contractor shall immediately notify the Engineer and request 
clarification of such. The Engineer’s clarifications or interpretations shall be final and 
binding. All requests for information (RFIs) shall be submitted in writing. 

1.3 Any terms that have well-known technical or trade meanings shall be interpreted in 
accordance with those meanings, unless otherwise specifically defined in the Contract 
Documents. 

1.4 Contractor shall verify all relevant measurements at the Worksite before ordering any 
material or performing any Work and shall be responsible for the correctness of those 
measurements.  
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2. Order of Precedence. Information included in one Contract Document but not in another shall 
not be considered a conflict or inconsistency. In case of any conflict or inconsistency among the 
Contract Documents, the following order of precedence shall apply, beginning from highest to 
lowest: 

1. Approved Change Orders 
2. Proposal Requirements and Conditions 
3. Addenda, with those of later date having precedence over those of earlier date 
4. State and Federal Requirements section (if included) 
5. All remaining portions of the Contract Documents not explicitly specified in this list 
6. Notice of Award and Notice to Proceed 
7. Supplementary General Conditions (if included) 
8. Technical Specifications (Part IV of the Contract Documents) and Drawings (Part VII of the 

Contract Documents). In the case of inconsistency between the Drawings and Technical 
Specifications, or within either document, the better quality or greater quantity of Work 
shall be provided in accordance with the Engineer’s interpretation 

9. General Conditions 
10. Bonds 
11. Proposal and Fee Schedule 

 
The Owner or Engineer shall have the right to change this order of precedence at any time after 
the notice of award and shall provide to the Contractor in writing any such change.  

 

Contract Modification 
1. Changes in Work. Owner reserves the right to make changes in the Work without invalidating 

the Contract. Owner may direct or Contractor may request changes in the Work, and any such 
changes shall be formalized in a Change Order, which may include commensurate changes in 
the Contract Price and/or Contract Time as applicable. Contractor must promptly comply with 
Owner-directed changes in the Work in accordance with the intent of the original Contract 
Documents, even if Contractor and Owner have not yet reached agreement as to adjustments to 
the Contract Price and/or Contract Time. 

1.1 In the event of a dispute over entitlement to a change in Contract Time and/or a change in 
Contract Price related to an Owner-directed change, Contractor must perform the Work as 
directed and may not delay its work or cease work pending resolution of the dispute, but 
must continue to comply with its duty to diligently prosecute the performance and timely 
completion of the Work, including the Work in dispute.  

1.2 In the event that Owner and Contractor dispute whether a portion or portions of the Work 
are already required by the Contract Documents as opposed to changed Work, Contractor 
must perform the Work as directed and may not delay its Work or cease Work pending 
resolution of the dispute, but must continue to comply with its duty to diligently prosecute 
the performance and timely completion of the Work, including the Work in dispute.  
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1.3 Contractor’s failure to promptly comply with an Owner-directed change shall be deemed a 
material breach of the Contract, and in addition to all other remedies available to it, Owner 
may, at its sole discretion, hire another contractor and/or use its own forces to complete the 
disputed Work at Contractor’s sole expense, and may deduct such cost from the Contract 
Price. 

1.4 Contractor’s sole recourse for an unresolved dispute related to changes in the Work is to 
comply with the dispute resolution provisions set forth in Article 12, below. 

 
2. Change Order Requests. Contractor must submit a request for a change in the Work and/or a 

change in the Contract Price or Contract Time as a written Change Order request. Any Change 
Order request submitted by Contractor must include a complete breakdown of actual cost, and 
credits, and shall itemize labor, materials, taxes, insurance, and subcontract amounts. All 
claimed costs must be fully documented.  

2.1 All Change Order requests must be signed by Contractor and must include the following 
certification:  

 
“The undersigned Contractor certifies under penalty of perjury that its 
statements and representations in this Change Order request are true and 
correct. Contractor warrants that this Change Order request is comprehensive 
and complete, and agrees that any costs, expenses, or time extension request 
not included herein shall be deemed waived. Contractor understands that 
submission of claims that have no basis in fact or that Contractor knows to be 
false may violate the False Claims Act, as set forth in Government Code Sections 
12650 et seq.” 
 

3. Adjustments to Contract Price. Any increase or decrease to the Contract Price shall be 
determined based on one of the following methods: 

3.1 Amounts previously provided in the form of unit prices, the schedule of values, or 
Allowances, shall apply first if applicable; or 

3.2 A mutually agreed upon lump sum; or 

3.3 On a time and expenses basis, which may include a not-to-exceed limit, calculated as the 
total of the following sums: 

3.3.1   All direct labor costs plus fifteen percent (15%) for overhead and profit;  

3.3.2   All direct material costs, including sales tax, plus fifteen percent (15%) for overhead 
and profit; 

3.3.3   All direct plant and equipment rental costs, plus fifteen percent (15%) for overhead 
and profit; 

3.3.4   All direct subcontract costs plus ten percent (10%) for overhead and profit; and 

3.3.5   Increased premium costs computed at one- and one-half percent (1½ %) of total of 
the previous four sums. 
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Claim and Protest Procedures 
1. All claims and protests of the Contractor shall be in writing and shall be referred to the Engineer 

for determination, including but not limited to all questions relating to the following: 

1.1 Interpretation of the Contract, 

1.2 Acceptable fulfillment of the Contract on the part of the Contractor, 

1.3 Compensation and time of performance, and 

1.4 All claims for additional compensation. 
 

2. The Contractor shall not be entitled to payment of any additional compensation for any cause, 
including any act or failure to act by the Engineer or the  happening of any event, thing, or 
occurrence, unless he shall have given the Engineer due written notice of potential claim as 
hereinafter specified. 

 
3. The written notice of potential claim shall set forth the following: 

3.1 The reason for which the Contractor believes additional compensation will or may be 
due,  

3.2 The nature of the costs involved,  and,  

3.3 Insofar as possible, the amount of the potential claim. 
 

4. The notice required above must have been given to the Engineer prior to the time that the 
Contractor shall have performed the Work giving rise to the potential claim for additional 
compensation if based on an act or failure to act by the Engineer, or in all cases, within 15 days 
after the happening of the event, thing, or occurrence giving rise to the potential claim.  
 

5. All determinations of the Engineer shall be final unless the Contractor shall file with the Engineer 
a written protest within seven (7) calendar days after the Engineer notifies the Contractor of any 
such determination. Contractor’s protest shall state clearly and in detail the basis of the protest.  
 

6. The Engineer will promptly issue a decision upon each protest. Pending such decision, 
Contractor shall, if required by the Engineer, proceed without delay to perform the work in 
accordance with the determination of the Engineer. The requirements of this paragraph shall be 
a condition precedent to any right of legal action.  
 

7. It is the intention of this Article that differences between the parties arising under and by virtue 
of the Contract be brought to the attention of the Engineer at the earliest possible time in order 
that such matters may be settled, if possible, or other appropriate action promptly taken.  
 

8. Contractor hereby agrees that he shall have no right to additional compensation for any claim 
that may be based on any such, act, failure to act, event, thing, or occurrence for which no 
written notice of potential claim as herein required was filed. 
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General Construction Provisions 
1. Permits and Taxes.  

1.1 Contractor shall obtain and pay for all licenses required to perform the Work, unless 
otherwise indicated in the Contract Documents. Contractor shall cooperate with and provide 
notifications to government agencies with jurisdiction over the Project, as may be required. 
Contractor shall provide Owner with copies of all notices, licenses, and renewals required for 
the Work.  

1.2 Contractor shall pay for all taxes on material and equipment, except Federal Excise Tax to 
the extent that Owner is exempt from Federal Excise Tax. 

 
2. Temporary Facilities. Contractor shall provide, at Contractor’s sole expense, any and all 

temporary facilities, including, but not limited to on-site office, sanitary facilities, storage, 
scaffolds, barricades, walkways, and any other temporary structure required to perform the 
Work along with any utility services incidental thereto. Such structures must be safe and 
adequate for the intended use and installed and maintained in accordance with all applicable 
federal, state, and local laws, codes, and regulations. Contractor shall promptly remove all such 
temporary facilities when they are no longer needed or upon completion of the Work, whichever 
comes first. Contractor shall promptly repair any damage to Owner’s property caused by the 
installation, use, or removal of the temporary facilities, and shall promptly restore the property 
to its original or intended condition. Additional provisions pertaining to temporary facilities are 
included in the Specifications or Supplemental General Conditions. 

 
3. Signs. No signs may be displayed on or about Owner’s property, except signage that is required 

by law, without Owner’s prior written approval as to content, size, design, and location. 
 
4. Protection of Work and Property.  

4.1 Contractor is responsible at all times for protecting the Work and materials and equipment 
to be incorporated into the Work from damage until the Notice of Completion has been 
recorded. Except as specifically authorized by Owner, Contractor shall confine its operations 
to the area of the Project site indicated in the drawings. Contractor is liable for any damage 
caused to Owner’s real or personal property, the real or personal property of adjacent 
property owners, or the work or personal property of other contractors working for Owner.  

4.2 If Contractor encounters facilities, utilities, or other unknown conditions not shown on or 
reasonably inferable from the drawings or apparent from inspection of the Project site, 
Contractor shall  notify Engineer and Owner within the same working day, and shall avoid 
taking any action which could cause damage to such facilities or utilities pending further 
direction from the Engineer. If Engineer’s subsequent direction to Contractor affects 
Contractor’s cost or time to perform the Work, Contractor may submit a Change Order 
request as set forth herein. 
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4.3 Contractor shall provide, install, and maintain all shoring, bracing, underpinning, and so on, 
necessary to provide support to Owner’s property and adjacent properties and 
improvements thereon. Contractor shall provide notifications to adjacent property owners 
as may be required by law. 

4.4 Contractor shall immediately stop work and notify the Engineer and Owner if any human 
artifacts or remains are encountered during the Work.  
 

5. Noninterference. Contractor shall take reasonable measures to avoid interfering with Owner’s 
use of its property at or adjacent to the Project site, including, but not limited to, use of 
roadways, alleys, entrances, parking areas, walkways, and structures. 

 
6. Materials and Equipment.  

6.1 Unless otherwise specified, all materials and equipment required for the Work must be new 
and of the best grade for the intended purpose and furnished in sufficient quantities to 
ensure the proper and expeditious performance of the Work. Unless otherwise specified, all 
materials and equipment required for the Work shall be deemed to include all components 
required for complete installation and intended operation and shall be installed in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendation. Contractor is responsible for all 
shipping, handling, and storage costs associated with the materials and equipment required 
for the Work. 

6.2 If the Work includes installation of materials or equipment to be provided by Owner, 
Contractor shall be responsible for the proper examination, handling, storage, and 
installation of such items in accordance with the Contract Documents. Contractor shall 
promptly notify Owner of any defects discovered in Owner-provided materials or 
equipment. Contractor shall be responsible for any loss of or damage to such items which 
occurs while the items are in Contractor’s custody and control, the cost of which may be 
offset from the Contract Price and deducted from any payment(s) due to Contractor.  

 
7. Substitutions. 

7.1. Any specification designating a material, product, thing, or service by specific brand or trade 
name, followed by the words “or equal” or “or approved equal” is intended only to indicate 
quality and type of item desired, and Contractor may request use of any equal material, 
product, thing, or service.  

7.2. A request for substitution must be submitted to Engineer for approval within the period 
provided in the Specifications. If no period is specified, the substitution request may be 
submitted any time within thirty-five (35) days after the date of award of the Contract, or 
sufficiently in advance of the time needed to avoid delay of the Work, whichever is earlier.  

7.3. All data substantiating the proposed substitute as an “equal” item must be submitted with 
the written request for substitution. Contractor has the burden of proving the equality of the 
proposed substitution. Contractor’s failure to provide necessary submittals in a timely 
manner does not establish grounds for substitution.  

7.4. If the proposed substitution is approved, Contractor is solely responsible for any additional 
costs associated with the substituted item(s). If the proposed substitution is rejected, 
Contractor shall, without delay, install the item specified.  
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7.5. Engineer’s review of a proposed substitution shall not relieve Contractor from any of its 
obligations under the Contract Documents. In the event Contractor makes an unauthorized 
substitution, Contractor shall be solely responsible for all cost impacts resulting therefrom, 
including, but not limited to, the cost of removal and replacement and the impact to other 
design elements. 

 
8. Testing and Inspection.  

8.1. The Project Engineer or the Engineer’s designee will inspect all material and equipment to 
ensure compliance with the Contract Documents. 

8.2. The inspection of the work shall not relieve the Contractor of any of their obligations to fulfill 
the contract as prescribed. Defective work shall be made good and unsuitable materials may 
be rejected, notwithstanding that such defective work and materials have been previously 
inspected by the Engineer and accepted, or that payment therefor has been included in a 
Progress Estimate. 

8.3. Contractor shall schedule all tests required by the Contract Documents in time to avoid any 
delay to the progress of the Work. Contractor shall provide timely notice to all necessary 
parties as specified in the Contract Documents. Owner shall bear the initial cost of testing to 
be performed by independent testing consultants retained by Owner. However, Contractor 
shall be responsible for the costs of any subsequent tests that are required to substantiate 
compliance with the Contract Documents, and any associated remediation costs. In addition, 
if any portion of the Work that is subject to testing is covered or concealed by Contractor 
prior to testing, Contractor shall bear the cost of making that portion of the Work available 
for the testing required by the Contract Documents, and any associated repair or 
remediation costs.  

8.4. All materials, equipment, and workmanship used in the Work shall be subject to inspection 
by Owner’s Inspector at all times and locations during construction and/or fabrication. All 
manufacturers’ application or installation instructions shall be provided to the Inspector at 
least ten (10) working days prior to the first such application. Contractor shall, at all times, 
make the Work available for inspection. Any Work that fails to comply with the requirements 
of the Contract Documents shall be promptly repaired, replaced, or corrected by Contractor, 
at Contractor’s sole expense. In addition, if any portion of the Work is improperly covered or 
concealed by Contractor prior to inspection, Contractor shall bear the cost of making that 
portion of the Work available for inspection, and any associated repair or remediation costs. 

8.5. Contractor shall be solely responsible for any delay occasioned by remediation of 
noncompliant Work. 

 
9. Cleanup. Contractor shall regularly remove debris and waste materials and maintain the work 

areas in clean and neat condition. Prior to discontinuing work in an area, Contractor shall clean 
the area and remove all rubbish along with its construction equipment, tools, machinery, waste, 
and surplus materials. Contractor shall, at all times, minimize and confine dust and debris 
resulting from construction activities. At the completion of the Work, Contractor shall remove 
from the Worksite all of its equipment, tools, surplus materials, waste materials, and debris. 
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9.1 Before demobilizing from the Worksite, Contractor shall ensure that all surfaces are cleaned, 
sealed, waxed, or finished as applicable, and that all marks, stains, paint splatters, and the 
like have been properly removed from the completed Work and the surrounding areas. 

9.2 If Contractor fails to commence compliance with its cleanup obligations within two (2) 
business days following written notification from Owner or its representative, Owner may 
undertake appropriate cleanup measures without further notice and the cost of such shall 
be deducted from any amounts due or to become due the Contractor in the next payment 
period. 

 
10. Instructions and Manuals. Contractor shall provide three (3) copies each of all instructions and 

manuals required by the Contract Documents. These shall be complete as to drawings, details, 
parts lists, performance data, and other information that may be required for Owner to easily 
maintain and service the materials and equipment installed pursuant to this Contract. All 
manufacturers’ application or installation instructions shall be provided to the Inspector at least 
ten (10) days prior to the first such application. The instructions and manuals, along with any 
required guarantees, shall be delivered to the Architect/Engineer for review. Contractor and/or 
its Subcontractors shall instruct Owner’s personnel in the operation and maintenance of any 
complex equipment prior to final acceptance of the Work, as may be required in the Contract 
Documents. 

 
11. As-Built Drawings. Contractor and its Subcontractors shall maintain on the Worksite a separate 

complete set of Contract drawings, which shall be used solely for the purpose of recording 
changes made in any portion of the Work in order to create as-built drawings. The as-built 
drawings shall be updated as changes occur, on a daily basis if necessary. Progress payments 
may be delayed, in whole or in part, until such time as the as-built drawings are brought up to 
date to the satisfaction of the Engineer. Actual locations to scale shall be identified on the as-
built drawings for all runs of mechanical and electrical work, including all site utilities, and so on, 
installed underground, in walls, floors, or otherwise concealed. Deviations from the original 
drawings shall be shown in detail. The location of all main runs whether piping, conduit, 
ductwork, drain lines, and so on, shall be shown by dimension and elevation. Contractor shall 
verify that all changes in the Work are depicted in the as-built drawings and shall deliver the 
complete set of as-built drawings to the Owner and Engineer for review and approval as the 
condition precedent to acceptance of the Work. 

 
12. Existing Utilities. Pursuant to Government Code Section 4215, if, during the performance of the 

Work, Contractor discovers utility facilities not identified by Owner in the Contract Documents, 
Contractor shall immediately provide written notice to Owner and the utility. Owner assumes 
responsibility for the timely removal, relocation, or protection of existing main or trunkline utility 
facilities located on the Project site, if such utilities are not identified in the Contract Documents. 
Contractor shall be compensated in accordance with the provisions of the Contract Documents 
for the costs of locating, repairing damage not due to Contractor’s failure to exercise reasonable 
care, and removing or relocating such utility facilities not indicated in the plans or specifications 
with reasonable accuracy, and for equipment on the Project necessarily idled during such work. 
Contractor shall not be assessed liquidated damages for delay in completion of the Work, to the 
extent such delay was caused by Owner’s failure to provide for removal or relocation of such 
utility facilities.  
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13. Notice of Excavation. Pursuant to Government Code Section 4216.2, except in an emergency, 
Contractor shall contact the appropriate regional notification center, at least two (2) working 
days, but not more than fourteen (14) calendar days prior to commencing any excavation if the 
excavation will be conducted in an area that is known, or reasonable should be known, to 
contain subsurface installations, and if practical, Contractor shall delineate with white paint or 
other suitable markings the area to be excavated. 

 
14. Trenching and Excavations. 

14.1 Contractor shall promptly, and before the following conditions are disturbed, provide 
written notice to Owner if the Contractor finds any of the following conditions: 

14.1.1   Material that Contractor believes may be a hazardous waste, as defined in 
Section 25117 of the Health and Safety Code that is required to be removed to a 
Class I, Class II, or Class III disposal site in accordance with the provisions of 
existing law. 

14.1.2   Subsurface or latent physical conditions at the site differing from those indicated 
by information about the site made available to Contractors prior to the deadline 
for submitting bids.  

14.1.3   Unknown physical conditions at the site of any unusual nature, differing 
materially different from those ordinarily encountered and generally recognized 
as inherent in work of the character provided for in the Contract Documents.  

14.2 Owner shall promptly investigate the conditions and if Owner finds that the conditions 
do materially so differ, or do involve hazardous waste, and cause a decrease or increase 
in Contractor’s cost of, or the time required for, performance of any part of the Work, 
shall issue a Change Order under the procedures describe in the Contract Documents.  

14.3 In the event that a dispute arises between the Owner and the Contractor regarding any 
of the matters specified in subsection 14.1, above, Contractor shall not be excused from 
any schedule completion date provided for in the Contract Documents, but shall proceed 
with all Work to be performed under the Contract. Contractor shall retain any and all 
rights provided either by the Contract or by law that pertain to the resolution of disputes 
between Contractor and Owner.  

 
15. Trenching of 5 Feet or More. Pursuant to Labor Code Section 6705, if the Contract Price exceeds 

twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000.00) and the Work includes the excavation of any trench or 
trenches of five (5) feet or more in depth, a detailed plan must be submitted to Owner and/or its 
civil or structural engineer, for acceptance in advance of the excavation. The detailed plan must 
show the design of shoring, bracing, sloping, or other provisions to be made for worker 
protection from the hazard of caving ground during the excavation. If such plan varies from the 
shoring system standards, it must be prepared by a registered civil or structural engineer. Use of 
a shoring, sloping, or a protective system that is less effective than that required by the 
Construction Safety Orders is prohibited. 

 
16. Temporary Suspension of Work. The Owner shall have the authority to suspend the Work, 

wholly or in part, for such period as Owner may deem necessary due to unsuitable weather or to 
such other conditions as are considered unfavorable for the suitable execution of the Work, or 
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for such time as Owner may deem necessary due to the failure on the part of Contractor to carry 
out orders given or to perform the Work in accordance with these Plans and Specifications. 
Contractor shall immediately comply with the written order of the Owner to suspend the WORK 
wholly or in part. The suspended Work shall be resumed when conditions are favorable, and 
methods are corrected as ordered or approved in writing by the Owner. In the event of a 
suspension of WORK under any of the conditions above set forth, such suspension of WORK 
shall not relieve Contractor of Contractor’s responsibilities as set forth under the subsection 
titled "Legal Relations and Responsibility" in these General Conditions. 

 

Final Inspection 
When the work contemplated by the contract has been completed, the Engineer will make the final 
inspection on the ground, accompanied by the Contractor or their representative. 
 

SECTION III–LEGAL RELATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITY 
A. Laws to be Observed 
All services performed by Contractor shall be in accordance with all applicable Town of Scotia Company, 
LLC, State and Federal ordinances, laws, requirements, restrictions, and licensing provisions as the same 
now exist or as they may be modified or adopted in the future.  
 

B. Prevailing Wages 
This is not a state prevailing wage project.  
 

C. Fair Labor Standards Act 
The attention of Contractors is invited to the fact that the Town of Scotia Company, LLC has been 
advised by the Wage and Hour Division, U.S. Department of Labor, that contractors engaged in building 
construction work are required to meet the provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, and as 
amended (52 State. 1060). 
 

D. Payment of Taxes 
The contract prices paid for the work shall include full compensation for all taxes which the Contractor is 
required to pay, whether imposed by Federal, State, or local Government, including, without being 
limited to, Federal Excise Tax. No tax exemption certificate, nor any document designed to exempt the 
Contractor from payment of any tax, will be furnished to the Contractor by the Town of Scotia Company, 
LLC as to any tax on labor, services, materials, transportation, or any other items furnished pursuant to 
this contract. 
 

E. Permits  
The Town of Scotia Company, LLC shall procure all permits, pay all charges and fees, pursuant to the 
work. The Town of Scotia Company, LLC is responsible for obtaining all permits needed for this project 
unless otherwise indicated in the Contract Documents.  
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F. Anti-Trust 
The Contractor offers and agrees to assign to the Town of Scotia Company, LLC all rights, title, and 
interest in and to all causes of action it may have under Section 4 of the Clayton Act (15 USC. Section 15) 
or under the Cartwright Act (Chapter 2 commencing with Sections 16700 of part 2 of Division 7 of the 
Business and Professions Code), arising from purchases of goods, services, or materials pursuant to this 
contract or sub-contracts let thereunder. This assignment is made and becomes effective when Town of 
Scotia Company, LLC tenders final payment to the Contractor, without further acknowledgment by the 
parties. 
 

G. Acceptance of Contract 
When the Engineer has made the final inspection and determines that the contract has been completed 
in all respects in accordance with these plans and specification, he will recommend that the Town of 
Scotia Company, LLC formally accept the contract, and immediately upon and after such acceptance, the 
Contractor will be relieved of the duty of maintaining and protecting the work as a whole, and he will not 
be required to perform any further work thereon. The Contractor shall also be relieved of their 
responsibility for injury to persons or property or damage to the work which occurs after the formal 
acceptance. 
 

H. Personal Liability 
The Town of Scotia Company, LLC and its President, officers, and officials; the Community Services 
District and its Manager; the Project Engineer; and any other officer or authorized assistant or agent, 
shall NOT be personally responsible for any liability arising under the contract. 
 

SECTION IV–PROSECUTION AND PROGRESS 
A. Subcontracting 
The Contractor shall give their personal attention to the fulfillment of the contract and shall keep the 
work under their control. No subcontractor will be recognized as such, and all persons engaged in the 
work of construction will be considered as employees of the Contractor, and he will be held responsible 
for their work, which shall be subject to the provisions of these plans and specifications. 
 
When a portion of the work which has been subcontracted by the Contractor is not being prosecuted in 
a manner satisfactory to the Town of Scotia Company, LLC, the subcontractor shall be removed 
immediately on the requisition of the Engineer and shall not again be employed on the work. 
 

B. Assignment 
The performance of the contract may not be assigned, except upon the written consent of the Town of 
Scotia Company, LLC. Consent will not be given to any proposed assignment that would relieve the 
original Contractor or their surety of their responsibilities under the contract. The Town of Scotia 
Company, LLC shall not consent to any assignment of a part of the work under the contract. 
The Contractor may assign money due or to become due him under the contract, and such assignment 
will be recognized by the Town of Scotia Company, LLC to the extent permitted by law if given proper 
notice thereof, but any assignment of money shall be subject to all proper set-offs in favor of the Town  
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of Scotia Company, LLC and to all deductions provided for in the contract, and particularly all money 
withheld, whether assigned or not, shall be subject to being used by the Town of Scotia Company, LLC 
for the completion of the work in the event that the Contractor should be in default therein. 
 

C. Termination of Contract 
Failure to supply an adequate working force, or material of proper quality, or in any other respect to 
prosecute the work with the diligence and force specified in the contract, is ground for termination of 
the Contractor's control over the work and for taking over the work by the Town of Scotia Company, LLC 
as provided in the State Contract Act. 
 

SECTION V–MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT 
A. Scope of Payment 
The Contractor shall accept the compensation as herein provided as full payment for furnishing all 
labor, materials, tools, equipment and incidentals necessary to complete the work and for performing 
all work contemplated and embraced under the contact; also for loss or damage arising from the nature 
of the work or from the action of the elements from any unforeseen difficulties which may be 
encountered during the prosecution of the work until the acceptance by the Town of Scotia Company, 
LLC, and for all risks of every description in connection with the prosecution of the work; also for all 
expenses incurred in consequence of the suspension or discontinuance of the work as herein specified 
and for completing the work according to these plans and specifications. Neither the payment of any 
estimate nor of any retained percentage shall relieve the Contractor of any obligation to make good any 
defective work or material. 
 
No compensation will be made in any case for loss of anticipated profits. Increased or decreased work 
involving supplemental agreements will be paid for as provided by the agreement. 
 

B. Cost Breakdown 
The Contractor shall provide an itemized bid in accordance with the Fee Schedule which is a part of 
these Contract Documents. If requested by the Project Engineer, the Contractor will provide an itemized 
breakdown of costs showing additional detail to the satisfaction of the Project Engineer, which itemized 
breakdown will be used to confirm the amount of work completed when processing partial payment 
estimates. The Project Engineer shall approve the format, level of detail, and allocated costs of this 
detailed breakdown prior to the first invoice being paid.   
 

C. Payments   
Upon completion of work, or delivery of items, the Contractor is to submit an invoice to the Project 
Engineer, and itemized in accordance with the detailed cost breakdown, when applicable. The Project 
Engineer will review the itemized invoice, and forward recommendations for payment to the Town of 
Scotia Company, LLC's Construction Manager. Progress payments may be made for work satisfactorily 
completed as determined by the Project Engineer. Ten percent retention will be withheld on all progress 
payments. 
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The Town of Scotia Company, LLC's normal payment schedule requires that payment requests, together 
with accompanying invoice originals and required approvals, be submitted to the Finance Department 
on the Wednesday before the first and third Monday of each month. The Finance Department has 
established a goal of processing payment requests, and mailing checks on the Friday following the first 
and third Monday of each month. The Contractor is encouraged to coordinate partial payment requests 
with the Project Engineer and the Project Manager to best accommodate the Finance Department's 
payment schedule, in order to ensure prompt payment of partial payment requests. 
 

D. Method of and Timing of Payments 
Invoices for progress payments may be submitted once per calendar month. Payment for invoices 
received by the 15th of the month will usually be mailed on the Friday following the first Monday of the 
following month. Payment may be delayed pending authorization of the Project Manager. Five percent 
will be withheld from each progress payment. The final 5% will be paid after the  Record of Drawings for 
the completed project have been approved by the Town of Scotia Company, LLC and its president, vice 
president, or controller has authorized final payment, and the Warranty Bond has been received and 
approved. The Contractor agrees that the payment of the final amount due under the contract, and the 
adjustment and payment for any work done in accordance with any alterations of the same shall, 
release the Town of Scotia Company, LLC and the Engineer or their authorized representatives from any 
and all claims or liability on account of work performed under the contract or any alteration thereof.  
 

E. Liquidated Damages 
In submitting a bid or proposal, the Contractor affirms that he has made a detailed examination of the 
work site and the contract documents, and that all work required by the contract documents can be 
satisfactorily completed within the time specified in the contract documents.  
 
The Contractor agrees that should the contractor fail to complete the specified work in the time agreed 
upon in the contract, plus such extra time as has been granted in writing by the Town of Scotia 
Company, LLC, that damage will be sustained by the Town of Scotia Company, LLC. Contractor further 
agrees that it is impracticable to determine the actual damage caused by such a delay and agrees to pay 
liquidated damages to the Town of Scotia Company, LLC in the amount of $600.00 per calendar day, for 
each and every day’s delay beyond the time prescribed to complete the project. The Contractor agrees 
to pay such liquidated damages as herein provided, and in case the same are not paid, the Contractor 
agrees that the Town of Scotia Company, LLC may deduct the amount of any and all liquidated damages 
from any monies due, or that may become due, to the Contractor under the contract.  
 
The payment of liquidated damages shall in no way relieve the Contractor of any obligations under this 
contract.  
 

SECTION VI–GENERAL GUARANTY 
Neither the final certificate or payment nor any provision in the contract nor partial or entire use of the 
improvements embraced in this contract by the Town of Scotia Company, LLC shall constitute an 
acceptance of work not done in accordance with the contract or relieve the Contractor of liability in 
respect to any express warranties or responsibility for faulty materials or workmanship. The Contractor 
shall promptly remedy any defects in work and pay for any damage to other work resulting therefrom  
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which shall appear within a period of twelve (12) months from the date of final acceptance of the work 
by the Town of Scotia Company, LLC. The Town of Scotia Company, LLC will give notice of defective 
materials and work with reasonable promptness.  
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PART III–SPECIAL PROVISIONS  
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A. Project Description 
Construction season for Humboldt County is typically from April 15 to October 15. Construction 
work can be completed outside of this period with the proper permits and the use of BMPs. 

 
B. Scope of Work 

The Contractor will provide all materials, supervision, labor, equipment, supplies and materials for 
construction of project as depicted and described within the Contract Documents. 
 
The project scope of work will generally require the Contractor to remove and/or replace the Town 
of Scotia Company, LLC raw water intake pumps, motors, piping and appurtenances including: 
demolishing existing water piping, valving, and appurtenances, by removal; keep existing 
operational raw water pumping infrastructure in service while constructing new pumping 
infrastructure; coordinate construction work operations in an Owner-approved planned manner; 
and work in potential concurrent construction areas with other contractors, Town of Scotia 
personnel, and Scotia Community Services District personnel. Contractor will be required to attend 
and participate in weekly scheduling and coordination meetings, as well as providing weekly 
construction scheduling updates and potential changes to short and long-term construction 
scheduling to meet critical path method scheduling. Contractor will also be required to comply with 
a project stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP–by SHN), including regulatory oversight 
coordination and implementation of the SWPPP. 
 

C. Location of Work 
The work site is located River Intake Structure, Electrical Control Building and private property within 
the Town of Scotia Company, LLC, County of Humboldt, State of California. 

 
D. Contractor’s License Requirement:   

License A, General Engineering 
 

E. Pre-Construction Conference 
A pre-construction conference will be held on Wednesday, __________________ at 1:00 p.m., at the 
Town of Scotia Company, LLC offices in Scotia, with a site visit to the project site(s) immediately 
following the conference.  

 
F. Time of Completion 

All work on this project is to be completed within 90 consecutive calendar days from the date on the 
Notice to Proceed. 
 

G. Point of Contact 
The Contractor’s primary contact is the Project Engineer. 
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The following Town of Scotia Company, LLC employees are involved in this project: 
 
1. Owner's Rep: Frank Bacik, President, TOS, LLC 707-764-4131 
2. Project Engineer: Mike Foget, PE, SHN 707-441-8855 
3. Project Manager: Mike Foget, PE, SHN 707-441-8855 
4. Construction Manager: Ryan Wahlund, PE, VP Wahlund Construction 707-499-4131 
5. Constr. Foreman/Superintendent:   Gregory Hufford, PE, Wahlund Construction 707-498-3779 
6. SCSD District Engineer: Jeff Laikam, PE, Whitchurch Engineering 707-725-6296 

 
H. Inquiries 

Technical inquiries regarding any phase of this project shall be made to the Project Engineer. All 
contract or payment inquiries should be made to Frank Bacik, Owner’s Representative at (707) 764-
4131. 
 

I. Road Closures 
The Contractor shall provide a minimum of 24 hours’ notice to the following agencies regarding any 
street closures: 

1. Humboldt County Department of Public Works 707-445-7205 

2. Town of Scotia Company, LLC 707-764-4131 

3. Scotia Community Services District 707-764-4114 

4. Scotia Volunteer Fire Department 707-764-4322 

5. City Ambulance 707-725-8020 

6. Humboldt County Sheriff’s Department 707-445-7251 

7. California Highway Patrol 707-822-5981 

8. California Department of Forestry–Fortuna Office 707-725-4413 
 
J. Notification of Residents 

The Contractor shall be responsible for notifying any residents, commercial facilities, or any others 
adjacent to the project site that may be affected by the project (i.e. water shutdowns). The Town of 
Scotia Company, LLC shall be informed prior to any water shutdowns as well at least 24 hours prior  

The Contractor's attention is directed to the nature of the adjacent neighborhoods at the project 
sites. These neighborhoods are longstanding, well-established, quiet, residential neighborhoods that 
have demonstrated a low tolerance to unexpected changes or disturbances. In addition to notifying 
affected residents, the Contractor is strongly encouraged to coordinate, regularly and reliably, all 
construction activities with the Town of Scotia Company, LLC's Project Engineer to ensure the 
neighborhoods' residents are informed in a timely manner, provided adequate advance notice, and 
prepared for all aspects of the project, especially any activities that may produce inconveniences to 
the public, such as, noise or dust, or other potential nuisances. 
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The Contractor’s attention is directed to the mitigation measures of the adopted EIR for this project, 
which require the Contractor to prepare a final construction management plan for the project to 
minimize temporary noise impacts to surrounding residences to the fullest extent possible. This 
mitigation measure also establishes a Complaint Response Procedure and limits the hours of 
construction on the project. 

K. Liquidated Damage Amount 
The liquidated damages for this project are $600.00 per day. 

 
L. Standards  

The contractor will comply with the Town of Scotia Company, LLC’s standards and specifications; 
Scotia Community Services District (SCSD) standards and specifications, Caltrans and/or Greenbook; 
and local, state, and federal regulations, all of which are incorporated into this contract by reference. 

 
M. Conflicts 

Whenever a conflict arises between any of the Contract Documents, the Plans take precedence with 
detail drawings having precedence over general drawings in all cases. 
 

N. Copies of Contract Documents  
Upon award of the Contract, the Town of Scotia Company, LLC shall supply two (2) sets of full-size 
plans, at no cost to the Contractor. Additional copies will be provided, upon request, by the Project 
Engineer, at the actual cost of reproduction and handling. 
 

O. Contractor’s Use of Premises 
The Contractor’s attention is directed to the extremely limited available open space at the project 
site, and the proximity of existing residences. As a result of the limited space available, and the close 
proximity of residences, and to preserve the Town of Scotia Company, LLC’s critical need to continue 
to operate portions of the facility throughout the construction period, several limitations to the 
Contractor’s Use of Premises are imposed, as follows. 

1. The Contractor shall take all reasonable precautions to restrict operations to the least area of 
work possible and shall not disturb private property beyond the areas of work or easements for 
the project. 

2. The Contractor shall post temporary "No Parking" signs with dates and time restrictions 
described in work areas a minimum of forty-eight (48) hours prior to commencement of work. 
However, if the intended work does not commence within 24 hours of the scheduled work, all 
"No Parking" signs shall be removed from the site unless otherwise directed by the Project 
Manager. 

3. Normal working hours for all sites shall be non-holiday weekdays between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 
p.m., unless otherwise approved by the Engineer. 

4. The Contractor shall be cognizant of all utilities that cross the work areas and take adequate 
measures to protect the utilities from damage. The Town of Scotia Company, LLC assumes no 
liability for the location of utilities, marked or otherwise, and the Contractor is encouraged to 
examine the site and contract the utilities via Underground Service Alert (USA) to determine if 
conflicts exist. 
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5. The Contractor is responsible for arranging hook-up of temporary power and is responsible for 
power hookup and power usage costs. It is the Contractor's responsibility to ensure the 
compatibility of power sources for their equipment. 

6. The Contractor is responsible for furnishing and installing all required temporary buildings with 
sanitary toilets for the use of all workers and complying with all minimum requirements of the 
Health Department or other public agency having jurisdiction. Facilities shall be maintained in a 
sanitary condition at all times. 

7. The primary location for storage of the Contractor’s materials and equipment shall be the Town 
of Scotia Company, LLC Corporation Yard, located at Mill A or other appropriate location secured 
by the Contractor. The Town of Scotia Company, LLC may request documentation of legal 
permissions to utilize private property in, or about the project site, if the Contractor chooses to 
utilize such areas. Any storage of materials and/or equipment at the Town of Scotia Company, 
LLC Corporation Yard shall be coordinated with, and approved by, the Town of Scotia Company, 
LLC Project Manager. Contractor shall be responsible for security of materials and for 
replacement of damaged materials on hand, stored on Owner’s property.  

8. The Contractor’s employees will not be allowed to park private vehicles at, or near, the project 
site. The Contractor shall make arrangements for employees to park their vehicles within the 
Town of Scotia Company, LLC parking lots in the downtown area, or at the Town of Scotia 
Company, LLC Corporation Yard, if acceptable to the Town of Scotia Company, LLC Project 
Manager. Employees shall be safely delivered to the work site by the Contractor’s forces. The 
Contractor shall strive to minimize the impact of construction vehicles on the adjacent town 
streets, by parking construction vehicles on the project site, whenever possible, and minimizing 
the number of construction vehicles at the project site, to the extent reasonably practical. 

9. The Contractor shall ensure that all employees and subcontractors minimize disturbance and/or 
inconvenience to the adjacent residential neighborhood, including avoiding the blocking of 
driveways, littering or other nuisance behavior. 

10. The Contractor’s attention is directed to the CEQA documents (FPEIR and DPEIR) for this project, 
which requires as a mitigation measure that the Contractor to prepare a Final Construction 
Management Plan for the project to minimize temporary noise impacts to surrounding 
residences to the fullest extent possible. This mitigation measure also establishes a Complaint 
Response Procedure and limits the hours of construction on the project.  

11. Mail delivery. Mail delivery will be coordinated with, and to the satisfaction of, the US Postal 
Service to ensure continuous mail delivery to the construction  area. Neighboring residents will 
be included in the resolution of this issue, and the resolution will be discussed with the 
Contractor during the Pre-Construction Meeting. The Contractor will be responsible to ensure 
that the construction operations do not, in any way, interfere with the regular and continuous 
mail delivery to the neighborhood surrounding the project site. Town of Scotia Company, LLC 
will be responsible for relocating mailboxes after project is completed.  

12. Vehicular Access (including emergency vehicles, delivery vehicles, and school busses). The 
Contractor’s attention is directed to Section 01 10 00–Summary of Work, in the Technical 
Specifications. In accordance with sub-section 1.3C of this section, the Contractor is required to 
provide access within town streets at all times for residential access. This required access is 
intended to include emergency vehicles, delivery vehicles, and school buses. 
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PART IV–TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS  
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SECTION 01 10 00 
 

SUMMARY OF WORK 
 
 
PART 1.  GENERAL 
 
1.01 STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS ADOPTED 
 

A. The work covered under this contract relates to a large utilities corridor modification and 
thus shall be performed in accordance with the structure and appropriate provisions of 
the specifications entitled “Standard Specifications, State of California, Department of 
Transportation,” current edition.  These specifications are hereinafter referred to as the 
Caltrans Standard Specifications. 
 

B. However, the main technical content of the project is a water pipeline and pump.  
Specific technical guidelines will be provided for both hardware elements and the 
general system requirements by the relevant National Science Foundation (NSF), ASTM-
International (ASTM), and American Water Works Association (AWWA) guidance as is 
specifically addressed throughout the general specification.  

 
C. In case of conflict between the Caltrans Standard Specifications and these Technical 

Specifications, these Technical Specifications shall take precedence and be used 
wherever conflicts arise. 

 
D. The Caltrans Standard Specifications may be reviewed at: 

http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/esc/oe/specifications/std_specs/2010_StdSpecs/2010_StdSpecs.
pdf 

 
E. In following the structure of the Caltrans Standard Specification several substitutions are 

made to make this document specific to a Town of Scotia (TOS) project rather than a 
State of California highway project.  Whenever the following terms are used in the 
Caltrans Standard Specifications, they shall be understood to mean and refer to the 
following for the TOS utility corridor application: 
1. Department of Transportation becomes General Manager TOS. 
2. Director of Transportation becomes General Manager TOS. 
3. Engineer becomes the Designated Representative of TOS, acting either directly or 

through properly authorized agents, with such agents acting within the scope of 
the particular duties delegated to them. 

4. Laboratory becomes the designated laboratory authorized by the TOS to test 
materials and work involved in the contract. 

5. State becomes TOS. 
 

F. Other terms appearing in the Caltrans Standard Specifications shall have the intent and 
meaning as specified therein (that is, do not change). 
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1.02 PROJECT PLANS 
 

A. The Project Plans consist of the following plan documents: 
1. Corridor Utilities Plan Set Dated 11/2018 
2. Revised C-15 – Intake Wet Well Modifications 

 
1.03 WORK COVERED BY CONTRACT DOCUMENTS 
 

A. Description 
1. The Work to be done under this Contract consists of furnishing all labor, 

equipment, materials, incidentals, and performing all work necessary to supply, 
install, and perform startup testing of two river intake pumps with associated 
piping, valving, and appurtenances as shown on the Plans and described in these 
Specifications. 

2. The Work consists of the following: 
a. Phase 1 installation of one low voltage river intake pump and motor 

with all piping, valving, accessories and appurtenances, and 
performance of startup testing 

b. Demolition of existing high voltage pump and associated valving, and 
cleaning of hexagonal vault of all sediment and debris 

c. Phase 2 installation of one low-voltage river intake pump and motor 
with all piping, valving, accessories and appurtenances, and 
performance of startup testing 

3. The Work herein described and shown on the Plans shall be complete in every 
detail, not withstanding every item necessarily involved is not mentioned, and 
the Contractor will be held to provide all labor and materials necessary for the 
entire completion of the work intended to be included and described in this 
contract, and shall not avail itself of any manifestly unintentional error or 
omission, if same should exist.  Such other items or details not mentioned above 
that are required by the Plans or the Technical Specifications shall be furnished, 
fabricated, constructed, or installed. 

4. This contract covers the work associated with the intake pump installation and 
startup, and commissioning only. Performance of this work does not absolve the 
Contractor from the Work associated with the Corridor Utilities Contract 
Documents, including but not limited to: intake structure cover fabrication and 
installation, removal of high voltage pump electrical components from the 
Electrical Control Building, etc. 

 
B. Location of the Project 

 
The Work is located at the River Intake Structure and Electrical Control Building. 
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C. Contractor's Duties 
1. It shall be the responsibility of the Contractor to examine the job site before 

submitting a bid.  No allowance will be made on the Contractor's behalf for any 
extra expense incurred due to the failure to become acquainted with the full 
extent of work to be done and the conditions under which the work is to be 
performed. 

2. The Contractor shall make direct field measurements to confirm all relevant 
water levels, wet well, dimensions and control points, as all are subject to 
changes over time, potential initial reporting inaccuracies and “as built” changes. 
 The Contractor will be responsible for detecting reporting and adapting to field 
conditions.   

3. Except as specifically noted, the Contractor shall provide and pay for: 
a. Labor, materials, and equipment 
b. Tools, construction equipment, and machinery 
c. Water and other utilities required for construction 
d. All insurance and bonds required by the Owner and as necessary to 

perform the Work 
e. Temporary office and utility facilities for construction management 

personnel 
f. Legally required sales, consumer, and use taxes 
g. All other facilities and services necessary for proper execution and 

completion of the Work 
4. The Contractor shall promptly submit to the Engineer written notice of any 

observed variance of Plans or Contract Documents from legal requirements. 
5. The Contractor shall provide unencumbered access to the work area at all times 

to authorized representatives of the Engineer, the Town of Scotia, and other 
appropriate regulatory agencies, and shall provide proper facilities for such 
access and inspection. 

D. Permits, Codes, and Environmental Conditions 
 

The Contractor shall conform to the requirements of all permits and licenses applicable 
to the Work, and shall comply with all applicable codes, and TOS and Humboldt County 
ordinances, rules, regulations, orders, and other legal requirements of appropriate 
regulatory agencies.  The Plans and Specifications have been prepared to comply with 
anticipated permit requirements and environmental protection measures for the 
Project.  The Contractor is advised that all work must comply with these requirements 
and that the cost of compliance with these requirements is included in payment for 
individual items of work, and that no additional compensation for cost arising out of 
such compliance will be made. 
 

1.04 RECORD DRAWINGS 
 

The Contractor shall keep accurate and up-to-date records on a set of full-size project prints.  
Record drawings shall include additions to and deletions from the Work, and changes to the  
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design, as well as any variation from information either shown on the Plans or specified in the 
Contract Documents.  These drawings shall be made available upon request to the Owner’s 
representative.  

 
1.05 CONTRACTOR'S USE OF PROJECT SITE AND PRIVATE PROPERTY 
 

A. The Contractor shall not use the public right-of-way for long-term staging or material 
storage.  During the work day, the Contractor may use the work area for storage of 
project materials and equipment to be used during that day; however, at the end of the 
day, the work site shall be cleaned. 

 
B. The Contractor's use of private property for any purpose associated with this project will 

require a written agreement between the property owner and the Contractor.  The 
agreement shall grant the Contractor permission to use the private property and shall 
absolve the Town of Scotia of all responsibility for consequences of such usage.  A copy 
of all such agreements shall be filed with the Engineer prior to the use of the property. 

 
1.06 DISPOSAL AND RECYCLING OF MATERIALS 
 

A. Disposal of materials shall not be permitted within the public right-of-way.  The 
Contractor shall make their own arrangements for disposal sites outside the right-of-
way, shall pay all costs involved, and shall obtain all required permits.  See Section 1.13 
below for permit requirements. 

 
B. Contractor shall comply with TOS recycling of materials requirements, if any, of the 

General Provisions. 
 

1.07 SALVAGE AND RE-USE OF EXISTING IMPROVEMENTS AND FACILITIES 
 

A. Items noted on the Plans as “to be salvaged” shall be removed from the job to a secure 
area, and delivered to the TOS Corporation Yard within five (5) working days of salvage.  
Only the items listed as “to be salvaged” shall be delivered to the Corp Yard (that is, all 
excess backfill or thrust block material, pipe, and so on shall be removed prior to 
delivery). 

 
B. Items noted on the Plans to be re-used or re-located shall be removed from their 

present location, safely stored, and protected from damage until installation in the new 
location.  The Contractor shall be responsible for repair of any damages resulting from 
removal, and shall provide new fittings, fasteners, and appurtenances required for 
installation in the new location. 
 

1.08 CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSIBILITY FOR UTILITIES AND SERVICES 
 

A. Utilities on the Plans may be shown incorrectly or not at all.  The Contractor shall contact 
Underground Service Alert (USA) at 1-800-227-2600 at least forty-eight (48) hours, but  
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not less than two (2) working days, prior to any demolition or excavation and request 
field markings of all underground utilities.  Contractor shall also contact TOS plant 
utilities supervisor. 

 
B. The Contractor shall locate, expose, and provide temporary support as needed for all 

existing underground facilities encountered during the Work.  Hand tools shall be used 
when locating and exposing underground utilities. 

 
C. The Contractor shall be solely responsible for damage done to any existing utilities, 

structures, or improvements, unless otherwise provided for on the Plans, in these 
Specifications, or by direction from the Engineer.  Replacement and/or repair shall 
restore damaged improvements to their original (or better) condition.  The Engineer 
shall be the sole judge of the adequacy of the restoration.  Repairs to facilities performed 
by forces other than those of the Contractor shall be billed to the Contractor on a time 
and expenses basis plus twenty percent (20%). 

 
D. Traffic flow shall be maintained at all times during working hours unless otherwise 

specified on the Plans.     
 

1.09 MAJOR PUBLIC UTILITIES SERVING THE AREA OF WORK 
 

Following is a list of the major public utilities serving Scotia.  The list indicates the name and 
telephone number of the responsible agency of the various utilities that should be notified if 
conflicts or emergencies arise during the progress of the Work: 

 
Name of Utility ContactTelephone No. 

USA Cable Locating Service N/A  800-227-2600 

AT&T Mike Crosby 707-445-4093 

PG&E Alex Mossman 707-374-5594 

Suddenlink Dan Clark 707-268-5357 

Scotia Fire Department John Broadstock, Chief 707-845-4995 

 
1.10 CONTRACTOR'S SEQUENCE OF CONSTRUCTION 
 

A. Contractor shall be responsible for coordination and appropriate scheduling to maintain the 
prolonged phasing of this project.  To that end, the following restriction is provided for bidding 
and construction purposes. 
1. Demolition of high voltage pump shall not occur prior to the Phase 1 pump installation, 

and testing has been approved and the new pump has demonstrated proper operation 
for a period of not less than one month. 
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B. The following schedules and plans shall be provided by the Contractor to the Engineer 
for review and approval at the Preconstruction Meeting at least 2 weeks (10 working 
days) prior to commencement of work: 
1.  All relevant technical submittals specified throughout this set of requirements 

(see submittals in the technical requirement sections).   
2.  Start-up Schedule 
3.  Plan for establishing temporary access, staging areas, sediment settling basin, 

and required erosion control measures prior to starting work in affected areas of 
the Project Contractor’s  

4.  Schedule of Values for all lump sum bid items 
 
C. In order to minimize the impact on existing facilities, it may be necessary to perform 

certain parts of the construction work outside normal TOS working hours (Monday 
through Friday, from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.)  Such work shall be performed only when 
authorized by the Engineer, and shall conform to the requirements of the “Special 
Provisions, Part O: Contractor’s Use of the Premises.” See Section 33 12 23.06 for 
operation hours pertaining to existing pumping facilities. 

 
D. Work on existing structures and facilities shall be performed on a schedule and in a 

manner that will permit the existing structure or facility to operate continuously unless 
otherwise approved by the Engineer. 

 
1.11 PROJECT SAFETY 
 

A. The Contractor shall submit both their and the project superintendent's night emergency 
telephone numbers to the TOS General Manager  (707-764-4131) and to the Project 
Engineer (707-441-8855) prior to starting work on the Project so contact may be made at 
all times in case of emergency. 

 
B. The Contractor shall be solely responsible for the safety of their work, including, but not 

limited to the conditions of the project site and construction equipment, the safety of all 
persons involved in the Work, the general public within the work area, and the 
surrounding private and public property.  This requirement shall apply continuously, and 
shall not be limited to normal working hours.  Safety provisions shall conform to U.S. 
Department of Labor Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), the California 
Occupational Safety and Health Act (CAL-OSHA), and all other applicable federal, state, 
county, and local laws, ordinances, and codes.  Where any of these are in conflict, the 
more stringent requirement, as determined by the Engineer, shall be followed.  The 
Contractor's failure to become thoroughly familiar with these safety provisions shall not 
relieve them from compliance with the obligations set forth under these provisions. 
 

C. The Contractor shall provide safety and first aid equipment at the job site as required by 
the applicable regulatory agency.  In addition, all workers shall be familiar with the 
procedure for summoning emergency medical personnel to the project site, should an 
injury occur. 
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D. If, during the course of the Project, serious damage, injury, or death occurs, the 
Contractor shall notify the Engineer and TOS as soon as possible.  The Contractor shall 
document, in writing, details of any incidents involving property damage and/or personal 
injury that arise within the project area.  This documentation shall include statements 
from all known witnesses, and shall be provided to the Engineer and TOS as soon as 
possible after any such incident. 
 

E. Claims made by any person against the Contractor or subcontractor as a result of an 
accident related to this project shall be reported as soon as possible to the Engineer. 

 
1.12 CONDUCT OF CONTRACTORS AND WORKERS 
 

A. Whenever the Contractor, subcontractor, or workers come into contact with property 
owners or the general public at the job site, they shall conduct themselves in a 
courteous, professional, and non-abusive manner.  If any subcontractor or person 
employed by the Contractor shall appear to the Engineer to be incompetent or to act in a 
disorderly or improper manner, that person shall be discharged immediately at the 
direction of the Engineer, and shall not be employed again on this project.  

 
B. The TOS shall reserve the right to terminate this Contract if, in the opinion of the 

Engineer, the Contractor, subcontractor, or workers fail to comply with this requirement. 
 If the Contract is terminated as a result of this provision, no compensation will be made 
for bid items that have not been satisfactorily completed. 

 
1.13 PERMIT REQUIREMENTS 
 

A. General 
 

All permits required for the Work shall be obtained and paid for by the Contractor prior 
to commencement of any work.  The Contractor shall file a copy of all permits with the 
Engineer, and shall comply with all performance requirements and restrictions imposed 
on their work by these permits. 

 
B. Material Disposal 
 

When any material is to be disposed of outside the project work area, the Contractor 
shall obtain both a written agreement between the property owner and the Contractor 
and a copy of the permit that allows material disposal at the subject site.  The agreement 
shall grant the Contractor permission to use the private property as a disposal site, and 
shall absolve TOS and any of its agents of all responsibility for consequences of such 
usage.  The permit copy shall be obtained from the property owner, the Humboldt 
County Building Department, TOS, or other regulatory agency as appropriate.  Both the 
agreement and permit shall be filed with the Engineer prior to the use of the property, 
and the Contractor shall obtain permission from the Engineer to dispose of the material 
at the proposed location designated in the agreement and on the permit before any 
material is disposed of on said property. 
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C. Codes and Standards 
1. The work of all trades shall conform to all applicable codes, laws, standards, 

regulations, etc., of the State of California, Humboldt County, and the TOS.  It is 
the intent that the Contractor shall comply with regulations of governmental 
agencies having jurisdiction over the work to be performed.   

2. Contractor shall arrange and pay for all inspections by governmental agencies, 
and shall assume the cost of all corrective work required as a result of such 
inspections. 
 

1.14 BACKFLOW PREVENTION 
 

A. If the Contractor wishes to use water from the TOS water distribution system during the 
course of this Project, they shall obtain and attach a double check valve at the point 
where they connect to the TOS water system (that is, at a hydrant, water service, blow-
off, and so on).  The double check valve shall be tested and certified by either a certified 
tester or the TOS, and approved by the Engineer prior to use.  The Contractor shall be 
responsible for the maintenance and protection of the double check valve.   

 
1.15 USE OF FIRE HYDRANTS 
 

A. Fire hydrants in Scotia work off the fire water system and do not deliver potable water.  
Water from the fire hydrants may not be used for flushing and testing of new domestic 
water lines.  If the Contractor wishes to use fire hydrants in the area for filling and 
flushing new pipelines other than water lines, they shall obtain and attach either an 
approved, fixed mechanical air-gap device or a double check valve approved by the 
Engineer to the fire hydrant PRIOR to its use (see Section 1.14, above).   

 
B. Only special hydrant operating wrenches shall be used to open hydrants.  Hydrants shall 

only be operated with the hydrant valve in the “full open” position.  If any hydrant is 
damaged as a result of the Contractor's operation, the Contractor shall notify the TOS or 
Engineer immediately to allow for rapid damage repair.  The Contractor shall pay all 
costs associated with said repair.  Fire hydrants used for temporary water service shall 
be maintained by the Contractor in a completely accessible condition available to the 
Fire Department at all times. 

 
1.16 “OR APPROVED EQUAL” PROVISION 
 

The Engineer shall be the sole judge of what materials or components are acceptable under the 
“Or Approved Equal” provision shown on the Plans and listed in these Technical Specifications.  
Refer to” Section 01 33 00: Submittals” for submittal, materials testing, and materials certification 
requirements of items submitted for review under this provision. 
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1.17 SPECIFICATION REFERENCES 
 
Various sections of these Technical Specifications refer to other sections that may not be 
present.  If the Technical Specifications section referred to is not present, then this project does 
not include any work covered by the referenced section, and the Contractor may disregard that 
reference. 

 
 

 ***END OF SECTION*** 
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SECTION 01 22 00 
 

MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT 
 
 
PART 1. GENERAL 
 
1.01 GENERAL 
 

A. Unless otherwise specified in other individual sections of these Specifications, quantities of 
work shall be determined from measurements or dimensions in horizontal planes or 
referenced to it in the vertical (that is, with terms such as height or depth).  However, linear 
quantities of pipe as reference to in the drawing, and thus using horizontal run lengths only 
as measured along the horizontal surface, must be adjusted for the additional length 
introduced by the rise (elevation change) present in any run. 

 
B. Units of measurement shall be in accordance with U.S. Standard Measures. 
 
C. Materials and unit price items of work are to be paid for on a measurement basis in 

accordance with Part 2 of this section. 
 
1.02 LUMP SUM PRICE BREAKDOWN 
 

A. Immediately after award of the Contract and prior to approval of initial payment request, the 
Contractor shall submit a cost breakdown list (Schedule of Values) to the Engineer for all 
lump sum bid items.  This list shall consist of the major components of work that make up the 
lump sum bid items, and shall be used for determining progress pay estimates.  The 
Contractor shall fill in the amounts for each component, prorating general costs (such as, 
setup, overhead, and profit) in each component.  The total of all components of each lump 
sum bid item shall equal the total of that lump sum bid item.  If the amount indicated in the 
Contract for any item on the list appears unbalanced, it may be revised as deemed necessary 
by the Engineer, unless the Contractor can substantiate these costs. 

 
B. Only work items of value to the Owner shall be included in the list.  An item for cleanup shall 

be listed in the breakdown, in the amount of at least one quarter of one percent (0.25%) of 
the total bid item.  If cleanup proceeds as the job progresses, then partial payments of these 
amounts will be made accordingly. 

 
PART 2. MATERIALS 
 
2.01 GENERAL 
 

All work shall be completed and placed in compliance with the Plans and Specifications, and as 
directed by the Engineer. 
 

2.02 MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT ITEMS 
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A. Bid items are defined and measured as follows: 
 

BID ITEM 1.0, Mobilization and Demobilization:  Payment for mobilization shall be on the 
basis of a fixed lump sum bid price, unless otherwise noted in one of the sub-categories, and 
shall be considered as full compensation for furnishing all labor, equipment, and materials 
necessary to establish and maintain a physical presence at the project site for the duration of 
the work, including, but not limited to attendance at periodic project meetings, compliance 
with applicable project reporting, invoicing, and progress payment processes, mobilization, 
temporary shelters, temporary office space and utilities for construction management 
personnel, temporary fencing as required, costs associated with acquiring additional work and 
staging areas as necessary, preparation of submittals, and demobilization.  Payment specifics 
are detailed in each of the following 10 sub-categories:   

BID ITEM 1.1, Mobilize Equipment:  Two-thirds (67%) of the lump sum bid amount for 
this item shall be paid to the Contractor in the first progress payment.  Upon 
completion of demobilization and complete project clean-up satisfactory to the 
Engineer, one-third (33%) of the bid amount for this item shall be paid to the 
Contractor in the final progress payment. 

BID ITEM 1.2, Sanitation: Two-thirds (67%) of the lump sum bid amount for this item 
shall be paid to the Contractor in the first progress payment.  Upon completion of 
demobilization and complete project clean-up satisfactory to the Engineer, one-third 
(33%) of the bid amount for this item shall be paid to the Contractor in the final 
progress payment. 

BID ITEM 1.3, Bond: The full (100%) amount of the bid amount for this item shall be 
paid to the Contractor in the first progress payment.   

BID ITEM 1.4, Contract Management–Weekly Meetings:  One-half (50%) of the bid 
amount for this item shall be paid to the Contractor in the first progress payment.  
Upon completion of demobilization and complete project clean-up satisfactory to the 
Engineer, one-half (50%) of the bid amount for this item shall be paid to the 
Contractor in the final progress payment. 

BID ITEM 1.5, Contract Management–Monthly Billing:  One-half (50%) of the bid 
amount for this item shall be paid to the Contractor in the first progress payment.  
Upon completion of demobilization and complete project clean-up satisfactory to the 
Engineer, one-half (50%) of the bid amount for this item shall be paid to the 
Contractor in the final progress payment. 
 
BID ITEM 1.6, Contract Management–Submittals:  The full (100%) amount of the bid 
amount for this item shall be paid to the Contractor in the first progress payment.   

 
BID ITEM 1.7, Foreman Supervisor: Payment for Foreman Supervisor shall be on the 
basis of per day worked and shall be broken down to no more than one-half days.  A 
one-half day shall be used for any time the project Foreman or Foreman designee is 
on the job for less than 4 hours in one work day.  Any time greater than 4 hours shall 
constitute a full day.  At no time shall more than one project Foreman a day be billed, 
for work under this contract.  Total billed days for Foreman Supervisor shall not 
exceed the total contract days minus additional rain days added during the course of 
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the project.  Payment for Foreman Supervisor shall include Foreman’s truck and 
associated small tools necessary for the task of the project Foreman, as well as time 
required to attend scheduling meetings and coordination between multiple work 
crews working under this Contract.  The project Foreman Supervisor’s time shall not 
be billed in extra work billings. 
 
BID ITEM 1.8, Small Tools: Two-thirds (67%) of the bid amount for this item shall be 
paid to the Contractor in the first progress payment.  Upon completion of 
demobilization and complete project clean-up satisfactory to the Engineer, one-third 
(33%) of the bid amount for this item shall be paid to the Contractor in the final 
progress payment.  All small tools purchased for this project shall remain the 
property of the Contractor at the end of the Project. 

 
BID ITEM 2.0, Phase 1 Modifications to (E) Raw Water (RW) Piping at (E) River Intake Structure: 
 Payment for modifications to the (E) RW piping at the (E) river intake structure shall be on the 
basis of the lump sum bid price and shall be considered as full compensation for furnishing 
all labor, equipment, and material to install the previously-purchased submersible raw water 
pump (manufactured by FloWise) and motor (manufactured by Hitachi) assembly and 
associated discharge piping and piping assembly modifications at the intake structure with 
new spool lengths, fittings, adapters, and gaskets for a complete and functioning system, 
including, but not limited to: 

Phase 1: protect-in-place (E) high voltage pump and piping system that will remain 
throughout Phase 1 and be removed in Phase 2; assess existing elevations of gallery inlet and 
vault floor; determine pipe spool lengths to set pump intake elevation per plans; provide and 
install new 8-inch spools and new wafer silent check valve; install pump, pipe fittings, flow 
inducing sleeve, flow inducer screen basket, intake screen, pipe support assemblies and 
piping; coordination with manufacturer’s representatives and subcontractors and Contractor’s 
electrical subcontractor (which will install electrical wiring, conductors, conduit, and 
accessories to power pump and pump control system; and pump startup, adjustment, and 
testing activities), as described in these Contract Documents and as approved by the 
Engineer.  Existing pump that remains in place shall be capable of operating at least 12 hours 
continuously in any and all 24-hour days. This pump may be taken out of operation for piping 
modifications during other hours of the day with permission of the Owner and in 
coordination with Scotia Community Services District personnel and with the Contractor’s 
electrical subcontractor.  Contractor shall request each planned pump operation shutdown 
and provide 48 hour notice minimum for each request.  
 
BID ITEM 3.0,  Storage of Pump Startup Water (per 20,000 gallons):  Payment for mobile 
tank(s) with a 20,000-gallon or greater raw water storage, shall be on the basis of per mobile 
tank bid price, and shall be considered as full compensation for furnishing all labor, 
equipment, and material along with necessary temporary bypass plumbing to accomplish the 
initial startup pump testing to local elevation mode (pump to ground well pump proof prior 
to connection to service, but with no dump to ground, mobilized, place within 300 feet (and 
50-foot elevation) of wet well, used for initial pump start-up, demobilized, and returned.  
 
BID ITEM 4.0, Disposal of Pump Startup Water (per 20,000 gallons): Payment for disposal of 
startup water shall be on the basis of per 20,000-gallon bid price, and shall be considered as 
full compensation for furnishing all labor, equipment, and material to pump stored water into 
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the log pond.  Contractor shall be paid the full 20,000-gallon bid price for each partial 
increment of 20,000 gallons disposed of.   

 
BID ITEM 5.0, Phase 2: (N) River Pump and Motor and Modifications to (E) Raw Water (RW) 
Piping at (E) River Intake Structure:  Payment for Phase 2 (N) River Pump and Motor and 
Phase 2 modifications to the (E) RW piping at the (E) river intake structure shall be on the 
basis of the lump sum bid price and shall be considered as full compensation for furnishing 
all labor, equipment, and material to install a (N) submersible raw water pump and motor and 
associated discharge piping with fittings, valves, CARV, adapters, and restraint mechanisms, 
for a complete and functioning system, including, but not limited to:  

Phase 2: Protect-in-place submersible pump, pump discharge piping, pump control system, 
and the aboveground piping system that was installed in Phase 1; remove (E) high voltage 
pump that was left in place during Phase 1 work, piping, and appurtenances in conflict with 
(N) pump, piping, and appurtenances; installation of a (N) raw water intake pump identical to 
the pump installed in Phase 1 Work, fabrication and installation of support and locating 
flanges for pump and discharge piping; provide and install wafer silent check, flow inducer 
screen basket, flow inducing sleeve, and intake screen; installation of fittings and piping; 
connection to the piping assembly as shown in the Plans and Details, coordination with 
Contractor’s electrical subcontractor (which will install electrical wiring, conductors, conduit, 
and accessories to power pump and pump control system; and pump startup, adjustment, 
and testing activities), as approved in these Contract Documents and as directed by the 
Engineer. 
 

 
***END OF SECTION***  
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Section 01 30 00 
 

Administrative Requirements  

PART 1         GENERAL 

(A) SECTION INCLUDES 

A. Coordination and project conditions 

B. Field engineering 

C. Preconstruction meeting 

D. Site mobilization meeting 

E. Progress meetings 

F. Pre-installation meetings 

(B) COORDINATION AND PROJECT CONDITIONS 

A. Coordinate scheduling, submittals, and work on various sites to ensure efficient and orderly 
sequence of installation of interdependent construction elements, with provisions for 
accommodating items installed later. 

B. Verify utility requirements and characteristics of operating equipment are compatible with 
site utilities.  Coordinate work of various sections having interdependent responsibilities for 
installing, connecting to, and placing in service, operating equipment. 

C. Coordinate space requirements, supports, and installation of mechanical and electrical work 
indicated diagrammatically on Plans.  Follow routing shown for pipes, ducts, and conduit as 
closely as practicable; place runs parallel with lines of wet well and/or main raw water line.  
Use spaces efficiently to maximize accessibility for other installations, maintenance, and 
repairs. 

D. In finished areas except as otherwise indicated, conceal pipes, ducts, and wiring within 
construction and/or robust conduits appropriate for public spaces.   

E. Coordinate completion and cleanup of work of separate sections in preparation for 
substantial completion. 

F. Coordinate ongoing access to site with Owner and/or Owner representative for correction of 
defective work and work not in accordance with Contract Documents, to minimize disruption 
of Owner's activities. 
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G. Project Contacts 
   

Entity Contact Name Telephone No. 
Owner: Town of Scotia Company, LLC Frank Bacik, President 707-764-4131 
Scotia Community Services District Leslie Marshall, General Manager 

Jeffrey Laikam, Engineer 
707-764-3030 
(707) 725-6926 

Humboldt County Department of Public 
Works Land Use Division 

Robert Bronkall, Deputy Director 
Ken Freed, Assistant Engineer 

707-445-7205 

Engineer: SHN  Mike Foget, PE, Project Manager 
Pieter Gustavson, EIT, Design Engineer 
Sherwin Gormly, Design Engineer 

707-441-8855 
707-441-8855 
775-720-7075 

Scotia Volunteer Fire Department John Broadstock, Chief 707-764-4322 
PG&E Alex Mossman 707-445-5594 
AT&T Brian Johnson 707-445-4091 
Suddenlink Teri Ohlsson 707-268-5353 
Humboldt County Sheriff Office  707-445-7251 
Caltrans Right-of-Way Encroachment Keith Witte 707-441-5875 
Emergency  911 

 

(C) FIELD ENGINEERING 

A. Observation and verification of Contractor activities only.  See other technical specification 
section for details. 

(D) PRECONSTRUCTION MEETING 

A. Owner will schedule meeting after notice of award. 

B. Attendance Required:  Owner, Engineer, County, and Contractor. 

C. Agenda:  
1. Execution of Owner-Contractor Agreement 
2. Submission of executed bonds and insurance certificates 
3. Distribution of Contract Documents 
4. Submission of list of subcontractors, list of products, schedule of values, and progress 

schedule 
5. Designation of personnel representing parties in Contract, and Engineer 
6. Procedures and processing of field decisions, submittals, substitutions, applications 

for payments, proposal request, change orders, and contract closeout procedures 
7. Scheduling and requirements for submittals of updated schedules during Work 
8. Scheduling activities of Design Engineers and Construction Manager 
9. County Encroachment Permit 

D. Record minutes and distribute copies within 2 days after meeting to participants, with 2 
copies each to Engineer, Owner, and those affected by decisions made.  

(E) SITE MOBILIZATION MEETING 
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A.  Owner will schedule meeting at Project site prior to Contractor occupancy. 

B. Attendance Required:  Owner, Engineer, County, Special Consultants, Contractor, and major 
subcontractors as requested by the Engineer. 

C. Agenda: 
1. Use of premises by Owner and Contractor 
2. Owner's requirements and manufacture provided documents 
3. Construction facilities and controls provided by Owner 
4. Temporary utilities  
5. Security and housekeeping procedures 
6. Schedules 
7. Application for payment procedures 
8. Procedures for testing 
9. Procedures for maintaining record documents 
10. Requirements for start-up of equipment 
11. Inspection and acceptance of equipment put into service during construction period 
12. County encroachment permit 

D. Record minutes and distribute copies within 2 days after meeting to participants, with 2 
copies each to Engineer, Owner, and those affected by decisions made.  

(F) PROGRESS MEETINGS 

A. Schedule and administer meetings throughout progress of the Work at maximum bi-weekly 
intervals.  Frequency of progress meetings is at Owner’s discretion. 

B. Owner will arrange for meetings, prepare agenda with copies for participants if deemed 
necessary, and preside at meetings.   

C. Attendance Required: Job superintendent, major subcontractors, any subcontractors with 
work scheduled within the 2 weeks before or after the progress meeting, suppliers, Owner, 
Engineer, County, and others as appropriate to agenda topics for each meeting. 

D. Agenda: 
1. Review of minutes for previous meetings 
2. Review of Work progress 
3. Field observations, problems, and decisions 
4. Identification of problems impeding planned progress 
5. Review of submittals schedule and status of submittals 
6. Review of offsite fabrication and delivery schedules 
7. Maintenance of progress schedule 
8. Corrective measures to regain projected schedules 
9. Planned progress during succeeding work period 
10. Coordination of projected progress 
11. Maintenance of quality and work standards 
12. Effect of proposed changes on progress schedule and coordination 
13. Other business relating to Work 
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E. Record minutes and distribute copies within 2 days after meeting to participants, with one (1) 
electronic and one (1) hard copy to Engineer, Owner, and those affected by decisions made.  

(G) PRE-INSTALLATION MEETINGS 

A. When required in individual specification sections, convene pre-installation meetings at 
Project site prior to commencing work of specific section. 

B. Require attendance of parties directly affecting, or affected by, Work of specific section. 

C. Notify Engineer 5 days in advance of meeting date. 

D. Prepare agenda and preside at meeting: 

1. Review conditions of installation, preparation, and installation procedures. 
2. Review coordination with related work. 

E. Record minutes and distribute copies within 2 days after meeting to participants, with one (1) 
electronic and one (1) hard copy to Engineer, Owner, and those affected by decisions made. 

PART 2         PRODUCTS–NOT USED 

PART 3         EXECUTION–NOT USED 

*** END OF SECTION *** 
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SECTION 01 33 00 
 

SUBMITTALS 
 
 
PART 1. GENERAL 
 
1.01 RELATED WORK DESCRIBED ELSEWHERE: 
 

A. Contractual requirement for submittals shall be in accordance with the General Provisions of 
the contract. 

 
B. Individual submittals required in accordance with the pertinent sections of these 

Specifications.  
 
C. References 

 
Section 01 10 00: Summary of Work 
Section 33 12 23.06: Multi-Stage Vertical Turbine Pumps 

 
 
PART 2.  PRODUCTS 
 
2.01 COMPLIANCE 
 
 In order to meet compliance, the Contractor shall furnish the exact materials specified or materials 

selected by the Engineer based on these Specifications. 
 
2.02 SHOP DRAWINGS 
 
 A. Quality 
 

Shop drawings shall be prepared accurately to scale and large enough to show all pertinent 
features of the products and the method of fabrication, connection, erection, and assembly. 
Dimensioning will be complete and consistent, so that all measurements can be tracked to a 
single datum point.  Drawing with floating and unclear demotions will be rejected and 
returned for correction.   

 
 B. Type of Prints Required 

1. The Contractor shall submit a minimum of 5 copies of shop drawings or 
supplemental working drawings.  Three (3) copies will be retained by the Engineer. 

2. Distribution:  The Scotia Community Services District/Town of Scotia, LLC (TOS) 
and/or its consultants will review the shop drawings, mark the drawings with 
appropriate notations, and return marked copies to the Contractor. 

 
2.03 MANUFACTURER'S LITERATURE AND REPORTS 
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A. The Contractor shall submit a minimum of 5 copies of manufacturer's literature including, test 
reports for product compliance for the Engineer's approval.  Three (3) copies will be retained 
by the Engineer.  

 
B. Catalog cuts or brochures shall show the type, size, ratings, style, color, manufacture, and 

catalog number of each item and be complete enough to provide for positive and rapid 
identification in the field.  Catalog data shall be submitted in an orderly bound form.  Specific 
items shall be clearly marked.  General catalogs or partial lists will not be accepted. 

 
C. The Contractor shall submit the manufacturer’s manual for the pump and motor, with a 

specific requirement to allow for the collective review of the installation and startup testing 
basic requirements specified by the manufacturer.  This will be part of a formal submittal and 
technical QC meeting conducted a minimum two weeks (10 business days) prior to the start 
of operations. 

 
D. Manufacture’s data will be checked for proper and constant dimensioning. 
 

2.04 SAMPLES 
 

A. The sample submitted shall be the exact article proposed to be furnished or a/the relevant 
part thereof necessary for acceptance testing and evaluation. 

 
2.05 SUBSTITUTIONS 
 

A. The contract is based on the materials, equipment, and methods described in the herein 
revised Plans and Specifications. 

 
B. Do not substitute materials, equipment, or methods unless such substitution has been 

specifically accepted for this Work by the Engineer.  Refer to "Substitution of Material" in the 
General Conditions for additional requirements. 

 
C. Where the phrase "or equal" appears in the Plans and Contract Documents, do not assume 

that material, equipment, or methods will be approved as equal by the Engineer unless the 
item has specifically been submitted to and accepted for this work by the Engineer. 

 
D. The Engineer will consider proposals for substitutions of materials, equipment, and methods 

only when such proposals are accompanied by full and complete technical data and all other 
information required by the Engineer to evaluate the proposed substitution.  When, in the 
sole opinion of the Engineer, the product is equal, or better, in all respects to the Engineer-
specified items, it will be approved subject to contract requirements and the Contractor's 
assumption of the responsibility for all extenuating circumstances. 

 
PART 3. EXECUTION 
 
3.01 SUBMITTAL 
 

A. The Contractor shall thoroughly review all shop and detail drawings, prior to submittal, to 
ensure coordination with other parts of the Work.  The Contractor's failure to do this will be 
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cause for rejection.  Submittals shall bear the Contractor’s approval stamp and initials.  
Submittals shall be transmitted using the “Submittal Review Request” form included as the 
last sheet of this section.  Each copy of each submittal shall use this form as a coversheet.  
Items 1 through 10 shall be completed by the Contractor.  

 
B. Shop and detail drawings shall be submitted in related packages.  All equipment or material 

details that are interdependent or are related in any way must be submitted indicating the 
complete installation.  Submittals shall not be altered once accepted for construction.  
Revisions shall be clearly marked and dated.  Major revisions must be resubmitted for review. 

 
C. Allow a minimum of 10 working days for the Engineer’s review of submittal packages.  The 

Contractor’s schedule shall indicate the anticipated date of submittals and the required return 
date to the Contractor as necessary to comply with the schedule’s critical path.  

 
D. Components or materials that require shop drawings and that arrive at the job site prior to 

review of shop drawings shall be considered as not being made for this project and shall be 
subject to rejection and removal from the premises. 

 
E. Maintain at least 1 complete set of accepted shop drawings and brochures on the jobsite for 

reference during construction. 
 
F. The Owner will pay for the initial review of each submittal package.  Subsequent reviews of 

the same submittal package(s), or sections therefrom, shall be paid for by the Contractor, at 
no charge to the Owner.  For bidding purposes, the Contractor shall expect to pay the cost of 
the cursory review for the Construction Management team to provide the Contractor with 
submittal acceptance criteria.  At a minimum, the Contractor shall expect to pay $300.00 for 
the cursory review.  A cost to complete the acceptance criteria will depend upon the 
complexity of the submittal, and will be negotiated with the Contractor.   

 
Situations that will initiate this charge condition to the Contractor include, but are not limited 
to the following:   
1. Required submittals returned to Contractor for additional information in a category 

of amend and resubmit, or reject/resubmit 
2. “Or equal” or “substitution” submittals, without the specific rationale and details for 

the “or equal” or “substitution” submittals and/or that are returned to the Contractor 
for additional information in a category of amend and resubmit, or reject/resubmit 

 
3. Requests for information (RFIs) that do not provide the specific information needed 

by the Engineer to answer the RFI appropriately, necessitating a request to the 
Contractor for additional information from the Engineer or Owner 

 
3.02 SUBMITTALS STATUS 

 
A. After the Engineer reviews each submittal, the documents will be returned to the Contractor 

with the Engineer's review action.  Possible Engineer’s review actions are defined as follows:  
1. No Exceptions Taken.  The Engineer has accepted the documentation subject to 

compatibility with possible later submittals or with additional documentation 
required to cover work requirements not covered in this submittal.  This review action 
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does not constitute approval of any variation in scope of work, which shall be 
formalized by separate correspondence. 

2. Make Corrections Noted.  Meaning is the same as above for "No Exceptions Taken," 
except that the Contractor must resolve and correct minor inconsistencies and errors, 
as noted.  Formal resubmittal for the Engineer’s review is not required unless so 
specified. 

3. Amend and Resubmit.  The Engineer has not accepted the submitted material 
because of major inconsistencies, number of errors, or unauthorized departures from 
the Technical Specifications.  The Contractor must resolve and correct all matters 
before resubmittal to the Engineer for review. 

4. Reject/Resubmit.  The Engineer has not accepted the submitted material because the 
submittal documents show nonconformance with Contract Plans and Technical 
Specifications in major respect–technical, administrative, or both.  The Engineer will 
not conduct a detailed review due to the nonconformance. 

 
***END OF SECTION***
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SHOP DRAWING/MATERIAL REVIEW REQUEST 
 
Instruction: Complete this form and attach to each specific Shop Drawing Submittal.  Provide the same 

number of completed forms as specific Shop Drawing copies. 

1. Contract Name:  

2. Submission No.:  

3. Submittal: 3a.  New  3b.  Resubmittal    

4. Date of this submittal  

5. Date of Receipt by Architect/Engineer  

6. Previous Submission No. (if any)  

7. Contractor  

8. Submitted by (signature and date)  
    
9a. Item 9b. Specification 

Section and Paragraph  
9c. Description of Material 
(Name, Type, Model, Catalog No., Mfg., Etc.) 

 

 

 

 

10.  Comments:  (Include all drawing titles and numbers, specific information not on drawings,  

information coming later, etc.)  

 

 

 

 
  

For use of Engineer only:  

11.  Action taken*  

12.  Reviewed by (signature and date)  

 
 
*See review stamp on individual items.   
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SECTION 01 40 00 

QUALITY REQUIREMENTS 

PART 1. GENERAL 

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES 

A. Quality control and control of installation 

B. Tolerances 

C. References 

D. Labeling 

E. Testing and inspection services 

1.02 QUALITY CONTROL AND CONTROL OF INSTALLATION 

The Contractor Shall:  

A. Monitor quality control of suppliers, manufacturers, products, services, site conditions, and 
workmanship, to produce Work of specified quality (as specified here) and meeting industry 
standards. 

B. Comply with manufacturer’s instructions, including each step in sequence and all operational 
tolerances. 

C. Comply with specified standards as minimum quality for the Work except where tolerances, 
codes, or specified requirements that are more stringent indicate higher standards or 
workmanship that is more precise. 

D. Perform Work by persons qualified to produce required and specified quality. 

E. Verify that field measurements are as indicated on Shop Drawings or as instructed by 
manufacturer. 

F. Secure products in place with positive anchorage devices designed and sized to withstand 
stresses, vibration, physical distortion, or disfigurement. 

1.03 TOLERANCES 

A. Monitor fabrication and installation tolerance control of products to produce acceptable 
Work.  Do not permit tolerances to accumulate. 

B. Comply with manufacturer’s tolerances.  

C. Adjust products to appropriate dimensions; position before securing products in place. 
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1.04 REFERENCES 

A. For products or workmanship specified by association, trade, or other consensus standards, 
comply with requirements of standard, except when requirements that are more rigid are 
specified or required by applicable codes. 

B. Conform to reference standard by date of issue as indicated in Contract Documents, except 
where a specific date is established by code. 

C. Obtain copies of standards where required by product specification sections. 

D. When specified reference standards conflict with Contract Documents, request clarification 
from the Engineer before proceeding. 

E. Contractual relationships and duties, responsibilities of parties in Contract and those of 
Engineer shall not be altered from Contract Documents by mention or inference otherwise in 
reference documents. 

1.05 LABELING 

A. Label Information: Include manufacturer's or fabricator's identification, approved agency 
identification, and the following information, as applicable, on each label. 
Model number 
Serial number 
Performance characteristics 

1.06 TESTING AND INSPECTION SERVICES 

A. Owner will employ specified services of an independent firm to perform testing and 
inspection as requested by the Owner/Engineer.   
1.  Owner will pay for initial compaction testing of: 

a. Installed trench backfill 
b. Structural backfill  
c. Asphalt concrete pavement 
d. Aggregate base 
e. Embankments 

2. Contractor shall pay for testing when: 
a.  Additional tests and inspections by Owner’s testing firm are required because 

initial tests and inspections reveal failure to meet Contract requirements. 
b. Excessive inspection time by Owner’s testing firm is required because of 

Contractor’s failure to provide sufficient workers or to pursue the progress of 
work properly. 

c.  Test(s) are deemed necessary by the Owner/Engineer to evaluate any 
substitution proposed by the Contractor. 

d. Testing and inspection are for the Contractor’s convenience. 
e. Testing and inspection overtime are necessitated by the Contractor’s 

schedule.   
f. Sampling and testing are necessary to provide compliance with the 

requirements of the Specifications, including but not limited to: 
i) Design of Portland cement concrete mix 
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ii) Portland cement concrete aggregate 
iii) Field compaction and control densities 
iv) Moisture content of soils and base course 
v) Base and top course materials 
vi) Pipe and structures bedding and backfill materials 
vii) Pipe materials 
viii) Concrete slump and compressive strength 
ix) Asphalt concrete mix design 
x) Imported material (soil, drainage, fill, stabilization, etc.) 
xi) Pressure testing of piping systems  
xii) Pressure and Flow testing of pump systems 
xiii) Electrical testing of motors, conductors, and soft starts 

B.  Testing, inspections, and source quality control may occur on or off project site.  Perform 
offsite testing as required by Engineer or Owner, and as required by individual Specification 
sections. 

C. Reports will be submitted by independent firm to Engineer, Contractor, and County, 
indicating observations, results of tests, and compliance or non-compliance with Contract 
Documents. 

 
Submit final report indicating correction of all Work previously reported as non-compliant. 

D. Cooperate with independent firm; furnish samples of materials, design mix, equipment, tools, 
storage, safe access, and assistance by incidental labor as requested. 
1.  Notify Engineer and independent firm 24 hours prior to expected time for operations 

requiring services. 
2. Make arrangements with independent firm and pay for additional samples and tests 

required for Contractor's use. 

E. Testing and employment of testing agency or laboratory shall not relieve Contractor of 
obligation to perform Work in accordance with requirements of Contract Documents. 

F. Re-testing or re-inspection required because of non-conformance to specified requirements 
shall be performed by same independent firm on instructions by Engineer.  Payment for 
retesting or reinspection will be charged to Contractor by deducting testing charges from 
Contract payment.  

G. Responsibilities of Testing/Inspection Provider: 
1. Test samples of mixes submitted by Contractor. 
2. Provide qualified personnel at site.  Cooperate with Owner/Engineer and Contractor 

in performance of services. 
3.  Perform specified sampling and testing of products in accordance with specified 

standards. 
4. Ascertain compliance of materials and mixes with requirements of Contract 

Documents. 
5. Promptly notify Owner/Engineer and Contractor of observed irregularity or non-

conformance of Work or product. 
6. Perform additional tests required by Owner/Engineer. 
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7. Attend preconstruction meetings and progress meetings, if requested by Owner/ 
Engineer. 

H. Testing/Inspection Provider Reports: After each test, promptly submit copies of report to 
Engineer, Contractor, and District.  When requested by Engineer, provide interpretation of test 
results.  All reports shall include the following: 
1. Date issued 
2. Project title and number 
3. Name of inspector 
4. Date and time of sampling or inspection 
5. Identification of product and specifications section 
6. Location in Project 
7. Type of inspection or test 
8. Date of test 
9. Results of tests 
10. Conformance with Contract Documents 

I. Limits On Testing Authority: 
1. Testing/Inspection Provider may not release, revoke, alter, or enlarge on 

requirements of Contract Documents. 
2. Testing/Inspection Provider may not approve or accept any portion of the Work. 
3. Testing/Inspection Provider may not assume duties of Contractor. 
4. Testing/Inspection Provider has no authority to stop the Work. 

PART 2. PRODUCTS–NOT USED 

PART 3. EXECUTION 

3.01 EXAMINATION 

A. Verify that existing site conditions and substrate surfaces are acceptable for subsequent 
Work.  Beginning new Work means Contractor’s acceptance of existing conditions. 

B. Verify that existing substrate is capable of structural support or attachment of new Work 
being applied or attached. 

C. Examine and verify specific conditions described in individual Specification sections. 

D. Verify that utility services are available, of correct characteristics, and in correct locations. 
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3.02 PREPARATION 

A. Clean substrate surfaces prior to applying next material or substance. 

B. Seal cracks or openings of substrate prior to applying next material or substance. 

C. Apply manufacturer-required or -recommended substrate primer, sealer, or conditioner prior 
to applying new material or substance in contact or bond. 

***END OF SECTION***  
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SECTION 01 60 00 

PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS 

 PART 1. GENERAL 

1.01  SECTION INCLUDES 

A. Products 

B. Product delivery requirements 

C. Product storage and handling requirements 

D. Product options 

E. Product substitution procedures 

F. Equipment electrical characteristics and components 

1.02  PRODUCTS 

A. Furnish products of qualified manufacturers suitable for intended use.  Furnish products 
of each type by single manufacturer unless specified otherwise. 

B. Do not use materials and equipment removed from existing premises, except as 
specifically permitted by Contract Documents. 

C. Furnish interchangeable components from same manufacturer for components being 
replaced. 

1.03 PRODUCT DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS 

A. Transport and handle products in accordance with manufacturer's instructions. 

B. Promptly inspect shipments to ensure products comply with requirements, quantities 
are correct, and products are undamaged. 

C. Provide equipment and personnel to handle products by methods to prevent soiling, 
disfigurement, or damage. 

1.04  PRODUCT STORAGE AND HANDLING REQUIREMENTS 

A. Store and protect products in accordance with manufacturers' instructions. 

B. Store with seals and labels intact and legible. 

C. Store sensitive products in weather tight, climate controlled, enclosures in an 
environment favorable to product. 
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D. For exterior storage of fabricated products, place on sloped supports above ground. 

E. Provide secure offsite storage and protection when site does not permit onsite storage 
or protection. 

F. Cover products subject to deterioration with impervious sheet covering.  Provide 
ventilation to prevent condensation and degradation of products. 

G. Store loose granular materials on solid flat surfaces in well-drained area.  Prevent mixing 
with foreign matter. 

H. Provide equipment and personnel to store products by methods to prevent soiling, 
disfigurement, or damage. 

I. Arrange storage of products to permit access for inspection.  Periodically inspect to 
verify products are undamaged and are maintained in acceptable condition. 

1.05 PRODUCT OPTIONS 

A. Products Specified by Reference Standards or by Description Only: Any product meeting 
those standards or description. 

B. Products Specified by Naming One or More Manufacturer: Products of one of the listed 
manufacturers and meeting specifications; no options or substitutions allowed. 

C. Products Specified by Naming One or More Manufacturer with Provision for 
Substitutions (by the “or approved equal” clause): Submit request for substitution for any 
manufacturer not named, in accordance with the following article. 

1.06 PRODUCT SUBSTITUTION PROCEDURES 

A. Engineer will consider requests for substitutions, unless otherwise noted in individual 
specification sections, only within 10 days after date of Owner-Contractor Agreement. 

B. Document each request with complete data substantiating compliance of proposed 
substitution with Contract Documents. 

C. A request constitutes a representation that Contractor: 
has investigated proposed product and determined that it meets or exceeds quality level of specified product, 
will provide same warranty for substitution as for specified product, 
will coordinate installation and make changes to other Work that may be required for the Work to be complete 

with no additional cost to Owner, 
waives claims for additional costs or time extension that may subsequently become apparent, and 
will reimburse Owner for review or redesign services associated with re-approval by authorities having 

jurisdiction. 

D. Substitutions will not be considered when they are indicated or implied on Shop Drawing 
or Product Data submittals, without separate written request, or when acceptance will 
require revision to Contract Documents. 
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E. Substitution Submittal Procedure: 
1. Submit 5 copies of request for substitution for consideration.  Two (2) copies will 

be returned to the Contractor.  Limit each request to 1 proposed Substitution. 
2. Submit Shop Drawings, product data, and certified test results attesting to 

proposed product equivalence.  Burden of proof is on proposer. 
3. Owner or Engineer will notify Contractor in writing of decision to accept or reject 

request. 

PART 2. PRODUCTS 

2.01 GENERAL 

Furnish all similar equipment items of the same brand and model.  Furnish all tools required for 
the operation of equipment. 

2.02 EQUIPMENT ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND COMPONENTS 

A. Wiring Terminations: Furnish terminal lugs to match branch-circuit conductor quantities, 
sizes, and materials indicated.  Include lugs for terminal box. 

B. Cord and Plug: Furnish minimum 6-foot cord and plug including grounding connector for 
connection to electric wiring system.  Cord of longer length is specified in individual 
specification sections. 

C. Refer to the electrical specification presented separately  

PART 3. EXECUTION–NOT USED 

***END OF SECTION*** 
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SECTION 26 01 00 
 

ELECTRICAL–GENERAL 

PART 1 GENERAL 

1.01 DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES 

A. The Contractor shall provide all labor, material, tools, equipment, and services required 
to complete the furnishing, installation, wiring, connection, calibration, adjustment, 
testing and operation of river intake pumps P101A and P101B and associated electrical 
equipment, devices and components as indicated and implied by the contract drawings 
and these specifications.  

B. All equipment shall be readily accessible for maintenance, shall have electrical 
clearances in accordance with NEC and shall be installed in locations that will provide 
adequate cooling.  

C. The Contractor shall test electrical equipment prior to installation so that defective 
equipment is not installed.  

D. With the assistance of pump and MCC equipment suppliers the Contractor shall provide 
complete start-up, follow-up, and training of the Owner’s personnel.  

E. Make directly or assist equipment suppliers in making all corrective measures required 
during start-up. 

F. Provide field services of qualified technicians to supervise and check out the installation 
of the equipment, to supervise and check out interconnecting wiring, to conduct start-up 
of operation of the equipment, and to correct any problems that occur during start-up.   

1.02 RECOMMENDED ELECTRICAL IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 

A. The electrical sequence shown below grouped according to Phases 1 and 2 is to be used 
only as a suggested guideline.  The sequence shown addresses major categories of work 
and does not include detailed work scope throughout the project.  Various attached 
documents identifying additional detail are to be used as references.  It shall be the 
Contractor’s responsibility to coordinate the work described below with the sequence 
requirements of all other disciplines prior to the start of construction. 
1. Phase 1 – Electrical work during Phase 1 shall consist of the following: 

a. Perform electrical resistance and Megger test on rebuilt intake pump 
motor before installation. 

b. Mount motor on Raw Water Intake Pump P101A and make splice 
connection between pump feeder jumper cables and conductors 
furnished with pump motor in accordance with Detail 3 on Drawing E9. 

c. Perform resistance and Megger tests on connected feeder/motor.   
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d. Operationally test Raw Water Intake Pump P101A power feeder, checking 
for correct phase rotation. 

e. Perform complete operational testing of pump electrical in accordance 
with requirements covered in specifications Section 33 12 23, article 3.3 
and the manufacturer’s O&M manual. 

f. Following successful operational testing and with approval from SHN, 
assist Owner in the removal of original 2.6KV Pump No. 2. Cut conduit 
and cable at inside face of station concrete wall and remove exposed 
portion.  Plug hole with non-shrink cement epoxy grout, flush with face of 
wall. 

2. Phase 2– Electrical work during Phase 2 shall consist of the following: 
a. Perform electrical resistance and Megger test on intake pump motor 

before installation. 
b. Mount Raw Water Intake Pump P101B to new pipe and make splice 

connection between pump feeder jumper cable and conductors 
furnished with pump motor in accordance with Detail 3 on Drawing E9.  

c. Perform resistance and Megger tests on connected feeder/motor. 
d. Perform complete operational testing of pump electrical in accordance 

with requirements covered in specifications Section 33 12 23, article 3.3 
and the manufacturer’s O&M manual. 

e. Following successful operational testing of both new water intake pumps 
proceed with the following: 
1) Remove conductors between original RVSS controllers in the 

existing MCC and four (4) 480-2600V transformers. 
2) With Owner assistance remove two (2) existing MCC vertical 

sections and transport to location determined by the Owner 
representative.  End plate from right end vertical section is to be 
reused to cover side of existing MCC section that is to remain. 

3) Cut four (4) existing feeder conduits at floor line and plug with 
concrete flush with floor. 

4) With Owner assistance remove four (4) existing transformers and 
transport to location determined by the Owners representative.  
Remove associated secondary conductors if feeder is routed in 
conduit.  Abandon if feeder is direct buried cable.  Conduits or 
direct buried cable are to be cut and removed down to 18 inches 
below grade at original transformer location. 

5) Original 2.6KV controllers associated with Raw and Fire Water 
Booster Pumps and two Water Intake Water Pumps are to be 
removed by others. 

6) Original 2.6KV Raw Water and Fire Water Booster Pumps are to 
be removed by others. 

7)  Remove signal conduits originally routed from wireway in 
building to original MCC. 

1.03 SUBMITTALS 
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A. Submittals as described in the attached Performance Test Procedure shall be furnished 
in accordance with specification Section 01 33 00. 

1.04 STANDARDS AND CODES 

A. Permits, licenses, approvals, and other arrangements for work shall be obtained and 
paid for by the Contractor.  

B. Electrical work shall be executed in strict accordance with the latest edition of the 
National Electrical Code and local ordinances and regulations.  

C. All electrical equipment, materials, construction methods, tests, and definitions shall be 
in strict conformity with the established standards of the following in their latest 
adopted revision: 
1. Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc. (UL). 
2. Institute of Electric and Electronic Engineers (IEEE). 
3. National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA). 
4. Electrical Testing Laboratories (ETL). 
5. Factory Mutual (F.M.). 

D. All materials and equipment specified herein shall be approved by the Underwriter’s 
Laboratories or other California State approved testing agencies, for the purpose for 
which they are used and shall bear the testing agencies’ labels.  

E. All added materials shall be new, free from defects, of current manufacture and of 
quality specified or shown. Each type of material shall be of the same manufacture 
throughout the work.  

1.05 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 

A. The following electrical specification sections from the Utilities Corridor Modification 
project are included as reference: 
1. Section 26 05 19–Conductors 
2. Section 26 05 33–Conduits and Raceways 
3. Section 26 24 19–Motor Control Equipment 

1.06 PERFORMANCE TEST PROCEDURE 

A. The Contractor is directed to attached Performance Test Procedure for an outline of 
specific requirements and responsibilities.  

1.07 PUMP MANUFACTURER’S O&M MANUAL 

A. The Contractor is directed to the attached extracted pages covering the subject of 
electrical from the O&M manual furnished by FloWise Company.  

1.08 PUMP COMISSIONING CHECKLISTS (3) 
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A. The Contractor is directed to attached checklists to be used as optional guidance.  These 
checklists are only intended to inform the Contractor as to SHN’s understanding of 
general startup requirements. It shall be the Contractor’s responsibility to verify the 
checklists with the manufacturer and/or update or modify as necessary to follow 
manufacturer’s requirements. 

1.09 SYSTEM P&ID DRAWING 

A. The Contractor is directed to the attached system P&ID furnished by SHN to be used as 
reference. 

1.10 PUMP CAPACITY CURVE DIAGRAM 

A. The Contractor is directed to the attached system pump capacity curve diagram 
furnished by FloWise Company to be used as reference 

1.11 SCADA SYSTEM O&M MANUAL 

A. The Contractor is directed to attached pages extracted from the SCADA System O&M 
manual to be used as reference of the system configuration. 

1.12 CONTRACT DRAWINGS 

A. The Contractor shall use drawings referenced by this specification as “Attachment G,” as 
representing the facility electrical design.  The drawings were revised by RSE during 
March 2020 to show facility electrical at the end of the Utilities Corridor Modification 
project. 

B. The Contractor shall refer to the drawings, project data, and shop drawings of other 
trades for additional details that affect the proper installation of the electrical work. 

1.13 CLEANUP 

A. The premises must be kept free of accumulated materials, rubbish, and debris at all 
times. Surplus material, tools and equipment must not be stored at the job site. At the 
completion of the job, all equipment and devices shall be left clean and in proper 
condition for their intended use.  

1.14 DEMOLITION 

A. The Contractor shall return electrical equipment removed during demolition to the Owner, 
as noted specifically in the drawings and specifications, or upon request by the Owner’s 
representative during construction. 
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1.15 FACILITY OPERATION RESPONSIBILITIES 

A. The existing River Pumping System including Pump Power Building and water pumps is to 
remain fully operational at all times during rehabilitation of the pump station. The 
Contractor shall be responsible for planning, coordination, scheduling, and the provision 
of temporary materials as required to meet these requirements. 

B. All electrical modifications associated with the new Pump P101A are to be installed and 
tested as described in these specifications and approval to proceed is to be obtained from 
the Owner’s representative prior to the removal of electrical equipment and power feeder 
associated with the second original high voltage pump. 

PART 2 PRODUCTS (NOT USED) 

PART 3 EXECUTION (NOT USED) 

* * * END OF SECTION * * * 
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SECTION 26 05 19 

CONDUCTORS 

PART 1. GENERAL 

1.01 DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

A. This section covers the furnishing and installation of all wiring used in the river pumping 
system improvements. All wiring in the area of the pumping station shall be routed in 
conduit with specific exceptions noted on the drawings. 

B. Refer to specification Section 26 01 00 Electrical–General for a detailed description of 
work to be performed. 

1.02 STANDARDS AND CODES 

A. All materials and equipment specified herein shall be approved by the Underwriter’s 
Laboratories or other California State approved testing agencies, for the purpose for 
which they are used and shall bear the testing agencies’ labels. 

B. All materials and equipment specified herein shall conform with all applicable NEMA, 
ANSI and IEEE standards.  

C. All materials and equipment specified herein, and their installation methods shall 
conform to the latest published version of the National Electric Code (N.E.C.). 

1.03 SUBMITTALS 

A. In accordance with the requirements of Section 01 33 00 Submittal Procedures, submit 
catalog data showing material information and conformance with specifications. The 
intended use of each item shall be indicated.  

PART 2. PRODUCTS 

2.01 CONDUCTORS–GENERAL 

A. Conductors shall be copper. All conductors shall be stranded. Insulation for general 
power wiring shall be THWN, THHW. Insulation for underground power wiring shall be 
XHHW. Conductors used for power circuits shall not be smaller than No.12 AWG. Control 
conductors shall be No. 14 AWG, unless otherwise specified in this section or on conduit 
and cable schedule.  
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2.02 CONNECTORS 

A. Utilize Ideal Industries’ “Wing Nut” or 3M Company’s “Scotchlock” pre-insulated 
connectors for splices and taps in conductors No.10 AWG and smaller. For No. 8 AWG 
and larger conductors, utilize T&B compression connectors. Compress using 
recommended die and tools.  

B. Connectors required in pump feeders at the Pump Station shall be as described by the 
Engineer (Details 2 and 3 on Drawing E9 provided separately, if not available please 
request).  Connectors shall be purchased sole sourced from Anixter Inc., or equivalent 
only as agreed to in advance with the Engineer. 

2.03 SPLICE INSULATION 

A. General–Splice insulation shall be equal to the conductor utilized. 

B. Splices required in pump feeders at the Pump Station shall be as described by the 
Engineer (See Details 2 and 3 on Drawing E9 provided separately, if not available please 
request).  Splices shall be purchased from Anixter Inc., or equivalent only as agreed to in 
advance with the Engineer. 

2.04 PUMP POWER FEEDER - ARMORED PORTION 

A. Cable for temporary and permanent feeders routed between the Pump Power Building 
and the Pump Station structure shall be Type MC armored cable, 600V, 3-conductor 
600kcmil, XHHW conductor insulation, 1/0 ground.   

2.05 PUMP POWER FEEDER - JUMPER PORTION 

A. Flexible jumper cable for connecting between the armored cable and conductors 
supplied with the pumps shall be 1/C Size 350 AWG, CU, 2000V, EPDM/CPE Type W, 
RHH/RHW-2 Industrial Grade Cable, Southwire Company Stock Code No. 570249, 
purchased from Anixter, Inc. or equivalent only as agreed to in advance with the 
Engineer.  

B. Flexible cable used to extend ground conductor from armored portion of feeder to 
ground clamp on piping inside the pump station structure shall be 1/C Size 1/0 AWG, CU, 
2000V, EPDM/CPE Type W, RHH/RHW-2 Industrial Grade Cable, Southwire Company 
Stock Code No. 583936, purchased from Anixter, Inc. or equivalent only as agreed to in 
advance with the Engineer.  

2.06 SHIELDED SIGNAL CABLE 

A. Signal conductor cable shall be AWG #18 with (2) individually twisted, shielded pairs. 
Conductors shall be tinned copper with color coded PVC insulation. Shielding shall be 
aluminum foil polyester tape with copper drain wire. The cable shall have an overall PVC 
jacket. The insulation system shall be rated for 300 volts.  Recommended manufacturer: 
Belden, Part No. 9368, Supplier: Anixter, Part No. 323-036-1802-B or approved equal. 
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2.07 FIBER OPTIC CABLE 

A. The Fiber Cables shall be of a gel-free, low smoke, non-halogenated design.  The cable 
shall be fully dielectric and be suitable for outdoor use in a buried HDPE conduit. 

B. The Fiber Optic Cable shall comply with the following standards: 
1. IEEE-383 flame test 
2. TIA/EIA 455 
3. NEC-770 ratings and cable markings 
4. UL-990 cable ratings and markings 

C. Suggested manufacturer: 12-strand multimode, non-armored fiber optic cable shall be 
Corning Cable Systems ALTOS Lite cable 012KWC-T4130D20 or approved equal. 

2.08 COMMUNICATION CABLE 

A. Telephone communications cable shall be AWG #24, solid tinned copper conductors, PVC 
insulated with chrome PVC jacket.  Conductors shall be rated for 150 V, 80 degrees C. 
Cable is to be Belden No.9566 (six pair) or approved equal. 

2.09 INNERDUCT 

A. Innerduct shall be installed on all fiber runs.  Innerduct is intended to prevent twisting 
and excess inter-cable friction to allow for future fiber optic cable installation as well as 
cable removal/replacement.   
1. Innerduct shall be 2-inch, three-cell type and contain color-coded stitching for 

cell identification. 
2. The innerduct shall have a maximum co-efficient of friction of 0.08. 
3. The innerduct shall contain a solid copper, polyvinyl color-coded conductor 

(19AWG minimum) for tracing and rated for a minimum of 6 amps and 600 volts. 
Conductor shall be placed in the sidewall edge fold of the sleeve. 

4. All innerduct cells will contain a minimum 1,250 lbs color-coded pull tape 
furnished with the innerduct. 

B. Innerduct shall be MaxCell MXD2003WH1000 or approved equal. 

2.10 WIRING SCHEDULE 

A. Refer to the Power and Signal Conduit and Cable Schedule included in attachments at 
the end of this section and following the Electrical Specification for a description of 
conduits.  

PART 3. EXECUTION 

3.01  GENERAL 

A. Keep all conductors within the allowable tension limits during installation. Lubricants for 
wire pulling, if used, shall be approved for the insulation and raceway material. Observe 
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cable Manufacturer’s and industry standard cable bending radius recommendations. 
Incoming signal cables in the station SCADA System enclosure, ATS or VFD controller 
equipment shall be bundled and laced at intervals not greater than six inches and neatly 
spread into trees and connected to their respective terminals.  

B. Sufficient slack shall be allowed in cables for alterations in terminal connections. Lacing 
shall be done with plastic cable ties using a tensioning tool designed for that purpose.  

3.02  GENERAL WIRE AND CABLE TERMINATION 

A. Power conductors No. 8 AWG and larger may be terminated directly in box-type lugs 
without terminals. Insulated terminals of the spade or ring-tongue type shall be used on 
all stranded control and power conductors No. 12 AWG and smaller. Insulated terminals 
shall be used also on all stranded instrumentation wiring.  

B. Terminals and connectors shall be installed with the compression tool recommended by 
the terminal manufacturer. Solid wire shall not be lugged, but shall be terminated with a 
full ring eye of the wire under the binding-head screw or saddle of the terminal block. 
Electrical spring connectors may be used only on lighting circuits.  

C. With the exception of the pump feeders and a temporary power service cable 
connection (shown in Elevation B on Drawing E7, request if needed from the Engineer) 
no splices shall be used in power, control, and signal wiring. The wiring shall be 
continuous from point-to-point. Extending existing cables will not be allowed. 

3.03 PUMP FEEDER CABLE SPLICES 

A.  Cable splicing provided in pump cables, provided as shown and described (Shown in Details 2 
and 3 on Drawing E8, request if required from the Engineer), shall be installed in strict 
accordance with the splice manufacturers guidelines and requirements.   

3.04 CONTROL WIRE LABELING 

A. All field wiring provided by the Contractor between the station SCADA System and VFD 
controller equipment, Standby Power ATS and Generator, pressure transducers, flowmeters 
and pump station level float switches shall be labeled at each end with applicable identification. 
When selecting wire label text for field installed wires, the Contractor shall incorporate either 
the remote device tag name or the output terminal number at the original equipment or 
control panel whenever possible. 

B. Field installed wire markers shall be Vinyl self-laminating write-on-type with transparent 
extension that laminates the written text when wrapped around itself. Markers shall be T&B 
WSL series or equal. 

C. The Contractor shall be responsible for completing the Field Control Conductor Label Schedule 
attached at the end of this section. The completed schedule will be included in the station  
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Operations and Maintenance Manual for future reference. The completed schedule must be 
submitted to the Engineer for review and approval prior to project final acceptance by the 
Owner. 

3.05 GENERAL TESTS 

A. The Contractor shall provide all material, equipment, labor, and technical supervision to 
perform tests and inspections as specified herein. It is the intent of these tests to assure 
that all electrical equipment as supplied and installed by the Contractor is operational 
within the industry and Manufacturer’s tolerances and is installed in accordance with 
design documents. 

B. If the test results indicate that corrective measures are required, the Contractor shall 
undertake all such corrective measures, and re-test until satisfactory results are 
obtained at no additional cost to the Owner.  

Note: Test reports must be submitted to the engineer prior to final acceptance by the 
owner. 

C. Conductor tests: Following the completion of installation, test conductors as follows: 
1. Visually inspect exposed sections of all conductors for physical damage. Verify 

that cable is supplied and connected in accordance with specifications and 
drawings. 

2. Perform continuity test on all conductors to ensure proper cable connection. 
3. Perform voltage and low voltage insulation resistance (Megger) tests on the 

armored cable portion of the pump feeders.  Tests are to be performed on each 
feeder after relocation during Phase 3 and before making connection at either 
end of the cable.  The Contractor is advised to follow the recommendations 
found in Article 8.9 Megger Testing found in the Technical Information Handbook 
furnished by Anixter Company. 

D. Test Values 
1. Insulation resistance tests shall be performed at 500 volts DC for one minute.  
2. Minimum megger readings at 20 degrees C shall be one megohm 

E. Fault Locating 
1. Should the test values indicate a fault in the cables insulation the Contractor 

shall follow the guidelines found in Article 8.8 Fault Locating in locating the fault. 
 The Contractor is to acquire the services of technical staff persons from Anixter 
Company in evaluating the test data and in resolving how to correct the problem. 

 
ATTACHMENTS: 
Field Control Conductor Label Schedule 
Conductor Test Report 
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FIELD CONTROL CONDUCTOR LABEL SCHEDULE 
 Page ____ of _____ 

PROJECT:  River Pump Station OWNER:  Town of Scotia, LLC 
CONTRACTOR CO. NAME: 
LABELED BY:  DATE: 

 
LABEL TEXT FROM: (SOURCE) TO:  (END EQUIP. OR DEVICE) 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
NOTES / REMARKS: 
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* * * END OF SECTION * * *

 
26 05 19 CONDUCTOR TEST REPORT Page 1 of 1 

 
PROJECT:  River Pump Station 

 
OWNER:  Town of Scotia, LLC 

 
CONTRACTOR CO. NAME: 

 
TESTED BY: 

 
PHONE NO.: 
 
TEST DATE: 

Conduit 
Label 

(1) 

V 
(2) 

C 
(3) 

Operating Load Voltage Insulation Resistance - OHMS 

   VAB VCB VCA VAN VBN VCN A-B B-C C-A A-G B-G C-G 

 
28 

              

 
34 

              

 
 

              

 
 

              

 
 

              

 
 

              

 
 

              

 
 

              

 
 

              

 
(1)  Refer to conduit and cable 
schedule and one-line diagram for 
description of feeder identified by 
label shown on this report. 
 

 
(2)  Visual Inspection - Check when 
completed. 

 
(3)  Continuity Test - Check when 
completed. 
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SECTION 26 05 33 

CONDUITS AND RACEWAYS  

PART 1. GENERAL 

1.01 DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

A. This section covers the furnishing and installation of all raceways, fittings and boxes 
used in the raw water pumping system improvements. All wiring shall be routed in 
conduit, with specific exceptions (noted on the Engineering plans available separately) in 
the area of the pumping station. 

B. Refer to specification section 26 01 00 Electrical - General for a detailed description of 
work to be performed. 

C. Ground Conductor: All power distribution raceway shall contain a minimum of one 
continuous copper equipment-grounding conductor sized in accordance with the N.E.C. 

1.02 STANDARDS AND CODES 

A. All materials and equipment specified herein shall be approved by the Underwriter’s 
Laboratories (UL) or other equivalent approved testing agencies as defined under 
California law, for the purpose for which they are used and shall bear the testing 
agencies label. 

B. All materials and equipment specified herein shall conform with all applicable NEMA, 
ANSI and IEEE standards.  

C. All materials and equipment specified herein, and their installation methods shall 
conform to the latest published version of the National Electric Code (N.E.C.). 

1.03 SUBMITTALS 

A. In accordance with the requirements of Section 01 33 00 Submittal Procedures, submit 
catalog data showing material information and conformance with specifications. The 
intended use of each item shall be indicated.  

PART 2. PRODUCTS 

2.01  GENERAL 

A. All materials shall be new, free from defects, of current manufacture, of quality specified 
or shown. Each type of material shall be of the same manufacturer throughout the 
work.  
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2.02 RACEWAY 

A. All conduits located within the existing Pump Power Building shall be galvanized rigid 
steel (G.R.C.). 

B. Above grade portion of conduits routed between the Pump Power Building and the 
Standby Power Equipment shall be galvanized rigid steel (G.R.C.).   

C. Below grade portion of conduits routed between the Pump Power Building and the 
Standby Power Equipment shall be Schedule 80 PVC. 

D. Signal conduits routed underground between the Pump Power Building and other field 
locations shall be Schedule 80 PVC. 

E. Signal conduit routed temporarily above grade between Signal Handhole HH-2 and the 
Signal Junction Box SJB-1 located at the Pump Station Structure, shall be Schedule 40 
PVC.  

F. Fiber Optic / Analog Signal conduits routed between the Pump Power Building and 
Handhole HH-10 at the end of existing conduits installed previously from the Water 
Treatment Plant Building, shall be Schedule 80 HDPE. 

G. Pump feeders routed between the Pump Power Building and the Pump Station structure 
shall be Type MC armored cable.  Refer to specification section 26 05 19 Conductors and 
the relevant standards for further detail.  

H. Rigid conduit (GRC) shall be steel, hot dipped galvanized. Terminations shall be by means 
of threaded hubs or double locknuts and insulating grounding type bushings. 

I. Nonmetallic conduit shall be rigid PVC, Schedule 80, with the exception of the temporary 
conduit noted above in item E.  Fittings shall be of the same material as the raceway and 
installed with solvent per the Manufacturer’s instructions. Conduit, fittings, and solvent 
shall all be manufactured by the same Manufacturer. All 90-degree elbows associated 
with transition from below grade shall be made with galvanized rigid steel. 

J. High Density Polyethylene Conduit Type HDPE, Schedule 80.  Vertical bends shall be 30 
inch minimum radius.  Horizontal bends shall be 60 inch minimum radius.  Bushings 
shall be provided at each handhole or end enclosure. 

2.03 FITTINGS AND BOXES 

A. Locknuts shall be extra heavy steel electroplated with zinc for sizes 3/4 inch to two 
inches. Locknuts larger than two inches shall be of malleable iron, electroplated with 
zinc.  

B. Bushings shall be steel or malleable iron threaded type electroplated with zinc or hot-dip 
galvanized. Bushings shall have a molded-phenolic or nylon-insulating collar 
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C. Junction boxes; device boxes; fixture support boxes; and oblong, round, and rectangular 
conduit fittings (condulets) for use on galvanized rigid steel raceways shall be zinc 
electroplated cast ferrous alloy. Integrally cast threaded hubs or bosses shall be 
provided for all conduit entrances and shall provide for full five thread contact on 
tightening. Drilling and threading shall be done before finishing. The cover plate shall be 
of similar cast ferrous alloy material and finish. A full body neoprene gasket shall be 
provided with the cover. Stainless steel screws shall be provided for all covers.  

2.04 CONDUIT AND CABLE SUPPORTS 

A. Racks shall be constructed from framing channel. Channels used inside the Pump Power 
Building shall be steel, hot dip galvanized, 1.5 ounces per square foot after fabrication. 
Hardware shall be electro-galvanized.  

B. Framing channels on the Pump Power Building exterior and at the Pump Station 
Structure shall be made of 304 stainless steel. All hardware shall be stainless steel.  

C. Field cuts shall be re-galvanized by the Galv-A-Weld process or by Gal-Van-Ize as 
manufactured by Lawson Products, Inc.  

D. Channels attached directly to building surfaces shall be 14-gauge minimum thickness, 1 
5/8 inches deep. 

2.05 CONDUIT SCHEDULE 

A. Refer to the Power and Signal Conduit and Cable Schedule information in Section 26 01 
00.  

PART 3. EXECUTION 

3.01 CONDUIT 

A. Exposed conduit shall be installed with runs parallel or perpendicular to walls, structural 
members or intersections of vertical planes and ceiling. No conduit shall approach closer 
than 6 inches to any object operating above the rated temperature of the insulation of 
the wiring in the conduit. Frequency of conduit supports shall be per N.E.C.  

B. Conduit supported directly from the building structure shall be spaced out at least 
1-5/8 inch using framing channel. Framing channel shall meet the requirements of 
paragraph 2.04.  

C. Welding, brazing or otherwise heating of the conduit is not allowed. Plumber’s 
perforated straphanger iron shall not be used for any purpose.  

D. Where required for ease of pulling and as necessary to meet codes, install junction or 
pull boxes even though not shown on the drawings.  
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E. Conduit shall terminate in junction boxes, outlet boxes or panels with proper fittings. 
Conduit entering freestanding panels shall terminate in clear wiring space. Where such 
conduits are located on drawings with dimensions or elevations, adjust as necessary for 
conduits to enter clear wiring space and shall be terminated with a grounding bushing.  

F. All conduit entering sheet-steel NEMA 1 boxes or cabinets shall be secured by locknuts 
on both the interior and exterior and an insulating bushing installed over the conduit 
end. All joints shall be made with standard couplings or specified unions. Running 
threads shall not be used in lieu of conduit nipples, nor shall excessive threads be used 
on any conduit. Conduit terminated in NEMA 4 shall be terminated with rain tight hubs. 
Conduits terminated in cast boxes shall have five full threads of contact. The ends of all 
conduits shall be cut square, reamed, and threaded with straight threads. Conduit joints 
shall be made up with T&B Kopr-Shield which shall be applied to the male threads only.   

G. Exercise necessary precautions to prevent the lodging of dirt, concrete or trash in the 
conduit, fittings, and boxes during the course of installation.  

H. When rigid steel conduit is threaded in the field, the threads shall be re-galvanized by the 
Galv-a-weld process or by Gal-van-ize as manufactured by Lawson Products, Inc.  

* * * END OF SECTION * * * 
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SECTION 26 24 19 

MOTOR CONTROL EQUIPMENT: For Reference Only  

PART 1. GENERAL 

 
1.01 DESCRIPTION OF WORK 
 
NOTE: This Section is included from the Scotia Utility Corridor Project specification for reference use 
only to coordinate Startup of new pumps, all work herein was conducted separately.   

A. This section covers the furnishing and installation of additions to an existing Motor 
Control Center (MCC) located in the Town of Scotia Raw Water Pump Power Building.  
These actions and additions are shown on the drawings provide to the Contractor by the 
Engineer, and are specified herein. 

B. MCC additions shall consist of two (2) vertical MCC sections containing reduced voltage 
electronic soft starters (RVSS) for operation of two (2) 250HP, 480V, 3-phase, constant 
torque submersible Raw Water Intake Pumps. 

C. This section also covers the removal of two (2) existing MCC vertical sections, as 
described in Article 5.06 below. 

1.02 STANDARDS AND CODES 

A.  All materials and equipment specified herein shall be approved by the Underwriter's 
Laboratories or other State of California approved testing agencies, for the purpose for 
which they are used and shall bear the testing agencies’ label. 

B. All materials and equipment specified herein shall conform with all applicable NEMA, 
ANSI and IEEE standards.  

C. All materials and equipment specified in this section, and their installation methods shall 
conform to the latest published version of the National Electric Code (N.E.C.). 

 
1.03 SUBMITTALS 

A. Submit catalog data showing pertinent overall dimensions and component information.  
Also provide interconnecting wiring diagrams complete with terminals numbers, 
showing interface with the Pump Control Panel (PCP100). 

1.04 COORDINATION 

A. The supplier of the motor control center shall equip the assembly with all appurtenances 
and accessories including but not limited to control relays, control contacts, control 
wiring and terminal strips as required for interface with the Pump Control Panel 
(PCP100) to provide a totally integrated and operable system.  The Contractor shall be  
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responsible for all interface and coordination between the MCC Supplier and the Pump 
Control Panel (PCP100) Integrator as necessary for coordination of MCC device and 
circuitry provision. 

1.05 WARRANTY 

A. The MCC equipment and all material and devices contained therein, shall be guaranteed 
(in the manufactures warranty) to be free from defects in materials and workmanship 
for a period of two years from project acceptance during the phase that the MCC is 
installed. 
 

1.06 OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE DATA 

A. The Manufacturer of the MCC and RVSS equipment shall prepare and assemble detailed 
operation and maintenance manuals as described herein. The manuals shall contain 
data that shall include but not be limited to the following: 
1. Programming instructions. 
2. Preventative maintenance procedures. 
3. Trouble-shooting. 
4. Calibration. 
5. Testing. 
6. Replacement of components. 
7. Automatic mode operation. 
8. Manual mode operation. 
9. System schematics. 
10. As-built wiring diagrams. 
11. Catalog data and complete parts list for all equipment and control devices. 
12. Listing of recommended spare parts. 
13. Listing of recommended maintenance tools and equipment 

1.07 SUPPLIERS 

A. Manufacturer / Series:  Eaton / Freedom 2100 Series as required to match existing MCC 
equipment.  Equipment by other manufacturers shall not be accepted. 

B. Manufacturer contact: 
Eaton - Northern California District 
Steve John, Santa Rosa Eaton Sales 
707-528-9000, SteveMJohn@Eaton.com 

 

C. Distributor contact: 
Platt Electric - Ukiah, CA 
Jeff Clevenger - Branch Manager 
(707) 462-9990  jeff.clevenger@platt.com 

 

mailto:jeff.clevenger@platt.com
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D. It is assumed that all of Part 2 and Part 3 below refer to these products and are based on 
Manufacture data and instructions.  Any conflict between them and the Contractors 
understanding of the Manufacturers directives should be discussed with the Engineer 
prior to proceeding.   

 

PART 2. PRODUCTS 
 
2.01 MOTOR CONTROL CENTER 

 
A. The motor control center shall be designed, assembled and factory tested by the 

Supplier, shall be installed by the Contractor, and shall be tested and placed into 
operation by the Supplier with assistance as necessary by the Contractor. 

 
B. The MCC shall consist of vertical sections that can be joined together to form a rigid free-

standing, completely enclosed assembly. 
 
C. Color shall be ANSI #61 gray. 
 
D. An existing vertical section metal side panel on the left end of the existing MCC shall be 

removed by the Contractor as necessary to extend the MCC by adding the additional 
RVSS pump controllers.  The MCC addition shall be furnished with power splice bus to 
connect with the existing MCC bus along with bolts to attach the two structures together. 

 
E. Floor sills and lifting means shall be provided. 
 
F. The vertical sections shall be fabricated of sheet steel, shaped, and reinforced to form a 

rigid, freestanding structure. Section shall have flange formed doors and/or covers both 
front and rear. The door shall include provisions for padlocking all breakers in the open 
position. 

 
G. The motor control center shall be suitable for operation on 480 volts, three phase, three-

wire, 60 hertz. Wiring shall be NEMA Class II, Type B. Each unit shall be completely pre-
wired with all control wiring numbered and terminated on terminal strips. No terminal 
strips are required for the load wiring. Auxiliary components such as HOA selector 
switches, indicating lights and other indicating and/or recording devices shall be 
mounted on the compartment door or cover. 

 
H. Control power for each pump soft-starter shall be provided from integral 480-120VAC 

control power transformers located within each controller. 
  

2.02 REDUCED VOLTAGE SOFT STARTER UNITS 
 
A. Motor starter units shall be combination type with the following minimum features: 

1. IT Soft Start S811 Non-Communicating, 420 Ampere, Standard Duty 
2. Pump deceleration ramp down control feature 
3. 1200A Copper Horizontal Bus 
4. Horizontal ground bus matching existing with lugs for 1/0 ground conductors. 
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5. NEMA Rated HMCP breaker, 600A frame, 500A trip set 
6. Load power feeder lugs sized tor (1) 600kcmil copper conductor per phase. 
7. IT Soft Start 120V Interface and 100VA Control Power Transformer 
8. Hand-Off-Auto Selector Switch with "switch in auto position" auxiliary contact 
9. Load feeder cable incoming through back at 8 inches above bottom. 
10. Door-mounted LED PTT indicating lights for, RUN and FAIL (overload tripped) 

with engraved labels. 
11. Control relays and / or RVSS output contacts for remote communication of PUMP 

IN AUTO, PUMP RUNNING, OVERLOAD TRIP status to the station Pump Control 
Panel (PCP100). 

12. Soft Start Operator Interface Unit mounted on the vertical section door. 
 

2.03 CONTROL RELAYS 

A. Control relays shall be industrial “ice cube” type, respond in 25 ms, capable of 200,000 
operations (electrical and mechanical), and carry 5 Amps at 220VAC.  They must be SPDT 
at a minimum and have an indicating light to show when they are energized.   

B. Control relays shall mount in sockets secured to DIN rail and be interchangeable with 
one another.  Two spare relays of each type shall be provided with the system.   

C. Control relays shall be General Electric CR420 or equal. 
 

2.04 NAMEPLATES 
A. Each motor control center controller shall have a nameplate designating the equipment 

and its identifying number. Data shall be as shown on the one-line diagrams.  
Nameplates shall be made of 1/16" thick machine engraved laminated phenolic having 
white letters not less than 3/8" high on a black background.  Nameplates for identifying 
relays and devices that are located inside the panels shall be of the sandwich phenolic 
described above. 
  

PART 3. EXECUTION 

3.01 GENERAL 
A. The Motor control center shall be completely factory pre-wired and tested and delivered 

to the site ready for external connections to the existing MCC and field equipment.  
B. All assembly and wiring not completed by the Manufacturer, due to shipping sections, 

shall be the responsibility of the Contractor. 
 

3.02 INSTALLATION 
 

A. Only workers who are skilled and experienced in the installation of MCC equipment shall 
perform the installation of the MCC equipment additions in the Raw Water Pump Power 
Building. 

 
B. The motor control center shall be leveled and securely anchored to the floor. 
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C. Installation shall include all interconnecting wiring between the RVSS equipment and the 
Pump Control Panel (PCP100) and equipment motors as shown on the drawings. All field 
installed control and signal wiring installed by the Contractor shall be labeled at both 
ends for ease of servicing in accordance with the requirements of Section 26 05 19. 
 

3.03 WIRING 
A. Refer to 26 05 19 - 3.02 Wire and Cable Termination. 
 
 

3.04 START-UP 
A. After completion of the installation, the MCC Supplier shall fully test and place the RSVV 

equipment into operation.   
 

B. The Contractor shall be responsible for coordinating with the Pump Control Panel 
(PCP100) programmer for communications between the Pump Control Panel PLC and 
RVSS's. 

 
C. The MCC Supplier shall be responsible for programming and configuration changes of 

the RVSS required during startup and testing. Final configuration settings shall be 
documented and provided to the Owner for reference. 

 
D. The Contractor, with the assistance of the Pump Control Panel PLC programmer as 

necessary, shall correct all deficiencies and defects and make any and all repairs, 
replacements, modifications and adjustments as malfunctions or failures occur. The 
Contractor shall perform all such work required to cause and maintain proper operation 
of the RVSS equipment. 

 
3.05 OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE TRAINING 

A. The Contractor shall conduct a specifically organized training session in operation and 
maintenance of the RVSS equipment for personnel employed by the Owner. The training 
sessions shall be conducted to educate and train the personnel in maintenance and 
operation of the units. Training shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 
1. Preventative maintenance procedures. 
2. Programming procedures. 
3. Troubleshooting. 
4. Calibration. 
5. Testing. 
6. Replacement of components. 
7. Automatic mode operation. 
8. Manual mode operation. 

 
B. One training session of at least two (2) hours in duration, shall be conducted at the 

Pump Station Power Building (after start-up of RVSS equipment associated with Pump 
P101A) concerning instruction and operation of the RVSS equipment. The MCC Supplier 
shall prepare and assemble specific instruction materials for the training session and 
shall supply such materials to the Contractor at least two (2) weeks prior to the time of 
the training. 
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3.06 EXISTING MCC DEMOLITION 

A.     The Contractor shall be responsible for the complete removal of two existing MCC 
vertical section containing RVSS associated with (2) original Raw Water Intake Pumps, (1) 
Raw Water Booster Pump and (1) Fire Water Booster Pump.   
 

*** END OF SECTION *** 
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SECTION 33 12 23.06 
 

MULTI-STAGE VERTICAL TURBINE PUMPS 
 
PART 1 GENERAL 
1.01 SUMMARY 

A.  This section includes general specification for furnishing all material, equipment, and 
incidentals required for the installation of multi-stage vertical turbine pumps, motors, 
and coordinated control systems. Contractor shall furnish pumps, motor, motor 
controls, and other equipment as shown on the Drawings. The station shall be complete 
with pumps, motors, piping, valves, electrical work (including motor controls), structures, 
connections, and appurtenances, tested and ready for operations. 

B.  Equipment List: 
Item Equipment No. 

Raw Water Pumps 
 

P-RW-1 
P-RW-2 

 
C. Related Sections: 

Section 01 33 00:  Submittal Procedures 
Section 01 40 00: Quality Requirements 
Section 01 60 00:  Product Requirements 
Section 01 70 00:  Execution and Closeout Requirements 
Section 26 01 00:  Electrical Specifications 
Section 26 05 19: Conductors  
Section 26 05 33: Conduits and Raceways 
Section 26 24 19: Motor Control Equipment 
Section 33 1223 06: Multi-Stage Vertical Turbine Pumps 
Section 40 05 19: Ductile Iron Process Piping 
Section 40 27 02: Process Valves and Operators 
 

1.02 SUBMITTALS 

A.  "Section 01 33 00: Submittal Procedures": Requirements for submittals. 

B.  Installation Data & Startup Data: Submit the manufacturer’s pump manual including 
installation and startup testing basic requirements 

C. Startup Checklist: Submit pump startup checklist indicating all monitored parameters 
and testing to be performed and the individuals responsible for carrying out and 
documenting each item. 

D. Manufacturers' Data: Submit materials of construction and equipment weights. 

E.  Manufacturers' Certifications: Submit documentation certifying that the pumping units 
and level control units are suitable for the design intended, will operate within the 
ranges specified, and are provided in conformance with this Specification section. 
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F.  Shop Drawings: Full and consistent dimensions and cross-sectional views of all 
equipment and details for construction for the flow inducer, pump spools and check 
valves to be installed.  Partial or incomplete dimensioning, particularly in lengths/depth 
related axis will be rejected or revision and resubmission requested.   

G.  Design Data: Submit manufacturer's latest published literature including illustrations, 
installation instructions, maintenance instructions, and parts lists. 

H.  Submit five (5) copies of operation and maintenance manuals and recommended list of 
spare parts not included in this Specification. 

 
1.03 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

A.  Pumping units shall be designed and furnished in accordance with the latest Hydraulic 
Institute and AWWA Standard for submersible turbine pumps. 

B.  Pump shall be furnished, installed, and tested and verified to maintain constant water 
delivery pressure, which will be reported to the Owners representative. 

C.  The pump curve for the pump used should be provided and show a reasonably broad 
and optimal performance profile in the flow and pressure range expected for use. 
Review by Engineer prior to approval.   

1.04 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS 

A. "Section 01 70 00: Execution and Closeout Requirements": Requirements for submittals 

B. Startup Report: Submit startup report containing documentation of all testing 
performed. Include any deviations from expected values and any corrective actions that 
were performed. 

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Perform work in accordance with County of Humboldt Public Works standards, Scotia 
CSD standards, California Department of Drinking Water Title 17 and 22 Regulations, and 
the pump and motor manufacturer’s published instructions and recommendations. 

1.06 QUALIFICATIONS 

A.  Manufacturer: Company specializing in manufacturing products specified in this section 
with minimum five (5) years documented experience. 

B.  Installer: Company specializing in performing work of this section with minimum five (5) 
years documented experience. 

1.07 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A.  "Section 01 60 00: Product Requirements": Requirements for transporting, handling, 
storing, and protecting products. 
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B.  Prepare valves and accessories for shipment according to AWWA Standards and seal 
valve and ends to prevent entry of foreign matter into product body. 

C.  Store products in areas protected from weather, moisture, or possible damage; do not 
store products directly on ground; handle products to prevent damage to interior or 
exterior surfaces. 

D. Review and follow manufacturers recommendations or the above.  

1.08 ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

A.  Conduct operations not to interfere with, interrupt, damage, destroy, or endanger 
integrity of surface or subsurface structures or utilities, and landscape in immediate or 
adjacent areas. 

1.09 COORDINATION 

A.  Coordinate work with Town of Scotia Company, LLC (TOS). 

1.10  MAINTENANCE MATERIALS 

A.  "Section 01 70 00: Execution and Closeout Requirements": Requirements for 
maintenance materials. 

B.  Provide two (2) sets of gaskets and seal kits. 
 
PART 2  PRODUCTS 

2.01  RAW WATER PUMPS P-RW-1, P-RW-2 

A.  General 
1.  Constant speed deep well submersible vertical turbine with inline check and all 

necessary riser pipe and flanges (Spools) to provide for an above ground 
discharge and connection/installation into the raw water intake manifold located 
at the raw water intake site. 

B.  Manufacturer 
1.  Pumps shall be manufactured by FloWise Pumps, Model 11MC-2, or approved 

equal. 
2.  Factory-pump performance curves and full dimensions shall be submitted for 

any alternate pumps suggested for full technical assessment of “equivalence” by 
the owner representative/Engineer . 

C.  Operating Conditions 
1.  Design Conditions:  1,500 gallons per minute (gpm) 
2.  Design Head:  450 feet total dynamic head (TDH) 
3.  Power:  209 horsepower (hp) 
4.  Impeller Diameter: 8.5625 inches 
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D.  Pump Construction: For reference only.   
1. Pump selected is specifically a FloWise Pumps, Model 11MC-2 per manufacture 

specification.  Construction specification repeated here for equivalence 
justification guidance only.   

2.  Bowl Assembly: The bowls shall be flanged type constructed of close-grained cast 
iron conform to ASTM A48, Class 30. They shall be free from sand holes, 
blowholes, or other faults and must be accurately machined and fitted to close 
tolerances. They shall be capable of withstanding a hydrostatic pressure equal to 
twice the pressure at rated flow or 1.5 times shut-off head, whichever is greater. 
The intermediate bowls shall have enamel or epoxy lined waterways for 
maximum efficiency and wear protection. All intermediate bowls shall be of 
identical design for interchangeability. All the bowls shall be fitted with sleeve 
type bearings of bronze alloy C89835. A discharge bowl shall be used to connect 
bowl assembly to the discharge pipe. An extra-long bronze bearing packed with 
non-soluble grease shall be provided in the top bowl and extended into the 
discharge bowl. The bearing shall have a threaded cast iron cap or plug at the 
top to protect the bearing from abrasives. The hub of the discharge bowl should 
be such that the bearing can be easily removed through the top of the hub. A 
thrust ring shall be above the top impeller to prevent excessive vertical upthrust. 

2.  Impellers: The impellers shall be constructed from ASTM A743/744 CF8 Stainless 
Steel and shall be the enclosed type. They shall be free from defects and must be 
accurately cast, machined, balanced, and filed for optimum performance and 
minimum vibration. Impellers shall be balanced to grade G6.3 of ISO 1940 as 
minimum. They shall be securely fastened to the bowl shaft with taper locks of 
C1018. 

3.  Motor Adaptor: The inlet motor adapter shall be of ASTM A536 Gr. 60-40-18 
ductile iron and shall contain an extra-long bronze bearing. The inlet area shall 
have a net open area of at least four (4) times the eye of the impeller; it shall be 
protected with a Type 304 stainless steel screen. The openings on the screen 
shall not be more than 75% of the minimum opening of the water passage 
through the bowl or the impeller. 

4.  Shaft: The pump shaft shall be of ASTM 582 Type 416 stainless steel. It shall be 
precision ground and polished with surface finish better than 40 microns (root 
mean square [RMS]). 

5.  Coupling: The shaft coupling shall be of stainless steel and be capable of 
transmitting the total torque and total thrust of the bowl assembly in either 
direction of rotation. 

E.  Discharge Pipe 
1.  The discharge pipe shall be ASTM A312, 8-inch steel pipe, connected by threaded 

sleeve type steel coupling. The ends of the pipes shall have ANSI B1.20.1 
standard tapered pipe threads. All flanged fittings to be rated to 250 psi. 

 
F.  Submersible Cable 

1.  Refer to the manufacturer’s recommendation and Section 26 01 00 Electrical 
Specification. 
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H.  Submersible Electric Motor 
1.  The motor shall be a Hitachi 250 HP Submersible motor (as provide by the 

owner) or equivalent.  For reference this is a heavy-duty canned (or wet-wound) 
type of National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) design, 3,600 
maximum rpm, with outside diameter not to exceed 8.52 inches. The motor shall 
be capable of continuous operation under water at the specified conditions 
outlined above. A suitable thrust bearing shall be incorporated in the lower end 
of the motor adequate to receive the entire hydraulic thrust load of the pump 
unit plus the weight of the rotating parts regardless of the direction of rotation. 
The motor shall have a 1.15 service factor, and suitable for use on 460-volt, 3-
phase, 60-Hz electric service. 

2.  The motor leads shall be of sufficient length so that they may be spliced above 
the bowl assembly and the leads shall be protected by a Type 304 stainless steel 
cable guard held in place with stainless steel banding. As the motor lead exits the 
top of the cable guard, it shall be properly protected to prevent damaging or 
cutting the lead by the cable guard material. 

3. For additional requirements pertaining to motor leads, splicing, testing, and 
startup, see specification Section 26 01 00 and the manufactures manual. 

 
 
PART 3. EXECUTION 

3.01 PREPARATION 

A. Contractor to verify all dimensions at the site prior to final fabrication of pipe spools.  
This will include pump & motor lengths, and elevations of the intake gallery, sump top 
and bottom, and baffle height and will coordinate with the Owners 
representative/Engineer to confirm suction (inducer syphon), pump intake and line check 
value elevation are appropriate as built. 

B. Identify required lines, levels, contours, and datum locations.  Particularly identify the 
low level alarm location/water level and verify that the line check centerline is at or 
below the low level alarm (and thus cutoff) level.   

C.  Locate, identify, and protect utilities and assure they remain free from damage. 

D.  Do not interrupt existing utilities without permission and without arranging to provide 
temporary utility services. 
1.  Notify TOS not less than five (5) days in advance of proposed utility interruption. 
2.  Do not proceed without written permission from the TOS. 
 

E. Startup shall be in accordance with ”Starting of Systems” in Section 01 70 00 Execution 
and Closeout Requirements and with the direction of the manufacturers startup 
manuals and manufacturer’s representative. 

3.02 GENERAL 

A.  All pumps and appurtenances shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer's 
recommendations. Provide all electrical and mechanical connections. 
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B.  The pump system shall be factory assembled, wired, electrically tested, hydrostatically 
tested, calibrated, adjusted, and shipped ready for field piping connection and wiring. 
Any pre- or post-installation pump system or motor dry testing (if any is required or 
directed) will be specifically briefed by the manufacturer’s representative to the 
Contractor and the Engineer.  This is to ensure the procedures are approved, non-
damaging, and required to ensure smooth operation of all components. 

C.  Acceptance tests shall be run by the Contractor under the direction of the 
manufacturer’s representative (and observed by the owner’s representative/Engineer) 
and per manufacturer’s instructions to demonstrate that the pumping units, motors, and 
control systems meet the following requirements: 
1.  The pumping units operate as specified without excessive noise, cavitation, 

vibrations, and without overheating of the bearings. 
2.  All automatic control and manual controls function and operate in accordance 

with the specified requirements. 
3.  All drive equipment operates without being overloaded. 
4.  All level control settings are correct for pump-system start and stop conditions. 

D.  All field-testing shall be completed under the supervision of the manufacturer's 
representative. 

E.  The manufacturer shall provide a minimum of four (4) hours of total training time for the 
pump system installation. 

F. Pump column must be filled with water prior to startup with all air expelled. The pump 
shall not be allowed to turn on against an empty column. 

G. Hydraulic parameters to include pressure and flow shall be monitored and recorded 
during the startup period at one-minute intervals maximum. Pressure must be read at 
the discharge elbow of the pump and in the line after leaving pump station manifold 
when fully connected to the raw water pipeline and system. Flow may be monitored 
remote from the pump provided that ALL water passes through the flow measurement 
device and no diversion or bypass occurs before the measurement location. 

H. Prior to connection to the raw water pipeline, pump shall be discharged to a temporary 
storage tank at the intake location. Position tankage within 100 yards laterally and 25 
feet in elevation of wet well to provide the equivalent of going to ground with water at 
the wellhead. Pumping shall occur for 10 minutes minimum and the discharge volume 
during the period shall be monitored. Electrical testing during this period shall be in 
accordance with Division 26 and the Electrical Performance Test Procedure. 

I. After the initial pump test to tankage, the pump shall be connected to the raw water 
pipeline and online startup testing shall be performed. 

3.03 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

A.  "Section 01 70 00: Execution and Closeout Requirements": Field inspecting, testing, 
adjusting, and balancing. 

*** END OF SECTION ***
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SECTION 40 05 19  
 

DUCTILE IRON PROCESS PIPE 

PART 1. GENERAL 

1.01 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 
1. Ductile-iron pipe 
2. Ductile-iron, malleable-iron, and cast-iron fittings 
3. Accessories 

B. Related Requirements: 
Section 40 27 02: Process Valve and Operators 

1.02 REFERENCE STANDARDS 

A. American Water Works Association (AWWA): 
AWWA C104/A21.4-16: Cement-Mortar Lining for Ductile-Iron Pipe and Fittings 
AWWA C110-12 Ductile-Iron and Gray-Iron Fittings 
AWWA C111/A21.11-17: Rubber-Gasket Joints for Ductile-Iron Pressure Pipe and 

Fittings 
AWWA C115-11: Flanged Ductile-Iron Pipe with Ductile-Iron or Gray-Iron 

Threaded Flanges 
AWWA C150/A21.50: Thickness Design of Ductile-Iron Pipe 
AWWA C151/A21.51: Ductile-Iron Pipe, Centrifugally Cast 
AWWA C153/53-6: Ductile-Iron Compact Fittings for Water Service 

B. American Society for Mechanical Engineers (ASME) International: 
ASME B16.1: Gray Iron Pipe Flanges and Flanged Fittings: Classes 25, 125, 

and 250. 
ASME B31.3: Process Piping. 

C. ASTM International (ASTM): 
ASTM A48/A48M: Standard Specification for Gray Iron Castings. 

D. NSF International: 
NSF 61: Drinking Water System Components - Health Effects. 
NSF 372: Drinking Water System Components - Lead Content. 

E. Additional Confirming Engineering Design Reference Values for Commercial Products: 
1. Environmental Engineering Reference Manual (Lindeburg M., 2009); For universal 

surface properties, flow losses and expected sizing. 
2. Manufacturer’s Cutsheet Data; for verification of pipe and flange true test 

pressures. 
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1.03 COORDINATION 

A. Section 01 30 00–Administrative Requirements: Requirements for coordination. 

B. Coordinate Work of this section with piping and equipment connections specified in 
other sections and indicated on Drawings. 

1.04 PREINSTALLATION MEETINGS 

A. Section 01 30 00–Administrative Requirements: Requirements for preinstallation 
meeting. 

B. Convene minimum two weeks prior to commencing Work of this Section. 

1.05 SUBMITTALS 

A. Section 01 33 00–Submittal Procedures: Requirements for submittals. 

B. Product Data: Submit manufacturer information regarding pipe and fittings. 

C. Shop Drawings: Indicate layout of piping systems, including equipment, critical 
dimensions, sizes, and materials lists. 

D. Manufacturer's Certificate: Certify that products meet or exceed specified requirements. 

1.06 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS 

A. Section 01 70 00–Execution and Closeout Requirements: Requirements for submittals. 

B. Project Record Documents: Record actual locations of piping, valves and other 
appurtenances, connections, lengths, and elevations. 

C. Identify and describe unexpected variations to subsurface conditions or discovery of 
uncharted utilities. 

1.07 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Section 01 40 00–Quality Requirements: Requirements for submittals. 

B. Permanently mark each length of pipe with manufacturer's name or trademark and 
indicate conformance to standards. 

C. Materials in Contact with Potable Water: Certified according to NSF 61 and NSF 372. 

D. Perform work in accordance with County of Humboldt Public Works standards, Scotia 
CSD standards, and California Department of Drinking Water Title 17 and 22 Regulations. 
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1.08 QUALIFICATIONS 

A. Manufacturer: Company specializing in manufacturing products specified in this section 
with minimum three years' experience. 

B. Installer: Company specializing in performing Work of this section with minimum five 
years' experience. 

1.09 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A. Section 01 60 00–Product Requirements: Requirements for transporting, handling, 
storing, and protecting products. 

B. Inspection: Accept materials on Site in manufacturer's original packaging and inspect for 
damage. 

C. Store materials according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

D. Protection: 
1. Protect materials from moisture and dust by storing in clean, dry location remote 

from construction operations areas. 
2. Protect piping and appurtenances by storing off ground. 
3. Provide additional protection according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

1.10 EXISTING CONDITIONS 

A. Field Measurements: 
1. Verify field measurements prior to fabrication. 

a. Sump bottom elevation (± 0.2-foot) 
b. Sump height/depth bellow main gallery floor level (± 0.2-foot)  
c. Water surface elevation (± 0.2-foot) 
d. Baffle top elevation (± 0.2-foot)  
e. Hexagonal vault base elevation (± 0.2-foot) 
f. Pump bottom impeller eye distance to connection flange, that is, the 

discharge flange connecting to the pump/check connection spool (± ¼-
inch) 

g. Line check valve centerline to standing waterline as set (± ¼-inch) 
h. Line check valve centerline connection flange of main riser spool (± ¼-

inch)  
i. Final Pump/Check connection spool length (± ¼-inch) 
j. Final post check riser spool length (± 1-inch)  
k. The as installed check valve full height, from intake to discharge flanges 

(± ¼-inch) 
l. Pump and inducer unit full length from the pump discharge connection 

flange to the inducer intake, as well as inducer intake plus screen (± 1-
inch)     
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B. Manufacturer’s data and/or previous field location design drawings or data will not be 
accepted in lieu of these measurements. 

C. Indicate field measurements on Shop Drawings. 

1.11 TOLERANCES 

A. In accordance with Section 01 40 00–Quality Requirements  

PART 2. PRODUCTS 

2.01 DUCTILE IRON PIPE AND FITTINGS 

A. Piping: 
1. Comply with AWWA C115 & C151. 
2. Pressure class: 250 minimum. 

B. Fittings: 
1. Material: AWWA C110, ductile iron. 
2. Class 250 psi minimum pressure rating. 
3. Flanged Fittings: Comply with AWWA C110 with ductile iron flanges. 

C. Cement-Mortar Lining: 
1. Comply with AWWA C104. 
2. Thickness: single. 

D. Outside Coating: 
1. Exposed Service: bituminous, manufacturer’s standard. 

2.02 ACCESSORIES 

A. Gaskets: US Pipe, Full Face Flange-Type 

B. Hardware: Type 316 Stainless Steel 

2.03 SOURCE QUALITY CONTROL 

A. Provide shop inspection of completed assembly. 

2.04 CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 

If manufacturer is approved by authorities having jurisdiction, submit certificate of compliance 
indicating Work performed at manufacturer's facility conforms to Contract Documents. 
Specified shop tests are not required for Work performed by approved manufacturer. 
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PART 3. EXECUTION 

3.01 EXAMINATION 

A. Prior to fabricating pipe spools, verify existing conditions (see Article 1.10, above). Verify 
that field dimensions are as indicated on Drawings and report any deviations. 

B. Clear all deviations with the Engineer prior to startup. Engineer will be on site to verify all 
dimensions as specified in Article 1.10 are consistent with a good installation when the 
pump is lowered and set.  

C. Inspect existing flanges for nonstandard bolt hole configurations or design, and verify 
that new pipe and flange mate properly. 

D. Inspect wafer valve for bolt circle configuration and verify proper flange bolt mating. 

3.02 PREPARATION 

A. Section 01 70 00–Execution and Closeout Requirements: Requirements for installation 
preparation. 

B. Thoroughly clean pipe and fittings before installation. 

C. Surface Preparation: 
1. Clean surfaces to remove loose rust, mill scale, and other foreign substances by 

power wire brushing. 
2. Solvent-clean surfaces that are not shop primed. 

3.03 INSTALLATION 

A. Exposed Service Piping: 
1. According to ASME B31.3. 
2. Run piping straight along alignment as indicated on Drawings, with minimum 

number of joints. 

B. Fittings: 
1. According to manufacturer’s instructions. 
2. Clean gasket seats thoroughly, and wipe gaskets clean prior to installation. 
3. Tighten bolts progressively, drawing up bolts on opposite sides until bolts are 

uniformly tight; use torque wrench to tighten bolts to manufacturer’s 
instructions. 

4. Provide required upstream and downstream clearances from devices as 
indicated on Drawings. 

C. Make taps to ductile iron piping only with service saddle, tapping boss of a fitting or 
valve body, or equipment casting. 
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D. Field Cuts: According to pipe manufacturer’s instructions. 

E. Perform work in accordance with County of Humboldt Public Works standards, Scotia 
CSD standards, California Department of Drinking Water Title 17 and 22 Regulations 

3.04 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

A. In accordance with Section 01 40 00–Quality Requirements subsections: Quality Control, 
and Testing and Inspection Services 

B. Inspection: 
1. Inspect for damage to pipe lining or coating and for other defects that may be 

detrimental as determined by Architect/Engineer. 
2. Repair damaged piping or provide new, undamaged pipe. 
3. After installation, inspect for proper supports and interferences. 

3.05 CLEANING 

A. Section 01 70 00–Execution and Closeout Requirements specifies requirements for 
cleaning. 

B. Keep pipe interior clean as installation progresses. 

C. After installation, clean pipe interior of soil, grit, and other debris. 

***END OF SECTION***  
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SECTION 40 27 02 
 

PROCESS VALVES AND OPERATORS 
 

PART 1. GENERAL 
 
1.01 REFERENCES 

 
A. The following is a list of standards that may be referenced in this section: 

1. American Society for Mechanical Engineers (ASME): 
a. B16.1, Gray Iron Pipe Flanges and Flanged Fittings: Classes 25, 125, and 

250 
2. ASTM-International (ASTM): 

a. ASTM A536, Standard Specification for Ductile Iron Castings 
3. American Water Works Association (AWWA): 

a. C111/A21.11, Rubber-Gasket Joints for Ductile-Iron Pressure Pipe and 
Fittings 

b. C550, Protective Interior Coatings for Valves and Hydrants 
4. NSF International (NSF): 61, Drinking Water System Components Health Effects 

 
1.02 SUBMITTALS 
 

A. Action Submittals: 
1. Product data sheets for each make and model. 
2. Complete catalog information, descriptive literature, specifications, and 

identification of materials of construction. 
3. Certification for compliance to NSF 61 for valves used for drinking water service 
 

B. Informational Submittals: 
1. Operation and Maintenance Data including diagrams, field serviceable parts, 

maintenance schedule, and maintenance procedures in accordance with Section 
01 70 00: Execution and Closeout Requirements. 

 
PART 2. PRODUCTS 
 
2.01  GENERAL 

 
A. Valve to be suitable for intended service.  Renewable parts not to be of a lower quality 

than specified. 
 
B. Valve same size as adjoining pipe, unless otherwise called out on Drawings or in 

Supplements. 
 

C. Valve ends to suit adjacent piping. 
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D. Resilient seated valves shall have no leakage (drip-tight) in either direction at valve rated 
design pressure. All other valves shall have no leakage (drip-tight) in either direction at 
valve rated design pressure, unless otherwise allowed for in this section or in stated 
valve standard. 
 

E. Size operators and actuators to operate valve for full range of pressures and velocities. 
 
2.02 MATERIALS 
 

A. Valve materials in contact with or intended for drinking water service to meet the 
following requirements: 
1. Materials to comply with requirements of the Safe Drinking Water Act and 

other applicable federal, state, and local requirements. 
2. Coatings materials to be formulated from materials deemed acceptable to 

NSF 61. 
 

2.03 FACTORY FINISHING 
 

A. General: 
1. Interior coatings for valves shall be in accordance with AWWA C550, unless 

otherwise specified. 
2. Interior lining and exterior coating for valves shall be manufacturer’s standard 

two-part epoxy 
3. Material in contact with potable water shall conform to NSF 61. 
 

B. Where epoxy lining and coating are specified, factory finishing shall be as follows: 
1. In accordance with AWWA C550. 
2. Two-part liquid material with minimum 7-mil dry film thickness except where 

limited by valve operating tolerances. 
 

2.04 VALVES 
 

A. Check Valves: 
1. Silent Check Valve 1 Inch to 10 Inches: 

a. Manufacturers and Products: 
Cla-Val; Series 580 

b. Or equivalent to; Wafer style, 250 psi rated, spring controlled, non-slam, 
ASTM 536 65-45-12 ductile iron body, Type 304 stainless steel disc and 
seat, Type 316 stainless steel helical or conical spring, valve disc center-
guided at both ends with through integral shaft and spring loaded for 
silent operation, seat and plug  hand replaceable in the field, flow 
through body equal or greater than cross-sectional area of equivalent 
pipe size. Include full faced gaskets for installation. 

 
B. Self-Regulated Automatic Valves: 

1. Combination Air-Relief Valve for Vertical Turbine Service: 
a. 2-inch NPT connection with 1/32-inch air relief orifice 
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b. Install with 2-inch cork stop at pipe wall. Include tee with manual vent 
side and air valve side, each with ball valve shutoff. 

c. Coordinate installation height to accommodate clearance with new 
fabricated vault cover. 

d. Manufacturer and Product: Crispin; Model AL20/M5 or Equivalent as 
defined above (Engineer to evaluate substitutions) 

 
 

PART 3. EXECUTION 
 
3.01 PREPARATION 

 
A. Prior to ordering valves, Contractor to verify compatibility with existing flanges and 

coordinate fabrication of flange classes on new spools to ensure pressure rating and 
valve bolt pattern is compatible. 

 
3.02 INSTALLATION 

 
A. Flange Ends: 

1. Flanged valve bolt holes shall be distributed in the flange so as to straddle 
vertical centerline of pipe (that is, even number of holes all without bolt holes of 
even tightening). 

2. Clean flanged and wafer faces, insert full faced gasket and bolts, and tighten nuts 
progressively to apply uniform/balanced torque in a star (crisscross) pattern in 
accordance with manufacturers published recommendations. 

 
B. Valve Installation and Orientation: 

1. General: 
a. Install valves so handles operate from fully open to fully closed without 

encountering obstructions. 
b. Install valves in location for easy access for routine operation and 

maintenance. 
c. Install valves according to manufacturer's recommendations. 
d. Analog pressure gauges to be mounted up-sensed (facing properly 

upward), never sidewise of upside down, to prevent vapor lock, internal 
flooding of the gauge and/or gauge damage.   

2. Check Valves: 
a. Install valve in horizontal or vertical flow (up) flow piping only for liquid 

services. 
b. Install swing check valve with shaft in horizontal position. 

 
 

3.03 TESTS AND INSPECTION 
 

A. Valve may be tested either while testing pipelines, or as a separate step. 
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B. Test that valves open and close smoothly under operating pressure conditions.  
 

C. Inspect air and vacuum valves as pipe is being filled to verify venting and seating is fully 
functional. 
 
 

 

***END OF SECTION*** 
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PART V–CONTRACT SPECIFIC PLANS AND ATTACHMENTS 
 
 

BOUND SEPARATELY 
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CIVIL ENGINEERING • ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES • GEOSCIENCES • PLANNING • SURVEYING   

 
  

 

Phone: (707) 441-8855   Email: info@shn-engr.com   Web: shn-engr.com 
812 W. Wabash Avenue, Eureka, CA  95501-2138 

 
Reference: 005161.514 
 
December 3, 2020 
 
Ryan Wahlund 
Wahlund Construction 
690 Indianola Rd. 
Eureka, CA 95503 
 
 
Subject: Response to Comments in Memorandum Dated November 24, 2020 
 
Ryan below is SHN’s response to your memo dated November 24, 2020 
 
Page 12 Paragraph 8; (Part I-3) 
“No soils/geotechnical investigation…”–Notice to Contractor  
This is standard contract language for civil publics work projects, as this phase does not require 
installation of any new structures, only modification and replacement of existing pumps and 
appurtenances in an existing structure, no geotechnical report is necessary. This request will be 
removed for this bid. 
 
Page 18, Paragraph 5; (Part I-9) 
“THE PLANS GOVERN.”–Proposal  
At level of major equipment, the comment from WCI would seem to be a statement of common practice 
and is accepted without comment.  However, if WCI wishes to point out an omission or error they are 
strongly encouraged to do so.  However, please note, at the level of basic material the contractor is 
expected to reasonably project their cost. 
 
 Page 50, Paragraph 3; (Part II-7) 
Item 1.1 – Section II–Control of Work  
This statement is clear and reasonable as stated in the specification text.  The contractor should be able 
to accept responsibility to interpret plans and the requirement to submit requests for information (RFIs) 
and/or the required formal submittals to conduct the work in a professional manner based on observed 
discrepancies in the field.  
  
Page 66, Item F;  (Part III-3) 
Time of Completion–Special Provisions  
The CWI comment seems to be a reasonable interpretation of the specification.  No further comments 
required.   
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Page 75, Item 1.03.A.3;  (01 10 00 – 2) 
Summary of Work  
This statement is common to all contractor/engineer relationships.  It simply indicates that project 
contractor effort levels are part of the contractor’s responsibility to project and bid as part of the bid 
process.   
 
Page 76, Item 1.03.C.2; (01 10 00 – 3) 
Summary of Work  
The last sentence of 1.03C.2 of specification 01 00 00 will be modified to read as follows:  “The 
Contractor will be responsible for detecting and reporting field conditions.” 
 
Contractor may request further discussion to better understand what type of adaptation is appropriate 
and expected, as well as what procedures in the RFI, Submittal, and/or change order process is required 
and when.  
 
Page 80, Item 1.13.A;   (01 10 00 – 7) 
Summary of the Work 
[Permits required]  It is agreed that the provisions are in conflict without clarification on payments and 
filing responsibilities.  The Contract Documents prevail; therefore, item E of Section III of the General 
Provisions prevails.   1.13.A will be struck. 
 
Page 86, Bid Item 2.0;  (01 22 00 – 3) 
Measurement and Payment  
As we discussed, WCI will work on equipment supplier to provide warranties on the Flowise pump and 
Hitachi motor.  If WCI is unable to secure warranties with stated eq, please submit a bid alternative.  
 
Page 87, Bid Item 5.0, Phase 2;  (01 22 00 – 4) 
Measurement and Payment  
Concur/no comment.   
 
Page 88, Part 1 (B)B.;   (01 30 00–1) 
Administrative Requirements  
This is within the responsibility of the prime contractor and their electrical subcontractor’s responsibility, 
and WCI must include this within their bid to qualify to do the work.   
 
Page 110, Section 26 
Electrical–General  
WCI to bid when they have received and concurred with the information from their subcontractors.   
 

Sincerely, 

SHN 

 
Mike K. Foget, PE 
Principal Engineer 
 

MKF:lam 
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Phone: (707) 441-8855   Email: info@shn-engr.com   Web: shn-engr.com 
812 W. Wabash Avenue, Eureka, CA  95501-2138 

 

CIVIL ENGINEERING • ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES • GEOSCIENCES • PLANNING • SURVEYING   

Reference:  005161.514 
 
April May 1216, 2021 
 
Frank Bacik, President 
Town of Scotia Company, LLC 
P.O. Box 245 
Scotia, CA 95565 
 

Subject: Scotia Water System Controls Coordination 
 
Dear Frank Bacik: 
 
This letter contains coordination documentation for the Scotia Raw Water Pumping Control and Data 
Acquisition System. Included is an overview of the system, a control narrative and preliminary setpoints. 
Process and instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs), instrument and signal list, and integrator 
documentation are included in the attachments to this letter. Note that this document is preliminary 
and will be further refined after start-up of the first pump and system calibration. Additionally, some of 
the control and recording functions have yet to be implemented and will be refined and deployed in a 
later phase. Items from this later phase of software development are not required for initial startup and 
the preliminary text is highlighted. 
  

1.0 Water System Overview 
The Scotia water system consists of an intake gallery and wet well at the Eel River, two submersible river 
pumps, a Pump Control Building, a 1-million gallon (MG) raw water storage tank, two 0.5-MG fire water 
storage tanks, a drinking water treatment plant, a 0.48-MG finish water tank, and the industrial raw 
water metering station that feeds the Mill and Power Plant. 
 
The following section details the physical layout and components of the water system. The control 
description follows the below section. 
 

1.1 System Configuration 
1.1.1 River Intake and Pump Control Building 
The river pump intake gallery consists of two parallel infiltration lines below the Eel River, which feed a 
wet well structure at the river bank. The top of the structure is at an elevation of 71.9 feet and the pump 
intake screens are at an elevation of XXX feet. Tthe low river level elevation is 49.1 feet. The pump intake 
screen elevation will be confirmed after installation is complete. 
 
The river pumps are submersible vertical turbine style and are sized for a duty point of 1,500 gallons per 
minute (gpm) at a head of 440 feet with one pump running. At the duty point, 1 MG can be transferred  
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to the 1-MG tank in approximately 11 hours. The pumps are each equipped with a flow-inducing shroud 
to facilitate motor cooling velocity above a minimum of 0.5 feet per second. Each shroud also features a 
basket screen to reduce intake of debris. 
 
The River Pump Control Building is located approximately 900 feet northeast of the wet well and 
includes the river pump soft starts and the river pump control system with programmable controllers  
(PLC) and human-machine interface (HMI). This HMI is mirrored in the drinking water treatment building 
and communicates by very high frequency (VHF) directional radios. A future generator for backup power 
will also be sited at the building location. 
 

1.1.2 Fill Line and Industrial Metering Station 
The system piping configuration allows for water to flow directly from the pumps, when on, to the 
industrial raw water system, which tees into the tank fill line, to the fire water tanks, and to the 1-MG 
raw water tank. The fill line is nominally 12-inches in diameter and approximately 4,400 feet in length 
from the River Intake to the 1-MG tank.  
 
The industrial raw water metering station is at elevation 116 feet and tees into the fill line approximately 
1,500 feet from the intake wet well. The station consists of the mainline flow meter, located in a vault in 
the corridor alignment, a Y-strainer, a pressure reducing valve, a flow meter to the Mill parcel, a flow 
meter to the Power Plant parcel, shut off and isolation valves, check valves on each service line, a 
pressure transducer on the inlet pipe prior to the Y-strainer, a pressure transducer past the pressure 
reducing valve prior to the check valves, and a pressure transducer on each of the service lines 
downstream of the check valve.  There are two post-mounted electrical enclosures containing the flow 
meter receiverstransmitters, and signal equipment to send data from flow meters and pressure 
transducers back to the River Pump Control Building PLC viaby means of fiber optic cable 
communication. 
 

1.1.3 Fire and Raw Water Tanks 
The two 500,000-gallon fire water tanks are plumbed together in parallel at the bottom of the tanks, 
they sit at a base elevation of 385 feet and are 23 feet tall to the overflow.  The tanks are supplied from 
the fill line through a hydraulically operated altitude valve located approximately 95 feet north of the 
drinking water treatment building. When the fire tanks are full, the altitude valve will shut and divert the 
pumped water through a check valve, polymer injection point, and then into the 1-MG raw water tank. 
When the 1-MG tank is full, the pumps shut off and water starts to flow back down the hill through the 
fill line to the Mill and Power Plant. The check valve closes and isolates the 1-MG tank from the raw 
water system, then the altitude valve opens to maintain pressure in the tank fill line and thus to the Mill 
and Power Plant.   
 
The 1-MG tank sits at a base elevation of 411 feet and the overflow is 37.33 feet above the floor or 
elevation 448.33 feet. The overflow from the 1-MG tank goes into the firewater tanks.  Inside the 1-MG 
tank, there are 2 riser pipes, the short riser, at 11 feet above the floor or elevation 422 feet, is the fill line 
into the tank, which brings polymer injected water into the tank to settle out solids.  The next riser is  
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25.83 feet above the floor or at 436.83 feet elevation; this line takes water back to the drinking water 
treatment plant.  The line going to the drinking water treatment plant is an 8-inch ductile iron pipe with 
an approximate length of 700 feet. 
 

1.1.4 Water Treatment Plant and Finish Water Storage Tank 
The drinking water treatment plant is at elevation 313 feet and contains two pressure sand filters, a 
master finish water flow meter, a raw water turbidity meter, a settled water turbidity meter, a finished 
water turbidity meter, a pH and temperature meter for the settled water, a backwash control system, a 
backwash flow meter, a flow control valve for the backwash, a polymer injection pump, a flow switch in 
the pump line to activate the polymer pump, a pressure transducer and gauge for the fire water tank 
(connected upstream of the altitude valve), a pressure transducer and gauge for the 1-MG tank tapped 
into the line feeding the treatment building, a chart recorder for the finish water flow meter, the 
backwash flow meter and control valve control unit, the digital data logging unit for the turbidity, 
temperature, pH, residual chlorine level, and drinking water tank level, a PLC and HMI for the pump 
control system, and the auto dialer.  There is also a chlorine gas injection system, and a compressed air 
system to operate the backwash system, and a flow meter for fire suppression needs at the Log Yard 
east of the highway. 
 
The drinking water treatment system fills the domestic water tank from the 1-MG raw water tank by 
gravity only. The base of the finish water tank is at 279 feet elevation and has an overflow at 24.25 feet 
above the floor.  The tank level is controlled by an altitude valve that opens at 18.5 feet above the floor 
and closes at approximately 26.5 feet above the floor.  On the outlet of the tank there is a pressure 
transducer for the tank water height and a chlorine analyzer reporting residual chlorine levels leaving 
the tank.  Note that the transducer datum has not been established, thus the levels appear inconsistent 
with the overflow elevation.   
 

1.2 Operational Background Narrative 
1.2.1 Raw Water Pumping Operation Background 
The river pumps are controlled by a PLC at the Pump Control Building. In typical operation, they are set 
to pump during off-peak electrical rate hours. Current off-peak hours for year-round operation are 11 
p.m. to 2 p.m., giving 15 hours of potential pumping time.  The river pumps are controlled by the level in 
the fire water tanks and 1-MG tank, as well as a peak usage trigger in the raw water system.   
 
An emergency low low level on for the pumps can override peak hour pumping restrictions. This 
emergency low low level override is suggested to be initially set for when the fire tanks are 50% full, or 
when the 1-MG raw water tank reaches the top of the stand pipe feeding the water treatment plant 
(WTP). These setpoints represent low supply to either the industrial fire system or the domestic system. 
If the 1-MG tank level is at the top of the outlet standpipe, approximately 0.43 MG of usable storage can 
be manually bypassed from the tank inlet standpipe to the tank outlet to the WTP.  If a call for water 
comes from a low low level in the 1-MG tank and additional treated domestic water is required, an alarm 
to the operator needs to be sent, as the 1-MG tank will not automatically fill until the fire tanks are full.  
If the fire tanks are not full, the operator will have to manually shut the fire tank altitude valve to divert 
water to the 1-MG tank.    
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A high flow demand in the raw water system also overrides the peak hour pumping restrictions. If a high 
flow is sensed in the raw water system, an alarm is sent to the operator, then after a flow setpoint is 
reached for a specified time delay, the pumps are cycled on. Either one or two pumps are activated, 
depending on the magnitude of the demand. The high flow demand trigger and time delay are 
configured to account for the use of water that could not be replenished during the off-peak pumping 
time. This will allow Scotia Community Services District (SCSD) to potentially fix the source of demand 
before a peak rate pump cycle is needed.  Based on 1-MG daily usage, there is an approximate 0.35-MG 
surplus of available pumped water capacity. Table 1 includes the duration of available surplus storage at 
varied demand flow rates and a range of suggested delay settings. For the single- pump setpoint, the 
suggested demand flow is 1,500 gpm and for the second pump setpoint the suggested demand flow is 
2,000 gpm. The delay setpoint is suggested to be 2 hours. The flow and delay setpoints may be adjusted 
by the operator at will. If at any point, the demand flow drops below a specified value, the pump(s) will 
turn off and the program will resume the selected control mode. 

Table 1. Surplus Storage Duration at Various Industrial Demands 
Scotia Water System, Scotia, CA 

 

Demand Flow  
(gpm) 

Duration of Surplus  
(hours) 

Suggested Delay Setting  
(hours) 

1,000 5.8 2.5 
1,500 3.9 2.0 
2,000 2.9 1.5 
3,000 1.9 1.0 
4,000 1.4 0.5 

 Setting the high flow alarm at 1,000 gpm combined flow for the 3 service meters (Mill, Power Plant, Log 
Yard) would give an available time of approximately 5.8 hours to use the extra 0.35 MG of water.  At a 
combined high flow of 2,000 gpm the available time would be 2.9 hours before the pump would need to 
start.  At a combined high flow of 3,000 gpm, the available time would be 1.9 hours.  At a combined high 
flow of 4,000 gpm, the available time would 1.4 hours.  The time delay starts after a continuous high 
flow is sustained for 15 minutes.   After 15 minutes has passed the alarm will be sent, if the flow is 
between 1,000 and 2,000 gpm the time until pump start will be 2.5 hours (150 minutes).  If the flow is 
between 2,000 gpm and 3,000 gpm, the time until pump start will be 1.5 hours (90 minutes).  If the flow 
is between  3,000 gpm and 4,000 gpm, the time until pump start will be 1 hour (60 minutes).  If the flow 
is over 4,000 gpm the pump will start 0.5 hours (30 minutes) after the alarm call.  On the HMI there is an 
override button to stop the pumps from turning on if the operator determines they are not needed. 
 
The level of the fire water tank is controlled by the altitude valve, which is set 1 foot below the overflow.  
If the level in the fire water tanks gets to 0.25 foot below the overflow, an alarm is sent, and the pumps 
are turned off. 
 
The level of the water in the 1-MG tank is determined by a pressure transducer in the pipeline to the 
tank but located within the WTP building. In the pressure transducer’s current location, if the flow of the 
plant is zero, then the reading is a direct read of the 1-MG tank height.  However, when water is flowing, 
the transducer does not directly read tank height due to headloss. Therefore, options for correcting this  
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are being considered and include relocating the transducer to the tank or developing an algorithm 
calculating the head loss in the pressure sensing line based on the flow of the drinking water treatment 
plant flow meter.  If the flow of the plant is zero, then the reading is a direct read of the 1-MG tank 
height.  If there is flow at the plant, then the associated head loss must be added back into the pressure 
transducers reading to determine the actual elevation.  
 
Pump shutdown is typically determined by the level in the 1-MG tank and the fire water tanks. However, 
the wet well also contains a low water level and low low water level floats. The low float is set for the 
minimum recommended level over the pump intake screen, and the low low level float is set for the 
minimum level needed to operate the pump. The low level condition indicates cavitation may be 
occurring and alarms the operator but does not prohibit pumping. The low low level is a vortex 
condition and will the PLC will shut off pumping if the float switch is activatedit is reached. In addition to 
the tank levels and wet well floats, a low mainline flow shutoff is also implemented to protect the pump. 
If triggered, this shutoff indicates that the pump is not operating on its curve and may be an indication 
of mechanical or hydraulic issues that must be addressed before the pump can be allowed to be 
returned to service. 
 

1.2.2 Industrial Metering Station Operation Background 
The industrial metering station monitors the flow and pressure of water being delivered to the Mill 
parcel, flow going to the south, and the Power Plant parcel, flow going to the north.  Input pressure to 
this station varies between static fire water tank pressure and dynamic river pump pressure.  The 
pressure reducing valve (PRV) is set to drop the static fire tank pressure by 10 pounds per square inch 
(psi), this will prevent the PRV from fully opening during normal low flow usage.  Normal fire water tank 
static pressure is approximately 145 psi, and normal PRV reduced pressure setting is 135 psi.  During 
pumping, the inlet pressure will increase, and normal PRV reduced pressure will remain at the setpoint.  
During pump start up, a pressure wave and increased flow will be seen on the reduced pressure side of 
the PRV, as the PRV is hydraulically operated and takes time to adjust. 
 
Four pressure transducers are located at the metering station. These transducers monitor the inlet 
pressure, the pressure directly after the pressure reducing valve and the individual service lines.  The 
pressure transducer at the station inlet is used to determine full supply pressure, and combined with 
the reduced pressure transmitter, is used to determine differential pressure over the PRV and Y-Strainer 
thus providing indication if maintenance is required. The reduced pressure transducer also serves to 
alarm the operators if a sustained elevated pressure of more than 10% above the dynamic pressure at 
the maximum raw water tank level is observed for more than XX time. The pressure transducers located 
at the two service points are used to determine if a pressure spike occurs or originates from within one 
of the served systems.  The recorded information from these pressure transducers would be used in 
correlation with recorded flow rates to assist in determining if a pressure spike and associated high flow 
occurred first from within a connected service system, or from the supply system.   
 
Pressure and flow data are saved with a time vs. reading format for analysis. For archival purposes, the 
data can be downloaded and saved in comma-separated values (CSV) or spreadsheet format. 
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Table 21. Physical System Elevations/Heights 
Scotia Water System, Scotia, CA 

 

Description Elevation/Heighta (feet) 

Wet Well Gallery Inlet Elevation 38.2 
Pump Suction Elevation TBDb 
Wet Well Structure Top Elevation 71.9 
Industrial Meter Station Elevation 116 
Finish Water Tank Base Elevation 279 
Finish Water Tank Overflow Height 24.25 
Water Treatment Plant Floor Elevation 313 
Fire Water Tank Base Elevation 385 
Fire Water Tank Overflow Height 23 
Raw Water Tank Base Elevation 411 
Raw Water Tank Inlet Height 11 
Raw Water Tank Outlet Height 25.83 
Raw Water Tank Overflow Height 37.33 

 
a Elevations are estimates and do not account for sensor location measurement datum or flowing water conditions. 

Any set points based on these elevations will require field adjustment by the contractor and SCSD. 
b TBD: To be determined, elevation to be determined after pump installation 
 

2.0 Pumping Operational Logic 
The pumping system operation logic has been developed to a preliminary level but does not yet contain 
all of the functions and data logging features related in this document. Thus, this section contains a 
description of the logic in “as-finished” condition. There are two primary strategies of operation, which 
are outlined in the following subsections. Setpoints for the system are included in Section 2.6. 
 

2.1 Level Control: 
 Level control has two modes. The firstOne is pump control based on level only, theand second , 

what is Two? RM is the power management mode (PM), where pump control is based on level 
based and on time of day. 

 In PM mode, pumping is enabled and disabled based on user configurable time of day setpoints 
in 24-hour format. 

 Pumps are started based on low raw water (RW) and/or fire water (FW) level setpoint in the HMI 

 Pumps are stopped based on a high RW level setpoint in the HMI 

 Pumps are controlled by PLC 1 in PCP-100 at the Pump Control Building. 

 HMI 1 is located at the Pump Control Building; HMI 2 is located at the WTP Building. HMI 1 and 2 
are identical and share all functions, all functionality is identical at either HMI. 
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Inputs/Outputs used: 

 Raw Water Tank Pressure Input (PIT-201 in WTP, data read by PLC 2 and available by radio IP 
link), tank level 

 Fire Water Tank Pressure Input (PIT-202, from altitude valve sensing line brought to WTP, data 
read by PLC 2 and available by radio IP link), tank level 

 
Pump start Output and Inputs: 
Pump I/O is configured to receive an AUTO signal from the soft start (SS) control panelcontroller. When 
the PLC wants to call a pump it must be in auto then the PLC will issue a dry contact closure for RUN to 
run the pump. The PLC will remove the closure to stop the pump. The PLC gets a Running signal from 
the drive SS controller when the drive SS controller is running. If the drive SS controller is running but 
not in AUTO, the HMI will report "running in hand." For auto it will report "running in auto." If it calls a 
pump and does not get a running return it will declare the pump failed, set the alarm, and call the other 
pump. 
 
Operating “Variables/Conditions”: 

 RW-Tank-Level from PIT-201 (PCP-200) raw water tank level 

 FULL-RW, setpoint for pump stop based on raw water tank full, settable RW tank depth value 

 HIGH-RW, setpoint for raw water tank overflow level, settable RW tank depth value. Indicates 
failure of pump off—high level should alarm to operator 

 LOW-RW, setpoint for pump start based on raw water tank low, settable RW tank depth value 

 LOW-LOW-RW, setpoint for low level alarm based on raw water tank, settable RW tank depth 
value 

 FW-Tank-Level from PIT-202 (PCP-200) fire water tank level 

 FULL-FW, setpoint for fire water tank(s) full level, settable FW tank depth value 

 HIGH-FW, setpoint for fire water tank(s) overflow level settable FW tank depth value. Indicates 
failure of altitude valve when RW tank should be filling—high level alarm to operator. Should 
alarm operator 

 LOW-FW, setpoint for fire water tank(s) low level settable FW tank depth value 

 LOW-LOW-FW, setpoint for fire water tank(s) low alarm, settable FW tank depth value 

 PM-START-TIME, time of day PM begins, settable 

 PM-END-TIME, time of day PM ends, settable 

 PUMP-DELAY, time delay for starting pump, settable 
 
Operation: 

 LOW-RW and/or LOW-FW = pump on 

 FULL-RW = pump off 
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 HIGH-FW = notify operator using auto dialer 

 LOW-LOW-RW and /or LOW-LOW-FW = Emergency second pump on after PUMP$-DELAY delay ? 
n RM notify operator using auto dialer 

 If in PM mode start and stop times are active:: don’t understand “If in PM mode, what?” RM 
o PM-START-TIME = Pump system enable (pPump can be called on level) 
o PM-END-TIME = Pump system disable (turn off pump) 
o  

 

2.2 Flow Mode: 
 Flow Mode in effect 24/7 

 Controlled by PLC 1 in PCP-100 at Pump Control Building 

 HMI 1 is located at the Pump Control Building; HMI 2 is located at the WTP Building. HMI 1 and 2 
are identical and share all functions, all functionality is identical at either HMI. 

 Flow Mode has two steps, at high external flows for a length of time, alert the operator using 
auto dialer and turn on one pump after $ delay ? RMafter a settable delay time, if demand flow is 
exceeds second set pointhigh enough, turn on second pump 

 Second pump on is disallowed if running on generator 
 
Inputs/ Outputs used: 

 Log Yard Flow input (FIT-201 in vault adjacent to WTP building, data read by PLC 2 and available 
to PLC 1 using radio IP link) 

 Power Plant Flow input (FIT-102 at Industrial Metering Station, sent by fiber optic link to PLC 1, 
data available on radio IP link to PLC 2) 

 Mill Flow input (FIT-103 at Industrial Metering Station, sent by fiber optic link to PLC 1, data 
available on radio IP link to PLC 2) 

 
Pump(s) start Output and Inputs: 
Pump I/O is configured to receive an AUTO signal from the soft start (SS) control panel.controller. When 
the PLC wants to call a pump it must be in auto then the PLC will issue a dry contact closure for RUN to 
run the pump. The PLC will remove the closure to stop the pump. The PLC gets a Running signal from 
the drive SS controller when the drive SS controller is running. If the drive SS controller is running but 
not in AUTO, the HMI will report "running in hand." For auto it will report "running in auto." If it calls a 
pump and does not get a running return it will declare the pump failed, set the alarm, and call the other 
pump. 
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Operating “Variables/Conditions”: 

 TOTAL EXTERNAL FLOW 1, The sum of Log Yard Flow (FIT-201), Power Plant Flow (FIT-102), and 
Mill Flow (FIT-103), This is the mode 1 (turn on one pump) setpoint, settable. 

 DELAY TIME, duration that TOTAL EXTERNAL FLOW 1 exceeds mode 1 setpoint before one pump 
is turned on, settable. 

 TOTAL EXTERNAL FLOW 2, The sum of Log Yard Flow (FIT-201), Power Plant Flow (FIT-102), and 
Mill Flow (FIT-103), This is the mode 2 (turn on second pump) setpoint, settable. 

 EXIT FLOW, flow setpoint to exit high flow control, settable. 
 
Operation: 

 If Total External Flow 1 exceeds flow setpoint, notify operator using autodialer 

 If Total External Flow 1 continues to DELAY TIME, turn on one pump 

 If Total External Flow 2 setpoint is met, turn on second pump (unless on generator) 

 If Total External Flow falls below Exit Flow setpoint 

o Turn off pumps on FULL FWRW and FULL RFW (see question below) LVH 

o What if the flow is for fire suppression? Should the pumps be turned off with RW and FW 
tanks full?? How do we know? LVH 

 

2.3 Oversight Functions: 
 Utility loss at either PLC 1 or PLC 2, alert operator using auto dialer, disable level operations 

 Comm Loss = notify operator using auto dialer, disable level operations, retain Flow mode. 

 Main Line Flow (FIT-101), always monitored at all times if any pump is on 

o x min10- second delay in monitoring after pump turn on for air bleed, settable 

o Alert operator using auto dialer if Main Line Flow below minimum value setpoint Settable 
settable setpoint value and turn off pump(s) 

 Pump Restart Timer, never restart a pump without a 15-minute delay in any mode 

 LOW-LOW-FW = alert operator using auto dialer, turn on pump. 

 LOW-LOW-WELL= alert operator, turn off pump(s) 

 LOW-WELL= set low hierarchy level alarm, do not notify operator 

 HIGH-FW = notify operatoralert operator, high hierarchy level alarm 

 HIGH-RW = alert operator, high hierarchy level alarm 

 Soft start controller(s)(s), on fault, shut down pump(s), notify operator 

 Alternate pump usage to even run times 
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 LOW-LOW-RW = notify operator using auto dialer, turn on pump after PUMP-DELAY$ delay ? 
then turn pump off aton FULL-RW? RM 

  

 LOW-LOW-FW = notify operator using auto dialer, turn on pump after PUMP-DELAY then turn 
pump off at FULL-RW 

 

2.4 Generator – Pump Control Building 
The Generator has its own controller. PLC 1 receives four digital inputs from the generator controller 
via contact closure 

1. Generator Running; display status on HMI 
2. Generator Trouble, display as alarm, notify operator viausing autodialer, alert the operator using 

auto dialer? 
3. Generator Fail, display as alarm, notify operator viausing autodialer, alert the operator using 

auto dialer? 
4. Generator Low Fuel, display as alarm, notify operator viausing autodialer, alert the operator 

using auto dialer? 
5. Generator Off; display status on HMI 

 
There is no audible visual alarm at WTP and/or at the Pump Control Building. Note that the generator 
will continue to run for 30 minutes for cool down after the automatic transfer switch has transferred 
back to utility power source. 
 
 

2.5 Data Logging 
Data logging for the flow meters and industrial metering station transducers is performed by PLC 1 at 
the Pump Control Building and by PLC 2 for the Log Yard Flow Meter. This logging is intended for 
forensic analysis of hydraulic transients and to maintain a record of typical supply pressure and flows. 
Data is to be recorded at a minimum 1-second interval in a 96-hour overwriting file format. Data from 
the flow meters (excluding FIT-104) shall be recorded in the same file matching the recording interval 
and timestamp. Additionally, in a separate file, data for all flow meters shall be totaled on a daily basis in 
a 2-month overwriting file format. 

 PIT-101 Meter Station Inlet Pressure 
 PIT-102 Meter Station Reduced Pressure 
 PIT-103 Power Plant Service Pressure 
 PIT-104 Mill Service Pressure 
 FIT-101 Mainline Flow 
 FIT-102 Power Plant Flow 
 FIT-103 Mill Flow 
 FIT-104 Log Yard Flow 
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2.6 Control System Setpoints and Alarm Conditions 
Table 2 3 (on the next page) contains the setpoints for the control system and the alarm conditions and 
descriptions. All values are preliminary and will require field adjustment by the contractor and SCSD 
prior to final acceptance..  

Table 23. Setpoints and Alarm Conditions 
Scotia Water System, Scotia, CA 

 

Code/Condition Description Function Type Valuea 

FULL-RW Raw Water Tank Full Setpoint Pump OFF Setpoint TBDb 

FULL-FW 
Fire Water Tanks Full Setpoint Altitude 

Valve Close 
Setpoint 

22.00 feet 

LOW-RW Raw Water Tank Low Setpoint Pump ON Setpoint 26.00 feet 
LOW-FW Fire Water Tanks Low Setpoint Pump ON Setpoint 11.00 feet 

HIGH-RW 
Raw Water Tank High Setpoint Pump OFF, 

Alarm 
Setpoint 36.33 feet 

HIGH-FW 
High Fire Water Tank, Possible 
Altitude Valve Fail 

Alarm 
Setpoint 22.75 feet 

PUMP DELAY 

Time delay for LOW-LOW-FW 
or LOW-LOW-RW before 
pump is called during PM 
mode 

 

Setpoint 60 min 

DELAY TIME 

Time delay for high flow mode 
before pump is called (or 
should this be a discrete steps 
based on flow magnitude?) 

 

Setpoint 120 min 

EXIT FLOW 
Flow threshold for exiting flow 
mode 

Pump OFF 
Setpoint 1,000 400 gpm 

PM-START TIME 
Time of day power 
management mode begins 

 
Setpoint 2:00 pm 

PM-END-TIME 
Time of day power 
management mode ends 

 
Setpoint 11:00 pm 

LOW-LOW-RW 
Raw Water Tank at WTP 
Outlet Riser 

Second 
Pump ON, 

Alarm 
Setpoint 25.83 feet 

LOW-LOW-FW 
Fire Water Tank at 50% full Second 

Pump ON, 
Alarm 

Setpoint 11.5 feet 

LOW-LOW-WELL 
Cavitation Level in Wet Well Pump OFF, 

Alarm 
Discrete TBD 

LOW-WELL Low NPSH Level in Wet Well Alarm Discrete 49.1 feet 
GEN-FAIL Generator Failure Alarm Discrete Discreten/ac 
GEN-FUEL Generator Low Fuel Alarm Discrete n/aDiscrete 
GEN-TRBL Generator Trouble Alarm Discrete n/aDiscrete 
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Code/Condition Description Function Type Valuea 

Need IDTBD 
Low Mainline Flow, Pump 
Trouble 

Pump OFF, 
Alarm 

Setpoint 4500 gpm 

TBDNeed ID 
High Mainline Flow 1 (or 
should this be a discrete 
stepped range?) 

First Pump 
ON, Alarm Setpoint 1,500 gpm 

TBDNeed ID 
High Mainline Flow 2 (or 
should this be a discrete 
stepped range?) 

Second 
Pump ON, 

Alarm 
Setpoint 2,000 gpm 

Comm Loss Communication loss between 
PCP100 & PCP200 

Alarm Discrete n/aDiscrete 

Utility Loss Loss of power at PLC 1 or PLC 
2 

Alarm Discrete n/aDiscrete  

TBDNeed ID 
Pump 1 Fail from Soft Start Alarm 

Discrete 
n/aDiscrete from 

RVSS 

TBDNeed ID 
Pump 2 Fail from Soft Start Alarm 

Discrete 
n/aDiscrete from 

RVSS 

TBDNeed ID 
High Turbidity (RW or finished 
water?) 

Alarm 
Setpoint 0.295 NTU 

TBDNeed ID Chlorine Leak Alarm Discrete Discreten/a 
TBDNeed ID Low Chlorine Residual Alarm Setpoint 0.35 ppm 
TBDNeed ID pH? Alarm Setpoints 8 high, 6.7 low 

 
a All setpoints and alarm conditions are preliminary and will require adjustment in the field by the contractor and 

SCSD. 
b TBD: Code identifier or value has not yet been determined/assigned in programming. 
c n/a: not applicable, associated alarm does not have a setpoint 
 
Please call me at (707) 441-8855 if you have any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 

SHN  
 
 
 
Mike Foget, PE 
Principal Civil Engineer 
 
MKF:lam 
 
Appendices: 1.  P&IDs & Instrument and Signal List 

2.  Integrator Documentation  
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1,2 PIT-201 Raw Water Tank Level Barksdale H455-22-P4

In flowing settled water line at WTP 

approximately 700 LF and 100' vertically 

from base of Raw Water Tank. Pipe is 8" & 

10" ductile iron that is likely corroded

PCP200, P4-A0 50+,50 9-30 VDC 0-60 psi AI Pressure Transducer

1,2 PIT-202 Fire Water Tank Level Barksdale H455-22-P4

In sensing line from Fire Tank Altitude valve 

area routed to WTP building. Valve is 

approximately 490 LF of 16" cast iron pipe 

and 75' vertically from the base of the fire 

water tanks. 1/2" Sensing line is approx 150' 

from valve to WTP Building and is attached 

50' upstream of the valve. Sensing line has a 

y-strainer and blow off at the transducer and 

is a dead end without active flow.

PCP200, P4-A1 51+,51 9-30 VDC 0-60 psi AI Pressure Transducer

1,2 FIT-201 Log Yard Flow McCrometer UltraMag In vault adjacent to WTP Building PCP200, P4-A2 52,53 24 VDC 33-4,870 gpm 8" Flange AI Flow Indicating Transmitter

Distribution CL2 Residual PCP200, P4-A3 54,53
0-200 ppm Free 

Chlorine
AI Chlorine Analyzer

Distribution Temperature TBD? TBD? 0-? F AI RTD Sensor

2 PIT-203 Finished Water Tank Level Endress+Hauser PMP71
At 8" Outlet of Finished Water Storage Tank, 

Internal Riser height Unknown
PCP200, P3-A2 68,67 24 VDC 0-60 psi AI Pressure Transducer

2 FIT-202 Backwash Flow Rosemont 3051
In Backwash Discharge line before sump at 

WTP.
PCP200, P3-A1 66,65 10.5-55 VDC -250 to 250 in H2O AI

Orifice Plate + Differential 

Pressure Transmitter

2 AIT-204 Raw Water Tubidity
Hach 1720E Analyzer with Hach 

SC200 Controller
In Raw Water line at entry to WTP PCP200, P3-A0 60,59 24 VDC 0.001-100.0 NTU DI, AO Turbidity Analyzer Transmitter

2 AIT-202 Finish Water Turbidity
Hach 1720E Analyzer with Hach 

SC200 Controller
In Finished Water header post-filtration PCP200, P4-A4 56,55 24 VDC 0.001-100.0 NTU DI, AO Turbidity Analyzer Transmitter

Settled Water pH
PCP200, P4-A5 58,57 24 VDC 0-14.00 pH AI pH Sensor

Settled Water Temperature PCP200, P4-A4 62,61 24 VDC 0-? F AI RTD Sensor

2 AIT-205 Settled Water Turbidity

Hach 1720E Analyzer with Hach 

SC200 Controller

In Settled Water line at entry to WTP 

Building PCP200, P4-A3 64,63 24 VDC 0.001-100.0 NTU DI, AO Turbidity Analyzer Transmitter

2 Filter 1 in Service From Filter Control Panel PCP200, P5-0 1,10 24 VDC Discrete DI Filter Control Panel Status

2 Filter 1 in Backwash From Filter Control Panel PCP200, P5-1 1,11 24 VDC Discrete DI Filter Control Panel Status

2 Filter 2 in Service From Filter Control Panel PCP200, P5-2 1,12 24 VDC Discrete DI Filter Control Panel Status

2 Filter 2 in Backwash From Filter Control Panel PCP200, P5-3 1,13 24 VDC Discrete DI Filter Control Panel Status

2 AIT-206 Chlorine Leak Detector Wallace and Tiernan Acutec 35 From Leak Detector PCP200, P5-4 1,14
5x SPDT 10A 

@ 120 VAC
0-10 ppm DI

Trouble, Power, & 3 user setpoint 

alarm levels

General Alarm From Dialer From Autodialer PCP200, P5-5 1,15 24 VDC Discrete DI Alarm

General Alarm To Dialer To Autodialer PCP200, P7-0 34,35 or 1,9? 12 VDC Discrete DO Alarm

1 LS-101 River Intake Low Switch In River Intake Wet Well PCP100, P5-6 1,16 24 VDC Point Level DI Float Switch

1 LS-102 River Intake Low Low Switch In River Intake Wet Well PCP100, P5-7 1,17 24 VDC Point Level DI Float Switch

River Pump 1 Auto At Electrical Control Building PCP100, P5-0 1,10 24 VDC Discrete DI Status

River Pump 1 Running At Electrical Control Building PCP100, P5-1 1,11 24 VDC Discrete DI Status

River Pump 1 Fault At Electrical Control Building PCP100, P5-2 1,12 24 VDC Discrete DI Status

River Pump 1 Call From PLC100 to Soft Start At Electrical Control Building PCP100, P7-0 30,31 12 VDC Discrete DO Call to Run

River Pump 2 Auto At Electrical Control Building PCP100, P5-3 1,13 24 VDC Discrete DI Status

River Pump 2 Running At Electrical Control Building PCP100, P5-4 1,14 24 VDC Discrete DI Status

River Pump 2 Fault At Electrical Control Building PCP100, P5-5 1,15 24 VDC Discrete DI Status

River Pump 2 Call From PLC100 to Soft Start At Electrical Control Building PCP100, P7-1 32,33 12 VDC Discrete DO Call to Run

Generator Running At Electrical Control Building PCP100, P8-8 1,18 24 VDC Discrete DI Status

Generator Trouble At Electrical Control Building PCP100, P8-9 1,19 24 VDC Discrete DI Status

Generator Fail At Electrical Control Building PCP100, P8-10 1,20 24 VDC Discrete DI Status

Generator Low Fuel At Electrical Control Building PCP100, P8-11 1,21 24 VDC Discrete DI Status

1 n/a General Alarm to Dialer

Output via Radio to PCP200 

which routes to Autodialer at 

WTP Building

At Electrical Control Building PCP100, P7-2 34,35 12 VDC Discrete DO Alarm

1 FIT-101
Mainline Flow

McCrometer UltraMag with M-

Series Converter/Transmitter
Vault in Corridor PCP100, P4-A5 13,14 24 VDC 52-7,670 gpm 10" Flange AI Flow Indicating Transmitter

1 FIT-102
Power Plant Flow

McCrometer UltraMag with M-

Series Converter/Transmitter
Industrial Metering Station PCP100, P4-A4 15,16 24 VDC 33-4,870 gpm 8" Flange AI Flow Indicating Transmitter

1 FIT-103
Mill Flow

McCrometer UltraMag with M-

Series Converter/Transmitter
Industrial Metering Station PCP100, P4-A3 23,24 24 VDC 33-4,870 gpm 8" Flange AI Flow Indicating Transmitter

1 PIT-101
Meter Station Inlet Pressure Barksdale H455-07-P4-SC

Industrial Metering Station, Inlet Riser Prior 

to PRV and Strainer
PCP100, TBD TBD 9-30 VDC 0-300 psi AI Pressure Transducer

1 PIT-102 Meter Station Reduced Pressure Barksdale H455-07-P4-SC Industrial Metering Station, Post PRV PCP100, TBD TBD 9-30 VDC 0-300 psi AI Pressure Transducer

1 PIT-103 Power Plant Service Pressure Barksdale H455-07-P4-SC Industrial Metering Station Outlet PCP100, TBD TBD 9-30 VDC 0-300 psi AI Pressure Transducer

1 PIT-104 Mill Service Pressure Barksdale H455-07-P4-SC Industrial Metering Station Outlet PCP100, TBD TBD 9-30 VDC 0-300 psi AI Pressure Transducer

SensaPhone 800

California Filter Company Control 

Panel
PCP-300

P-101

P-102

G-101

AIT-203 ATI Q46P

24 VDCAIT-201 ATI Q46H

In Settled Water line at entry to WTP 

Building

Sampled at 8" Outlet of Finished Water 

Storage Tank, Internal Riser height Unknown
1,2

Eaton S811+

Eaton S811+

Future/TBD1

1

1

n/a2

2

Scotia Water System Controls
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Integrator 
Documentation



 

Control System Overview 

 

System hardware configuration: 

 The automation system is comprised of two process control panels. 

The first, PCP-100, is located at the river pump station. The second, PCP-

200, is located at the water treatment plant. The panels are configured with 

a 10 inch TFT color operator interface panel referred to further as HMI. 

Each panel has a PLC/RTU (programmable logic controller / remote 

terminal unit) referred to further as controller, to afford automated control. 

Each panel is also fitted with a UHF data radio in TCP/IP format for point to 

point communications.  

 The panels are connected to various sensors at each location.  

 Tank level and process status sensors at the WTP (water treatment 

plant).  

 Flow meters and control status sensors at the river pump station.  

System control overview: 

 There are two pump control strategies. One control stagey is based 

solely on tank level at the WTP; the other is based solely on flow from the 

various service flow meters. 

Level control: 

 The river pumps are called to fill the tanks based on tank level. The 

HMI has setpoints for pump start level and pump stop level for each set of 

tanks. It also has a setpoint for emergency low level alarm start. The level 

control system also has a "power management" mode that affords time of 

day operations so as to avoid utility peak hour operations. In power 

management mode, the system is enabled to fill tanks in the off peak 

window only, unless levels fall to a setpoint controlled low level. If a level 

falls to at or below that setpoint, the pumps will be called to run and fill the 

tanks to the "Stop Level" setpoint only. If the system is not in power 

management mode it will simply start a pump at any tank start level and 
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pump until both tanks reach their "Stop Level" setpoint. There is no lag 

pump call provision in this strategy.  

Flow control: 

 This program runs pumps based on high flow rate of the combined 

flows at the flow monitoring station along with Log Deck Flow from the WTP 

and is independent of power management mode. Setpoints on the HMI set 

a flow rate to enter flow mode in two steps and a delay to start the pumps 

along with a setpoint to exit flow mode. If the flow rate exceeds the "step 

one" setpoint, a delay in minutes is activated. This delay can be adjusted 

as a setpoint on the HMI. If high flow continues past the delay setpoint, the 

pumps are called to run. The system runs one pump if the flow is above the 

first step range but below the second step range. If the flow exceeds the 

second step range, the system will call both pumps. The pumps will run 

until the flow rate falls below the "low flow" setpoint. The second (lag) pump 

will not run when the system is on generator power. Unlike the level 

system, there is no provision for pump disable in power management mode 

or if there is a communications failure with the water treatment plant panel. 

Communications: 

 The two panels PCP-100 and PCP-200 communicate via UHF radio 

in Modbus TCP/IP. The district is licensed for a full duplex frequency set in 

the 450 MHz PW-public safety, conventional pool: license WREM909 

granted 11-07-19 expiring 11-07-29. It is the responsibility of the district 

to renew this license at expiration. 

 The radio system has two sets of communications activities. Each 

HMI communicates directly with each controller over the radio path. With 

that, PCP-100 queries and supplies a limited data set to and from PCP-

200. This data set consists of the two tank levels and site power status as 

well as the communications status counter. In this way the system can run 

without the HMI in "last valid state" should an HMI be disconnected or local 

utility power lost. 

Alarms and Shutdowns: 

 The system has various alarms. Most are just informational and 

generated by ancillary equipment. Some are critical and will shut the 

system down to protect the pumps.  

 Pump shutdowns include low level in the pump wet well.  



 Power fail at either site.  

 Communications fail in level control mode.  

 Pump soft start trouble or fail to run when called.  

 All alarms must be cleared and acknowledged on an HMI. In the 

specific case of a pump failure the system is programmed to lock out 

the failed pump and start the standby pump. 

 

Special Maintenance: 

 The equipment for the most part is maintenance free. Cleaning the 

HMI screens with optical wipes is recommended. A soft rag will suffice but 

abrasive towels will damage the screen coating. Do not use sharp objects 

such a pencils or pens on the HMI screens. Use fingers or an appropriate 

soft stylus only to change menus or input setpoints. 

 Naturally all instruments in the system will need periodic calibration 

for accurate readings. A preventive maintenance and calibration program 

should be established. 

 The battery backup system does require some special care. The 

system uses a 12vdc power supply along with the SCADApk 5103 UPS. 

There is a set of isolation diodes in the system that isolate the two supplies. 

This is needed because the radio draws too much current for the UPS to 

hold the battery at full charge. The intent is for the 12vdc supply to run the 

radio in normal power conditions and be isolated from the battery. At power 

fail the battery will then power the radio past the isolation diodes. Therefore 

the 12vdc supply MUST be at least 0.8vdc greater than the UPS 12vdc 

output. 14.5vdc is the ideal spot for the 12vdc power supply as the UPS is 

set to 13.5vdc. This should be checked as part of the planned maintenance 

program. 

 As part of the PM system checks to the antenna system should be 

performed. There is baseline data included in this O&M. A physical 

inspection of the antennas for debris and direction should be made along 

with an inspection of the feed-line for checking and water damage. Check 

also for loose connectors. SWR readings should be made. An SWR of >2:1 

will shut down the radios sending them to self protect mode.  



 The district is responsible for license renewal. The FCC will not 

reach out for renewal. Renewal is easy and should be performed by the 

district, the original coordination and license organization or a local land 

mobile radio shop. Letters soliciting renewal from 3rd parties should be 

ignored. 

Configuration & Programming Software: 

 Included in the software portion of the O&M are all the configurations 

for the PLC's, Radios and HMI's. Along with the configurations the 

programming software to modify the configurations is included. HMI 

software is Maple Systems Easy Builder Pro. Included in the Maple 

Systems folder is everything needed to build HMI configurations. Along with 

that software is software to handle remote access and data logger binary to 

CSV or Excel conversion software. In the PLC folder there is a copy of 

Telepace Studio the software to configure the SCADApk products. The 

Radio folder has the radio configurations and the QRADIO manual. The 

radio is configured via a web-page within the radio. Included with the 

software is an IP map showing the IP addresses of each unit. The signal 

converters at the flow meter station and in PCP-100 are configured with an 

on-board FTP server. Manuals for all of these products are included on the 

media and available on the internet. Any configuration changes should be 

made by qualified and fully trained technicians. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

HMI System 
 Each of the panels is fitted with a 10" color TFT operator panel or 

Human Machine Interface (HMI). Each HMI communicates directly to each 

panel controller. Configurations in each panel are identical. Anything that 

can be seen or set on one panel can also be done on the other. There is a 

bit of data latency in the system as can be expected with radio 

communications. The HMI is not supported by the UPS system. If the PCP 

utility power is off the controller will continue to operate as will the radio but 

the HMI panel will go off. 

 Process values are displayed in boxes with a white background. 

Setpoints are displayed and entered in boxes with a yellow background. A 

setpoint can be entered by simply touching the entry point and entering the 

setpoint value using the pop up key pad. Observe the data format for any 

value to be entered. Some have decimal values some do not. The "Time of 

Day" entries are in 24 hour format. 6 PM would be entered as 18:00 for 

example.  

 It is advisable to read the Maple Systems HMI manual included in the 

software portion of the O&M. On the lower right side of each screen is an 

icon resembling a left arrow. Touching this icon will bring up a simple menu 

that includes an icon that resembles a gear. Touching this gear icon will 

bring up a key-pad and the password entry screen. The default password is 

111111. Once entered it will bring up the HMI configuration menu screen. 

This screen sets things like the unit IP address and the page that sets the 

HMI clock. It is vital that both both clocks be set to the same time as the 

PLC in PCP-100 reads these clocks for PM mode. A minute or two 

difference is not an issue but should they be very far off the system will 

react unexpectedly. The system does not self adjust to Daylight Savings 

Time nor do the HMI's share the RTC clocks. Each must be set separately. 

 

 

 



 

 

HMI Screens 
System overview screen: 

 This is the Main screen, it will be the first screen displayed at boot-up. 

This screen has the time of day enable / disable switch and setpoints for 

PM mode operation. The rest of the screen is informational. All screens like 

this one have along the bottom a rolling Chyron to display alarm status and 

a pushbutton to access the menu screen. All screens have the current time 

and date in the upper left hand corner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Pop Up Menu Screen: 

 This is the screen that pops up when the menu button is pushed. It 

gives the user access to the other screens.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Water Treatment Plant Process Screen: 

 This is the screen that pops up when the PLANT button is pushed on 

the menu pop up screen. There are no setpoints on this screen. It simply 

displays the process values at the water treatment plant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



River Pump Station Process Screen: 

 This is the screen that pops up when the PUMPS button is pushed on 

the menu pop up screen. This is a fairly busy screen. It has the pump 

status display to show each pump's running status as well as the pump 

position in the pump alternate scenario. The individual pump hour meters 

are displayed as well as any time left in a pump "Restart Delay" timer. The 

control for pump call routine pushbuttons are here to select alternate or 

pump 1 or 2 lead control.  

 Tank levels are displayed and the setpoints for pump control based 

on tank level are below each displayed level. Real time flow metering 

station values are displayed for each meter. Combined flow is displayed. 

This value is the sum of FIT-201+FIT-102+FIT-103. That value is used to 

control the pumps in the flow mode. Setpoints for the flow control program 

are below the combined flow value display. 

 Generator status is displayed on this screen. The generator has 3 

basic states. Off; generator not running. Running; for when the generator is 

running. Trouble: to display a problem. The nature of the problem will 

appear in the alarm Chyron and the alarm screen. These could be a trouble 

status from the generator controller, a fail status from the generator 

controller or a low fuel status from the generator controller.  

 

 



Active Alarms Screen: 

 This is a text screen that pops up when the ALARM button is pushed 

on the menu pop up screen and lists any active alarms. Each alarm is 

displayed in the order of event. Each display shows the time of the event, 

the text of the alarm, and the date of the alarm. The alarm acknowledge 

pushbutton is located on this screen. This button will reset cleared alarms 

only. It will not REST an alarm condition, that must be done in the failed 

process. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



System Service Screen: 

 This is the screen that pops up when the SERVICE button is pushed 

on the menu pop up screen. On this screen there are pushbuttons to reset 

the various totalizers and the pump hour meters. There is a pushbutton to 

access the WiFi setup screen. Each HMI is WiFi enabled.  
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Approval of the subdivision. (see attached the highlighted relevant excerpts of the 

‘April, 2017 “Town of Scotia Community Services District Asset Transfer Agreement,” 

Section 4, p.4; Section 4.1, pp.4-5; Section 5.2, p.9).   

Given the Board’s staff report and proposed draft letter was only disclosed last night after close 

of business, the Town of Scotia clearly deserves more than three minutes to make its case 

against this inappropriate, illegal and unnecessary and abusive proposal. Ideally, in light of 

these arguments and evidence, the matter should be dropped now, but in any event, if the 

matter is to be given any consideration, TOS must be given a reasonable opportunity to discuss 

and present further information and evidence.    

We ask that the Board consider the points above, reflected in the substantial evidence 

submitted with these arguments in opposition to the proposal, and as expressed in our Due 

Process denial claim notice-letter of yesterday, direct that the matter be dropped as ill-advised, 

unnecessary and unsupported.  

 

Respectfully submitted 

Frank Shaw Bacik 

Frank Shaw Bacik, President and Director of Legal Affairs  

 

 



TOWN OF SCOTIA AND SCOTIA COMMUNITY SERVICES 
DISTRICT ASSET TRANSFER AGREEMENT 

This TOWN OF SCOTIA AND SCOTIA COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT 
ASSET TRANSFER AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is entered into as of April 27, 
2017 (the "Effective Date"), by and between the Town of Scotia Company, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, ("TOS") and the Scotia Community Services 
District, a California Community Services District ("SCSD" or "District") formed 
pursuant to California Government Code §§ 61000, et seq. Where collective reference is 
intended, TOS and the District are hereinafter referred to as the "Parties" in this 
Agreement. 

Recitals 

A. WHEREAS, TOS is the owner of that certain real property, appurtenant 
easements and personal property located in Scotia, County of Humboldt, State of 
California, and more particularly described in that certain Tentative Subdivision Map 
("Subdivision Map") prepared in accord with the California Subdivision Map Act 
(California Government Code §§ 66410 et seq. (the "Map Act")) and approved by the 
Humboldt County Planning Commission on November 10,2009; 

B. WHEREAS, on or about October 13,2010, the Humboldt County Local 
Agency Formation Commission ("LAFCo") entered Resolution No.1 0-09, making 
determinations and approving formation of the Scotia Community Services District; 

C. WHEREAS, as a condition to the approval recited in LAFCo Resolution 
10-09, TOS agreed that in connection with the formation ofthe Scotia Community 
Services District, TOS would transfer (at no cost to the District) certain property to the 
District consisting of: (1) that certain real property (and appurtenant easements and 
improvements thereto) as more particularly described in Exhibit A (the "Real Property"), 
attached hereto; (2) that celtain personal property, vehicles, tools, equipment, funds and 
infrastructure described in the Personal Property Schedule attached hereto as Exhibit B 
("Personal Property"); and (3) that certain infrastructure for water and wastewater lines, 
pipes, distribution, and collection systems (storm drainage infrastructure), streets and 
street lighting (the "Linear Infrastructure") described in the listing of engineering designs, 
plans, maps and diagrams comprising Scotia Linear Infrastructure information sources 
attached hereto as Exhibit C.l (the "Linear Infrastructure Information Sources"). The 
Real Property, Personal Property and Linear Infrastructure shall be collectively referred 
to herein as the "Dedicated Property". All real and personal property not expressly 
recited herein as "Dedicated Property" shall remain the sole and exclusive property of 
TOS; 

D. WHEREAS, on or about March 17,2014, TOS pledged that certain 
Covenant and Agreement to Dedicate Property and Convey Other Assets to the Scotia 
Community Services District ("Covenant and Agreement") attached hereto as Exhibit D; 
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( E. WHEREAS, the District was formed pursuant to a Certificate of 
Completion recorded by LAFCo on March 17,2014, for the purpose of providing water, 
wastewater service, storm drainage, fire protection, parks and recreation, streets and 
street lighting services to Scotia and its residents; 

F. WHEREAS, on or about January 21,2016, the District adopted Resolution 
No. 2016-3, resolving to accept the Dedicated Property, without cost, pursuant to the 
terms and conditions of a transition agreement to be negotiated with TOS; 

G. WHEREAS, on or about May 5, 2016, the County of Humboldt issued a 
Certificate of Compliance, recognizing the legal descriptions of the Real Property to be 
transferred to the District; 

H. WHEREAS, Phase 1 of the TOS Subdivision Map has now been approved 
and recorded, and rates have been established for water and sewer service fees as well as 
storm water drainage benefit assessments; 

I. WHEREAS, fire protection services are currently being provided by a 
Volunteer Fire Department. Consequently, any and all property and equipment owned by 
TOS associated with fire protection services is not being dedicated to the District and is 
expressly excluded from this Agreement; and 

J. WHEREAS, TOS and the District desire to set forth mutual agreements to 
effect the conveyance of the Dedicated Property as contemplated by this Agreement and 
the Agreement to Dedicate and Resolution No. 2016-3. 

Agreement 

NOW THEREFORE, the above recitals are incorporated herein and for good and 
valuable consideration the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby aclmowledged, the 
Parties agree as follows: 

1. Conveyance of Dedicated Property. Pursuant to the terms and conditions 
of this Agreement, TOS shall irrevocably convey title to the Dedicated Property to the 
District free and clear of all liens and encumbrances at no cost to the District. TOS agrees 
to execute any and all deeds, bills of sale or other documents necessary to convey the 
Dedicated Property to the District. 

2. Real Property. The County of Humboldt has approved a multi-phase 
subdivision of the real property owned by TOS (the "Subdivision"). TOS intends to 
complete the Subdivision in five (5) phases with five (5) Final Maps to be recorded 
following completion of the Conditions of Approval for each phase of the Subdivision. 
As a result of the issuance of the Certificate(s) of Compliance referenced in Recital G, 
above, TOS may now transfer title to the Real Property to the District, under an 
exemption from the Subdivision Map Act for conveyances to public entities pursuant to 
California Government Code § 66428(a)(2) and by virtue of the duly issued Certificate(s) 
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contains tools, equipment, materials and shop space which the TOS uses for 
maintenance and repair of the residences and commercial facilities owned and 
operated by TOS which are located on the Real Property. The parties acknowledge 
and agree that it is necessary for TOS to continue to occupy the Carpenter Shop 
until the final phase of the subdivision has been recorded and all of the residences 
and facilities are marketed and sold to independent parties or conveyed to the 
District. TOS shall be entitled to occupy and use the Carpenter Shop at no cost 
during the time that the District is occupying the interim office located at 120 and 
122 Main Street, Scotia, pursuant to Section 2.2 of this Agreement, above. Upon 
conveyance of the real property upon which the Carpenter Shop is located to the 
District, TOS and the District shall execute a short form offsetting lease agreement 
in the form appended hereto as Exhibit E ("Offsetting Lease Agreement"). 
Following the termination of the Offsetting Lease Agreement, the District will 
allow TOS to occupy and lease the Carpenter Shop from the District for a sum to 
be negotiated between the parties in good faith, for a term which shall terminate 
no later than five (5) years following the effective date of the Offsetting Lease 
Agreement. At the end of the term of the Offsetting Lease Agreement, TOS shall 
surrender and release the premises, and shall relinquish in their present condition 
all materials, tools and equipment within the Carpenter shop to the District for the 
District's exclusive use and control. 

2.4 Taxes. TOS shall pay for all taxes due for the 2016-2017 tax year 
prior to the Phase 1 Close of Escrow. Any amount overpaid shall be returned/paid 
to TOS. 

3. Personal Property. Subject to and conditioned upon satisfaction of the 
contingencies recited in Section 5 of this Agreement, TOS shall irrevocably convey to the 
District the personal property, vehicles, tools, equipment, funds and infrastructure 
described in the Personal Property Schedule attached hereto as Exhibit B ("Personal 
Property"). All such conveyances shall occur in the sequence set forth in Exhibit B. 

4. Linear Infrastructure. Subject to and conditioned upon satisfaction of the 
contingencies recited in Section 5 of this Agreement, TOS shall irrevocably transfer to 
the District the Linear Infrastructure set forth in the Linear Infrastructure Information 
Sources attached hereto as Exhibit C.I to the District. All such conveyances shall occur 
in the sequence set forth in Exhibit C.2 and as recited in Section 4.1, below. The parties 
acknowledge that LAFCo and Humboldt County have required extensive upgrade, 
replacement, repair, improvement or realignment to certain items of the Linear 
Infrastructure by TOS prior to conveyance to the District, and that the proj ected phase 
area and infrastructure completion map and schedule (Exhibit C.2) may from time to 
time be revised by the County of Humboldt due to inclement weather, practical 
engineering andlor economical construction modifications and other or reasons. 

4.1. Phases of Conveyance of Linear Infrastructure. The 
improvements will be undertaken by TOS in phases over several years and 
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conveyed to the District in accord with the projected Linear Infrastructure area and 
completion map stated in Exhibit C.2, as the same may be revised from time to 
time. The parties acknowledge and agree that Phase 1 of the Linear Infrastructure 
has been improved by TOS and has been approved by the District. Title to Phase 1 
of the improved Linear Infrastructure (and each subsequently transferred Phase of 
the improved Linear Infrastructure) shall be conveyed to the District by way of the 
Irrevocable Offer of Dedication and Grant of Easement Deed utilizing the fonn of 
instrument attached hereto as Exhibit G. Thereafter, the District shall accept 
ownership and responsibility for new, improved or relocated infrastructure in each 
phase of the Subdivision as approved by the District Engineer. Once TOS has 
completed all required Linear Infrastructure in any particular phase or integral or 
coherent area and the improvements have been inspected and accepted in· 
compliance with LAFCo Conditions of Approval and any applicable Humboldt 
County requirements by the District Engineer, the District Board shall accept the 
dedication and conveyance and receipt of all right, title and interest in all Linear 
Infrastructure in the phase or coherent area utilizing the form ofIrrevocable Offer 
of Dedication and Grant of Easement Deed attached hereto as Exhibit G, with the 
exception ofthe Grant of Easement Deed for the Linear Infrastructure in Phase 5, 
which shall use the same form except that it shall not include a reserve easement 
and/or license for TOS as all interests in Linear Infrastructure will have transferred 
to the District. For purposes of example, once the Linear Infrastructure has been 
completed in Phase 2 and the improvements have been inspected and accepted in 
compliance with LAFCo Conditions of Approval and any applicable Humboldt 
County requirements by the District Engineer, the District Board shall accept the 
dedication or conveyance and receipt of all right, title and interest in all Linear 
Infrastructure in Phase 2. The District shall be responsible for all maintenance, 
operation and repair of the improved Linear Infrastructure from and after the date 
each component of the Linear Infrastructure has been dedicated, conveyed and 
accepted by the District. TOS shall retain a reserve license and/or easement 
appurtenant to all TOS property in Phases 1,2,3,4 and 5 of the Subdivision Map 
to discharge wastewater and stonn drainage into the Linear Infrastructure actually 
conveyed to the District until such time that all Linear Infrastructure in Phases 1 
through 5 of the Subdivision Map are conveyed to the District. 

4.2. District Interim Rights. Prior to completion of Linear Infrastructure 
improvements, TOS will grant interim rights ("Interim Rights") for the District to 
access, utilize and operate existing (not-yet-improved) infrastructure by way of 
license pending completion of the Linear Infrastructure Improvements and 
conveyance to the District in accord with Section 4.1. These Interim Rights will 
authorize the District to use and employ TOS' existing, not-yet-improved 
infrastructure to deliver services and to charge service fees to the residents and 
businesses served and will be created by utilization of the form "Linear 
Infrastructure License to Operate" appended hereto as Exhibit H. TOS shall be 
responsible for all routine maintenance and repair of the not-yet-improved 
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Covenant and Agreement shall be satisfied prior to conveyance of any of the 
Linear Infrastructure. 

5.2. Phases 2 through 5 Linear Infrastructure Completion. The 
District Engineer or an independent professional licensed engineer shall be 
engaged by or on behalf of the District to conduct an independent review of the 
infrastructure improvement plans and completed improvements and the engineer 
shall accept the improvements, if adequate and in compliance with the conditions 
ofLAFCo, the County of Humboldt and this Agreement prior to conveyance of 
Phases 2 through 5, respectively, of the Linear Infrastructure. 

5.3. Transition Services Agreement. As a contingency to the Phase I 
Closing Date, TOS shall agree to provide contract transition services and support 
for essential (treated water and wastewater) District operations for an initial six (6) 
month period from and after the Phase I Closing Date with consideration for an 
additional six (6) month extension subj ect to the terms and conditions stated in 
that certain written "Transition Services Agreement" attached hereto as Exhibit I 
and TOS and the District shall respectively deliver to the other an executed copy 
of said instrument. TOS shall be reimbursed for all reasonable contract transition 
services and support costs and administration of the transition services which shall 
be paid by the District through either: (i) credits to the TOS utility bills, if legally 
permissible, or (ii) if credits are impermissible or insufficient, through regular 
payments at monthly intervals. 

5.4 Provision of Letter to California Board of Real Estate. As a 
contingency and deliverable required at the Phase 1 Close of Escrow, SCSD shall 
execute a letter to the California Board of Real Estate reciting that conditions 
required for TOS to obtain a Final Public Report for Phase 1 of the Subdivision 
have been satisfied. Thereafter, prior to transfer of the Linear Infrastructure in 
Phases 2 through 5 of the Subdivision, the District shall deliver to TOS a letter to 
the California Board of Real Estate reciting that conditions required for TOS to 
obtain a Final Public Report for Phase 2 through 5 of the Subdivision have been 
satisfied respectively upon completion. 

5.5 Insurance Contingency. Prior to Close of Escrow and prior to the 
conveyance of Phases 2-5, the District shall acquire insurance. TOS shall name 
the District as an additional insured on all TOS policies relating to Real Property. 

6. Contingency Funds. The following contingency funds shall be established 
and funded at the time intervals stated below to effectuate the transfer of the components 
of the Dedicated Property to the District as noted below: 

6.1. Office Equipment Fund. At the Phase 1 Close of Escrow, TOS 
shall transfer to the District $20,000 for the purchase of office equipment. 
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6.2. Contingency Fund. At the Phase 1 Close of Escrow, TOS shall 
transfer to the District $135,000.00 as contingency funds. 

6.3. Transition Services. TOS wi1lleaseback those portions of the Real 
Property (i.e., the Theater and Parks) and provide transition services in accord 
with the terms and conditions of the Transition Services Agreement appended 
hereto as Exhibit I. 

6.4. Benefit Assessment Fees. TOS shall pay at the Phase 1 Close of 
Escrow an amount equal to twelve (12) months of the estimated TOS share of 
adopted District Parks and Recreation, Streets and Street Lighting fees and 
assessments and four (4) months of Storm Drainage benefit assessments for fiscal 
year 2016-2017. 

6.5. Water and Wastewater Fees. TOS shall pay at the Phase 1 Close of 
Escrow an amount equal to three (3) months of the estimated TOS share of 
adopted District water and wastewater fees. Any overcharges shall be credited to 
the TOS account and utilized in the following payment period. 

6.6. Good Faith Funding of Emergency Failures of WTP and WWTP 
Equipment. TOS shall provide to the District immediate good faith funding of 
emergency failures of the WTP and WWTP for major equipment, above or below 
ground systems and dam impoundment for costs which exceed $35,000 per 
occurrence, with a maximum cost outlay by TOS to the District not to exceed 
$250,000 in any fiscal year, until recordation of the Subdivision Map for Phase 4 
(the "Emergency Repair Funding Assistance"). This obligation shall exist until 
Final Map recordation for Phase 4 of the Subdivision or June 30,2021, whichever 
date shall first occur. For purposes of this Agreement and this Section 6.6, an 
"emergency failure" qualifying for assistance from the TOS is defined as an 
unexpected, material equipment failure or breakdown not caused by, in whole or 
in part, District error or negligence. In no event shall TOS' Emergency Repair 
Funding Assistance exceed a total of $250,000.00 for any fiscal year or 
$750,000.00 for the entire term of this Agreement, and any liabilities incurred 
by the District in any given fiscal year shall not carryover to the next fiscal 
year for purposes of applying the Emergency Repair Funding Assistance 
cap/limitation. For purposes of example only, if the District incurs a $300,000.00 
liability in one fiscal year that qualifies for Emergency Repair Funding Assistance 
from TOS, only $250,000 shall be paid by TOS and the remaining $50,000 shall 
be the responsibility of the District and not carried forward to another fiscal year. 

The Parties acknowledge and agree that the Emergency Repair Funding 
Assistance is intended to be a special, limited exception to the District's obligation 
to take ownership and assume financial responsibility for all operations and 
expenses of the WTP and WWTP immediately upon conveyance of the Treatment 
Plants to the District by Grant Deed. 
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The Emergency Repair Funding Assistance shall be supplemental to any 
emergency loans or other assistance that might be available to the District for 
emergency repairs, maintenance or other operational funding. The District shall 
timely make all reasonable efforts to obtain alternative emergency funding for 
such repairs, or, if practicable, in order to reimburse TOS for Emergency Repair 
Funding Assistance, under the District's authority and responsibility as the 
operating and utility entity. To the extent any such alternative emergency funding 
may be available, any payment by TOS to the District under the Emergency 
Repair Funding Assistance protocol stated in this Section 6.6 shall be deemed a 
loan to the District, due and payable immediately at the time the District receives 
any alternative emergency funding. To the extent allowed by law, any funding 
subsequently received by the District which is earmarked especially for a 
particular emergency repair for which the District has sought and received 
Emergency Repair Funding Assistance from TOS shall be used by the District to 
reimburse TOS for said Emergency Repair Funding Assistance and for no other 
purpose. 

6.7. Limited Representations and Warranties Pledged by TOS. TOS 
pledges the following representations and warranties to the District, and no other: 

(a) TOS is a limited liability company formed in the State of California, 
and is in good standing under the laws thereof. 

(b) To the actual knowledge of Town of Scotia, identified as the actual 
knowledge of Frank S. Bacik, TOS holds fee title to the Dedicated Property free 
and clear of all liens and encumbrances except those disclosed pursuant to that 
certain written Title Reports issued by Fidelity National Title Company listed in 
Exhibit J, attached. 

( c) At the Close of Escrow there shall be no amounts outstanding under 
contracts made by TOS for any improvements to the Dedicated Property that have 
not been fully paid for and no mechanics' or materialmens' liens arising out of 
labor or materials furnished prior to the Phase 1 Close of Escrow which apply to 
the Dedicated Property. TOS shall separately issue an identical warranty prior to 
conveying title to the Linear Infrastructure in Phases 2 through 4 of the 
Subdivision to the District. 

(d) To the actual knowledge of Town of Scotia, identified as the actual 
knowledge of Frank S. Bacik, documents delivered to the District pursuant to 
Section 27 of this Agreement, below, constitute all of the pertinent documents in 
the actual possession ofTOS peliaining to the condition and operation of the 
Dedicated Property during the term of ownership by TOS. 
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Today we were verbally informed we would be receiving a Board letter 

announcing that the SCSD will withhold any substantive approval of plans for 

several significant improvement projects in Scotia (Subdivision Phase 3, Phase 4 

and the Mill A utility improvements) until the Eel River Intake pumps replacement 

project is completed to its satisfaction.   

For several technically complex and important reasons, this dictate regarding the 

order and approval of several TOS projects is impracticable and unnecessary.   

Moreover, it could needlessly cost TOS millions of dollars in lost opportunity.   

TOS has procedural and substantive Due Process rights that will be adversely 

affected by this major policy, and it should not be undertaken without a full 

notice to the affected party and opportunity for detailed presentations and 

discussion before this board.   

The determination so simply stated as “approve sending Board Signed letter” 

incorporates a host of legal, technical and practical issues which have not been 

aired, explained or understood.  The undisclosed policy determination to withhold 

unrelated approvals could affect everyone residing in Scotia, and the impacts to 

both TOS and the Community have never been discussed.  

For all these reasons, and as may be more particularly explained at your Board 

meeting, the agenda matter H.1.d. “New Business. “Discuss Scotia Subdivision & 

River Pumps and Approve Sending Board Signed Letter.”  Should be pulled from 

the agenda for this month’s Board meeting, and the matter should be 

meaningfully described, and appropriate notice given, to TOS. 

The matter should be rescheduled for a special meeting when the important 

considerations and rights surrounding these policy matters can be introduced and 

explained to the Board, and appropriate and fair, formal and lawful action 

commensurate with these important decisions can be devised in a measured 

manner and timeframe.   

 

Frank Shaw Bacik 

Respectfully submitted 

Frank Shaw Bacik, President and Director of Legal Affairs 
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